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Abstract 

The Darwin-Hatherton glacial system (DHGS) drains from the East Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS) 

and through the Transantarctic Mountains (TAM) before entering the Ross Embayment. Large 

ice-free areas covered in glacial sediments surround the DHGS, and at least five glacial drift 

sheets mark the limits of previous ice extent. The glacier belongs to a group of slow-moving 

EAIS outlet glaciers which are poorly understood. Despite this, an extrapolation of a glacial 

drift sheet boundary has been used to determine the thickness of the EAIS and the advanced 

West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM). In order to 

accurately determine the past and present contributions of the Antarctic ice sheets to sea level 

changes, these uncertainties should be reduced. This study aims to examine the present and 

LGM ice dynamics of the DHGS by combining newly acquired field measurements with a 3-D 

numerical ice sheet-shelf model. The fieldwork included a ground penetrating radar survey of 

ice thickness and surface velocity measurements by GPS. In addition, an extensive dataset of 

airborne radar measurements and meteorological recordings from automatic weather stations 

were made available. The model setup involved nesting a high-resolution (1 km) model of the 

DHGS within a lower resolution (20 km) all-Antarctic simulation. The nested 3-D modelling 

procedure enables an examination of the impact of changes of the EAIS and WAIS on the 

DHGS behaviour, and accounts for a complex glacier morphology and surface mass balance 

within the glacial system. 

 

The findings of this study illustrate the difference in ice dynamics between the Darwin and 

Hatherton Glaciers. The Darwin Glacier is up to 1500 m thick, partially warm-based, has high 

driving stresses (~150 kPa), and measured ice velocities increase from 20-30 m yr-1 in the 

upper parts to ~180 m yr-1 in the lowermost steepest regions, where modelled flow velocities 

peak at 330 m yr-1. In comparison, the Hatherton Glacier is relatively thin (<900 m), 

completely cold-based, has low driving stresses (~85 kPa), and is likely to flow with velocities 

<10 m yr-1 in most regions. It is inferred that the slow velocities with which the DHGS flows 

are a result of high subglacial mountains restricting ice flow from the EAIS, large regions of 

frozen basal conditions, low SMB and undulating bedrock topography. The model simulation of 

LGM ice conditions within the DHGS implies that the ice thickness of the WAIS has been 

significantly overestimated in previous reconstructions. Results show that the surface of the 

WAIS and EAIS away from the TAM would have been elevated 600-750 and 0-80 m above 

present-day levels, respectively, for the DHGS to reach what was inferred to represent the 

LGM drift sheet limit. Ultimately, this research contributes towards a better understanding of 

the dynamic behaviour of slow moving TAM outlet glaciers, and provides new insight into past 

changes of the EAIS and WAIS. This will facilitate more accurate quantifications of 

contributions of the WAIS and EAIS to changes in global sea level.  
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1 Introduction 

 
The Transantarctic Mountains (TAM) separate the East Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS) from the 

marine West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) and ice configurations of many TAM outlet glaciers 

are influenced by both ice sheets or have been so in the past. As the dynamics of the EAIS 

and WAIS differ significantly, their responses to climatic changes have varied considerably in 

the past (Bindschadler 2007; Waddington et al. 2007a). Studies of change of TAM outlet 

glaciers therefore offer an exceptional opportunity to examine past variations in both ice 

sheets, as well as the potential for future change.  

 

Exposed glacial sediments deposited adjacent to TAM outlet glaciers constitute the best 

preserved terrestrial record of past changes in ice volume and extent of the two Antarctic ice 

sheets. In particular sediments from the most recent glaciation and subsequent deglaciation 

are well described and dated (Bockheim et al. 1989; Denton et al. 1989a; Mercer 1968). The 

distribution of glacial deposits illustrates that since the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), ice 

thickness and extent of outlet glaciers have, in general, decreased significantly close to the 

Ross Embayment, while little change has occurred in the uppermost regions near the EAIS 

(Bockheim et al. 1989; Denton et al. 1989a; Mercer 1968). Current reconstructions of LGM ice 

extent in the Ross Embayment and the surrounding regions rely primarily on extrapolations 

and dating of geomorphological evidence (Bockheim et al. 1989; Bromley et al. 2010; Conway 

et al. 1999; Denton et al. 1989b; Denton and Hughes 2000, 2002). Reconstructions show that 

the WAIS grounding line advanced more than 1000 km into the Ross Embayment during the 

last glaciation, while the EAIS remained close to its present-day elevation inland of the TAM. 

The presence of a grounded Ross Ice Sheet in the Ross Embayment would have effectively 

dammed ice flow from the TAM outlet glaciers, and explains the asymmetric distribution of 

glacial sediment deposits (Bockheim et al. 1989; Denton et al. 1989a; Mercer 1968). 

However, to date, few attempts have been made to properly test the effect of a grounded 

Ross Ice Sheet on the dynamics of the TAM outlet glaciers (Anderson et al. 2004; Kavanaugh 

et al. 2009b). 

 

This study aims to examine present and past behaviour of a slow moving TAM outlet glacial 

system through geophysical fieldwork and the application of a numerical ice-flow model. An 

improved understanding of the dynamic response of the glacial system to changes in the WAIS 
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and EAIS will ultimately contribute to better constraints on the ice thickness and extent of the 

two Antarctic ice sheets during the LGM. An accurate LGM reconstruction is critical to the 

understanding of past contributions of the Antarctic Ice Sheet to global sea level variations, as 

well as observed present-day changes. 

 

1.1 Aims and objectives 

This research aims to investigate the dynamic behaviour of the Darwin-Hatherton glacial 

system (DHGS) which drains from the EAIS through the TAM and into the Ross Ice Shelf in the 

Ross Embayment (Figure 1.1). Large ice free areas with well-preserved glacial drift sheets and 

moraines surround the glacial system, which has a catchment area of 9150 km2 and drains a 

minor part of the EAIS.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.1. Regional setting of the DHGS and the adjacent ice free areas. DHGS catchment 
areas of 9150 km2 and 7950 km2 have been calculated from the Altimeter DEM produced by 
Bamber et al. (2009a) and the RAMP DEM produced by Liu et al. (2001) respectively (section 
2.2). The boundary between the Hatherton and Darwin Glacier catchments was determined 

from the Altimeter DEM (see section 4.1). Map based on the Landsat Image Mosaic of 
Antarctic (LIMA, http://lima.usgs.gov). 

 

 

The glacial system belongs to a group of slow moving TAM outlet glaciers of which very little is 

currently known. However, as mentioned above, although the dynamic response of this glacier 

type is poorly understood, extrapolations of glacial drift sheet boundaries have been readily 
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applied in the reconstruction of a grounded Ross Ice Sheet in the Ross Embayment during and 

following the LGM (Bockheim et al. 1989; Conway et al. 1999; Denton and Hughes 2000). The 

uncertainties of this approach were illustrated by a later modelling study, which found a 

noticeable difference between drift sheet extrapolations and model estimates of DHGS LGM ice 

thickness and timing of subsequent changes in the Ross Embayment (Anderson et al. 2004). 

However, the model was poorly constrained due to a lack of direct measurements of ice 

thickness, ice velocity and surface mass balance (SMB), and ignored the interaction between 

the DHGS and the buttressing Ross Ice Shelf. In addition, a recent study of glacial deposits in 

valleys adjacent to the Hatherton Glacier has introduced renewed uncertainties about the drift 

sheet ages used by previous studies to determine the magnitude and rate of change in the 

glacial system (Storey et al. 2010). 

 

The research presented in this thesis builds upon this previous research by investigating the 

current and past behaviour of the DHGS in order to increase our understanding of slow moving 

TAM outlet glaciers as well as further constrain the magnitude of Holocene change in the 

region. This is achieved by combining newly acquired glaciological, glaciomorphological and 

meteorological field data with a modern 3-D numerical ice-flow model. Data from a ground 

penetrating radar (GPR) survey are used to measure ice thickness and bed morphology within 

the glacial system. From this dataset, variations in the bed shape and the effect of bedrock 

variations on ice flow dynamics will be investigated in detail. Variations in shallow internal 

layers are analysed to examine controls on SMB, and radar data collected across the Darwin 

Glacier grounding line allows a detailed description of grounding zone characteristics. 

Measurements by GPS of surface velocity provide evidence of current glacier dynamics, and in 

combination with the ice thickness measurements, facilitate the first accurate calculations of 

ice discharge and oceanic melt rates near the Darwin Glacier grounding line. Automatic 

weather stations (AWS) installed on the glacier surface aid in the construction of a new and 

more accurate SMB map which takes into account the large variability which exists in the 

region. 

 

The new measurements along with results from previous studies in the Darwin-Hatherton area 

will be utilised to constrain and drive a high-resolution nested 3-D ice-flow model. The model, 

which is adapted from Pollard and DeConto (2009a; 2009b), allows for a freely migrating 

grounding line and has been shown to accurately simulate the transition in flow dynamics 

across the glacier grounding zone. The high-resolution model is nested within a lower 

resolution all-Antarctic simulation to account for influences from the EAIS and WAIS. The 

model is first applied to further examine present-day ice flow behaviour such as spatial 

variations in the velocity, force balance and basal temperature. Subsequently, simulations of 

ice configuration during the LGM are conducted to establish changes in ice thickness and 

extent within the DHGS. The results will be compared to previous estimates of Holocene 
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changes and are likely to clarify existing discrepancies on the LGM thickness of the Ross Ice 

Sheet (Anderson et al. 2004; Bockheim et al. 1989; Conway et al. 1999). In addition, as the 

flow dynamics of the DHGS is influenced by both the EAIS and the WAIS, the modelling results 

will provide evidence of past ice thickness fluctuations of both ice sheets. 

 

In summary, the goal of this thesis is to investigate the flow behaviour of the DHGS through 

the following aims and objectives: 

 

A. To identify the main processes which currently control the behaviour of the DHGS, 

more specifically: 

1. To use radar measurements to examine ice thickness and bedrock topography, 

and investigate how variations in these affect ice flow. 

2. To investigate the variations which occur in ice thickness and internal and 

basal characteristics across the Darwin Glacier grounding zone by using 

detailed GPR and airborne radar measurements. 

3. To examine variations in SMB and determine controls on these changes 

through analysis of internal layers in GPR data and meteorological field data. 

4. To apply an ice-flow model to examine the force balance and basal 

temperature, and determine how variations in these parameters affect ice-flow 

dynamics. 

 

B. To determine the amount of change of the DHGS since the LGM, more specifically: 

1. To use an ice-flow model to determine the LGM ice thickness and extent in 

order to evaluate the significance of the moraine systems in the DHGS. 

2. To examine whether the DHGS has reached a state of equilibrium after the 

termination of the LGM from evidence of SMB, ice discharge and modelling 

results 

 

The combination of new direct measurements of key parameters and a modern modelling 

approach represents a significant improvement to previous studies conducted on the DHGS. 

By investigating the present and past behaviour of the DHGS, this research aims to improve 

the understanding of the processes which control ice discharge of slower moving TAM outlet 

glaciers as well as add to the current discussion on magnitude of Holocene changes in the Ross 

Embayment. Ultimately this research contributes towards a better understanding of past 

behaviour of both the Antarctic ice sheets, which is of importance when estimating the 

influence of the Antarctic ice sheet on global sea level changes. 
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1.2 General characteristics of the WAIS and EAIS 

The behaviour of the DHGS is influence by changes in both the WAIS and EAIS, and in order to 

investigate past changes of the glacial system it is important to understand the way in which 

the two Antarctic ice sheets have varied in the past. The behaviour of the highly dynamic 

marine-based WAIS differs significantly from that of the colder, thicker and more stable EAIS 

(Bindschadler 2007). The WAIS rests on a bed with an average elevation well below sea level, 

and slippery marine sediments deposited during warmer periods, along with high rates of 

geothermal heating, favour rapid ice flow (Bindschadler 2006). The WAIS has an high mass 

turnover, with relatively high accumulation rates and large ice discharge through fast-flowing 

ice streams which terminate as floating ice shelves (Bindschadler 2006; Ingolfsson 2007). The 

large discharge of ice to the ocean prevents the WAIS from reaching ice thicknesses above 

2500 m. In contrast, the maximum ice thickness of the EAIS is 4780 m. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Map of Antarctica showing balance velocities from Bamber et al. (2000). Letters on 
the map indicate the location of major TAM outlet glaciers: Beardmore (BEA), Nimrod (NIM), 

Byrd (BYR), Mulock (MUL) and David (DAV) Glaciers. 
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The EAIS rests on thick continental crust and, compared to the WAIS, receives little 

precipitation (Ingolfsson 2007). Ice is primarily drained by a few fast-moving outlet glaciers 

which flow through deeply eroded bedrock troughs and typically terminate in the ocean 

(Waddington et al. 2007a, Figure 1.2). In addition to responding to climatic changes, ice 

thickness and flow dynamics of the EAIS have been influenced by an inferred 1-2 km Cenozoic 

uplift along the 3500 km long TAM towards its western margin (Kerr and Huybrechts 1999). 

 

1.3 Current mass balance of the WAIS and EAIS 

The Antarctic Ice Sheet has traditionally been considered a relatively stable feature of the 

cryosphere, but recent observations have shown that changes are occurring much more 

rapidly than previously thought possible (Truffer and Fahnestock 2007). These changes are 

thought to be controlled by a combination of recent climatic variations (Shepherd and 

Wingham 2007; Shepherd et al. 2004) and a grounding line retreat history which extends 

further back than the observational record (Jenkins et al. 2010). 

  

Direct measurements of global mean surface temperature have shown a rise of 0.74°C during 

the last 100 years (1906-2005) (IPCC 2007). In Antarctica, air temperatures have been 

recorded since the late 1950s, and contrary to the observed global trend, they have remained 

relatively stable since recordings began, except for the Antarctic Peninsula where a significant 

temperature increase has recently occurred (Chapman and Walsh 2007; Comiso 2000; Turner 

et al. 2005). The global climate is expected to continue to warm and climate models predict an 

increase in overall Antarctic air temperatures of 2 – 3.5°C by the end of this century 

(Chapman and Walsh 2007). The predicted increase in temperatures is expected to result in 

greater levels of precipitation in Antarctica which will offset to some extent the effect of 

increased mass loss associated with higher air and ocean temperatures (Alley et al. 2007). 

Studies have documented a precipitation increase in the Antarctic Peninsula attributed to a 

change in atmospheric circulation (Turner et al. 2005), and a slight thickening of the EAIS is 

similarly thought to be driven by a precipitation increase (Davis et al. 2005). However, a more 

recent study by Monaghan and Bromwich (2008) has found no significant overall increase in 

Antarctic accumulation rates during the last five decades. It is therefore unlikely that the 

predicted accumulation increase will be able to completely offset the effect of increased air and 

ocean temperatures (Alley et al. 2007; Shepherd and Wingham 2007). 

 

Although uncertainties remain high, most mass balance studies indicate that Antarctica is 

currently experiencing an overall net loss of mass caused largely by an accelerated discharge 

of ice into the oceans from the WAIS and the Antarctic Peninsula (Alley et al. 2007; Rignot et 

al. 2008; Rignot and Thomas 2002; Shepherd and Wingham 2007; Shepherd et al. 2004; 

Thomas et al. 2004). The recent accelerations demonstrate that glaciers and ice sheets are 
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capable of changing their dynamics much faster than previously assumed, profoundly affecting 

the mass budget of the Antarctic Ice Sheet (Rignot et al. 2008; Truffer and Fahnestock 2007). 

The mechanisms controlling these changes are not yet fully understood, but may be related to 

an instability of grounding lines located on upward-sloping beds (Jenkins et al. 2010) fuelled 

by increased surface and water temperatures (Shepherd and Wingham 2007; Shepherd et al. 

2004) and the collapse of downstream buttressing ice shelves (Rignot et al. 2004). The 

stability of the Antarctic ice sheets and surrounding ice shelves have been examined through 

numerical modelling experiments which have found that a 5°C warming of the surrounding 

ocean is required for the WAIS to begin collapsing (Pollard and DeConto 2009b). 

 

While large changes are observed in West Antarctica and the Antarctic Peninsula, the EAIS as 

a whole continues to remain relatively stable (Rémy and Frezzotti 2006; Shepherd and 

Wingham 2007). However, regional differences in mass balance exist with Filchner and Ross 

coastal sectors gaining mass, while Wilkes Land, which includes the northern part of the TAM, 

appears to be losing mass (Rignot et al. 2008). The behaviour of TAM outlet glaciers such as 

the DHGS is influenced by changes in both the WAIS and EAIS and the mass balance of these 

glaciers will be described in more detail in section 1.5.1. 

 

1.4 Changes in the WAIS and EAIS since the LGM 

During past glacial and interglacial periods, the extent of glaciers and ice sheets across the 

globe has varied significantly. Most recently the last glaciation culminated at the LGM, which in 

Antarctica occurred between 20,000 and 18,000 yr B.P. (Ingolfsson 2007). However, 

considerable regional differences exist in initial ice retreat from LGM ice configurations, which 

appear to have begun several thousand years later in the Ross Embayment (Conway et al. 

1999, Figure 1.3). Since the LGM, the world’s ice sheets and most glaciers, including the 

DHGS, have retreated and thinned considerably (Anderson et al. 2002; Hall 2009) resulting in 

a 120-135 m net increase in eustatic sea level (Clark and Mix 2002). 
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Figure 1.3. LGM ice sheet reconstruction with minimum ages for initial ice sheet retreat 
(Ingolfsson 2007). Red line shows the inferred LGM ice extent (dashed where uncertain) while 

the blue line shows the position of the continental shelf break. 

 

 

Due to the difference in dynamics for the WAIS and EAIS described in section 1.2, the 

behaviour and responses of the two ice sheets to changing climatic parameters and global sea 

level have differed significantly in the past. For example, while the EAIS is known to have been 

present for approximately 40 million years (Waddington et al. 2007a), the WAIS almost 

completely disappeared at least once during the last 400,000 years (Bindschadler 2007). The 

LGM and subsequent termination provide the best opportunity to understand the dynamics of 

rapid change in Antarctica because of the quantity and quality of geological data recording 

these changes. However, as Figure 1.3 shows, considerable uncertainties (dashed red line) still 

exist in many regions, and estimates of LGM thickness and hence ice volume of the Antarctic 

Ice Sheet remain a focus of debate, including in the Darwin-Hatherton region (Storey et al. 

2010). 

 

1.4.1 Changes in the WAIS during and since the LGM 

The Holocene change of the WAIS appears to have occurred both in response to increased 

global sea level and ocean temperature (Pollard and DeConto 2009b), and several authors 

have suggested that the deglaciation may initially have been triggered by a global sea level 

rise caused by the melting of Northern Hemisphere ice masses (Conway et al. 1999; Schoof 
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2007). Holocene surface elevation changes of the WAIS are thought to have been relatively 

small in the interior compared to coastal regions, although the scarcity of exposed bedrock for 

dating makes it difficult to accurately estimate the magnitude of change (Ackert et al. 1999; 

Waddington et al. 2005). 

 

Of particular importance to past changes of the DHGS is the major advance of grounded ice 

into the Ross Embayment which occurred during the last glaciation (Figure 1.4). 14C dates 

from lacustrine algae in proglacial lakes dammed by the grounded Ross Ice Sheet show that 

during the LGM, the WAIS grounding line was located more than 1000 km northward of the 

present-day position and remained close to its maximum position from at least 27,820 to 

12,880 yr B.P. (Conway et al. 1999). At this time, estimates of the ice surface elevations of 

the Ross Ice sheet at the DHGS outlet range between 800 m (Anderson et al. 2004) and 1100 

m (Bockheim et al. 1989) above present-day surface.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.4. Swinging gate retreat of the grounding line of the Ross Ice Sheet following the LGM 
(Conway et al. 1999; Hall 2009). 
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In the Ross Embayment, a ‘swinging gate’ retreat of the WAIS has been suggested from 

geological evidence (Conway et al. 1999, Figure 1.4). The 6,800 yr B.P. retreat of the WAIS 

grounding line past the DHGS outlet (Figure 1.4), is based on 14C dates from ice free valleys 

adjacent to the Hatherton Glacier indicating that the glacier was close to its present-day 

surface elevation no later than 6800-6550 yr BP (Bockheim et al. 1989). However, a later 

modelling study found that if the response time of the DHGS is accounted for, the grounding 

line would have retreated south past the Darwin Glacier outlet as early as 7,900-7,100 yr B.P 

(Anderson et al. 2004).  

 

Overall, the retreat and thinning of the WAIS has been almost continuous since the LGM 

(Anderson et al. 2002; Hall 2009) and several authors argue that the ice sheet is still 

adjusting to the climate of the current interglacial (Conway et al. 1999; Rignot and Thomas 

2002; Stone et al. 2003; Todd et al. 2010). If the ice sheet is still responding to the 

termination of the LGM, the changes presently observed (section 1.3) are a complex 

combination of this long-term trend and a response to the more recent increase in air and 

ocean temperature (Rignot and Thomas 2002).  

 

1.4.2 Changes in the EAIS during and since the LGM 

As with the WAIS, the largest changes in the EAIS since the LGM have occurred in the coastal 

regions, where evidence suggests that the ice sheet at its maximum extent terminated either 

mid-shelf or close to its present-day position (Anderson et al. 2002, Hall 2009, Figure 1.3). In 

the interior of the EAIS, past ice thickness has been inferred from ice cores (Augustin et al. 

2004; Lorius et al. 1985; Steig et al. 2000) and modelling studies (Denton and Hughes 2002; 

Huybrechts 1990; Huybrechts and Oerlemans 1988; Pollard and DeConto 2009b). These 

studies generally show similar or slightly lower interior ice elevations during the LGM due to a 

precipitation decrease caused by lower air temperatures and increased distance to a moisture 

source. However, extrapolations of glacial drifts show that the ice sheet may have been 

elevated by as much as 35-40 m inland of the Beardmore Glacier and 100 m inland of the 

DHGS compared to present-day conditions (Denton and Hughes 2000).  

 

1.5 Glaciers in the Transantarctic Mountains 

The recent acceleration of ice discharge observed in the Antarctic Peninsula (section 1.3) 

demonstrates that changes in glacier dynamics can have a much more dramatic effect on the 

mass balance than more gradual changes in surface ablation and accumulation. Many of the 

TAM glaciers are partly grounded below sea level and terminate in the floating Ross Ice Shelf, 

and are therefore sensitive to the same influences as the glaciers in West Antarctica and the 
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Antarctic Peninsula. Attention has been focussed on the rapidly moving glaciers and ice 

streams draining the WAIS, while comparatively few studies have aimed to understand in 

detail the dynamics of the TAM glaciers, even though they drain a large proportion of the EAIS 

(Figure 1.2). Despite this lack of knowledge of response mechanisms and behaviour, 

geological evidence of former surface elevations of TAM outlet glaciers have been widely used 

to determine LGM thickness and subsequent change in both the EAIS and the WAIS. The 

following sections review the current knowledge of TAM glaciers, upon which the work 

presented in this thesis builds. 

 

The TAM outlet glaciers can be divided broadly into categories of fast and slow moving glaciers 

(Giovinetto et al. 1964). The first group of glaciers have large catchment basins that extend 

into the interior of the EAIS, and ice velocities are high as the ice travels through the TAM in 

deep narrow valleys (Figure 1.2). The second type of outlet glaciers, to which the DHGS 

belongs, have considerably smaller catchment basins and their outflow from the EAIS is 

restricted by subglacial mountains (Denton 1979). The relatively few studies of the dynamic 

behaviour of TAM outlet glaciers have traditionally focussed on the group of larger and faster 

moving outlet glaciers (Giovinetto et al. 1964; Rignot and Thomas 2002; Stearns 2007; 

Swithinbank 1963; Wuite et al. 2009), while research in regions of the slower moving outlet 

glaciers have concentrated mostly on the surrounding ice free valleys (Bockheim et al. 1989; 

Hall et al. 2000; Staiger et al. 2006; Todd et al. 2010). However, recent studies of glacier 

dynamics on the slower moving Ferrar (Golledge and Levy 2011; Johnson and Staiger 2007; 

Kavanaugh et al. 2009b) and Taylor Glaciers (Kavanaugh and Cuffey 2009; Kavanaugh et al. 

2009a; Kavanaugh et al. 2009b) have significantly improved our knowledge of this particular 

glacier type.  

 

The TAM outlet glaciers span a large latitudinal range (Figure 1.5) and their behaviour varies 

accordingly. The outlet glaciers terminate either on land (generally west of McMurdo Sound), 

confluence with the Ross Ice Shelf (south of McMurdo Sound) or flow into the Ross Sea 

(generally north of McMurdo Sound). In addition, numerous smaller and entirely locally fed 

mountain glaciers are found in the TAM, particularly in the Dry Valleys where extensive ice 

free areas exist. 

 

1.5.1 Mass balance 

The TAM glaciers generally display a complicated surface pattern of snow-covered 

accumulation areas and blue ice ablation areas, as can be seen in Figure 1.5 on for example 

the Beardmore Glacier. Snow accumulation may occur throughout the year and has been 

shown to decrease with increased distance to open water (Fountain et al. 2006), resulting in 

inter-annual and seasonal variations in accumulation (Johnson and Staiger 2007). Surface 
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melting constitutes only a small fraction of the overall mass balance budget (Fountain et al. 

2006) and mass loss from the surface is instead primarily controlled by strong katabatic winds 

from the polar plateau that, through wind scour and sublimation remove accumulated snow 

from the glacier surface (Denton et al. 1989a; Fountain et al. 2006; Johnson and Staiger 

2007; Reusch and Hughes 2003). TAM glaciers terminating as floating termini experience 

considerable oceanic basal melting, especially if grounding zones are deep and come into 

contact with warm ocean water (Rignot and Thomas 2002). For the glaciers which terminate 

on land or directly in the Ross Sea as floating termini, mass is further lost through calving.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.5. Map of the TAM and the location of the glaciers mentioned in the text (map based 
on LIMA, http://lima.usgs.gov). 
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The most recent large-scale studies of mass balance to include some TAM glaciers have 

showed that the Beardmore, Nimrod, Byrd and Mulock Glaciers (Figure 1.5) are currently 

experiencing a mass gain, while large glaciers north of McMurdo Sound such as the David 

Glacier, are losing mass (Rignot et al. 2008; Rignot and Thomas 2002). However, 

uncertainties in these studies are high, and Wuite et al. (2009) documented a long-term 

record of stable flow for the David Glacier (at least 1991-2000), while Stearns (2007) found 

the glacier to be currently gaining mass. Studies suggest that the Byrd Glacier is currently 

undergoing changes, which include an up to 20 km retreat of the grounding line between 1979 

and 1997 (Stearns and Hamilton 2005), fluctuations in ice flow velocity (Stearns and Hamilton 

2005; Stearns et al. 2008) and a surface elevation lowering of 0.4 to 1.2 m yr-1 below the 

grounding line between 1979 and 2004 (Schenk et al. 2005). The observed changes may be a 

response to changes in ocean circulation, increased ocean temperatures (Schenk et al. 2005) 

or changes in internal ice dynamics (Stearns et al. 2008). 

 

Relatively little is known about the current mass balance of slower moving TAM outlet glaciers. 

An analysis of ice discharge from the Priestley, Reeves, Mawson and MacKays Glaciers (Figure 

1.5) has found a positive mass balance for all glaciers, although uncertainties in accumulation 

rates may have led to an overestimation of mass gain (Frezzotti et al. 2000). In contrast, the 

southernmost Reedy Glacier continues to lower slowly (20 m in 1000 yr) in response to the 

end of the LGM (Todd et al. 2010). The mass balance of the Dry Valley glaciers have been 

investigated in more detail, and evidence suggest that these glaciers are likely to be in 

equilibrium with the current climate, and probably have been so at least since the beginning of 

the 20th century (Chinn 1998; Fountain et al. 2006). Overall, the TAM glaciers appear to be 

fairly stable features of the present Antarctic landscape. 

 

1.5.2 Characteristics of fast moving outlet glaciers 

The following two sections provide a more detailed description of the two East Antarctic outlet 

glacier types. Although the DHGS belongs to the group of slower moving glaciers, several 

aspects of flow behaviour for the fast moving glaciers are of relevance, in particularly the ice-

bed and ice-ocean interactions, which have been investigated in most detail for these glaciers. 

The velocities of the fast moving outlet glaciers range between more than 1000 m yr-1 for the 

fastest David and Byrd Glaciers to less than 300 m yr-1 for the slowest Shackleton Glacier 

(Table 1.1). Ice discharges are generally above 2 km3 yr-1 with a maximum estimate of 24.3 

km3 yr-1 for the Byrd Glacier, although considerable discrepancies exist in estimates of ice flux 

for individual glaciers. This may reflect an actual change but more likely illustrates the large 

uncertainty that exists in regions where an adequate number of direct measurements is 

difficult to obtain.  
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Table 1.1. Measured surface ice velocities and ice discharges for fast moving TAM outlet 
glaciers listed from north to south. Values are described under ‘Notes’ using abbreviations for 
grounding line (GL), centre line (CL), grounded ice (GR), floating ice (FL), maximum (MAX), 

average (AVG). Numbers indicate: 1. ground based survey, 2. remote sensing study, 3. 

calculation of balance velocities, and 4. ice flow modelling. 

Glacier name and publication 
Ice velocity 

[m yr-1] 
Ice flux 

[km3 yr-1] 
Notes 

David Glacier:    

  MacDonald et al. (1989) 670 - GL, AVG, 2 
  Frezzotti et al. (1998) 68 – 553  GR to GL, 1, 2 
  Frezzotti et al. (2000) 461/560 6.9 ± 0.6 GL, AVG/MAX, 2 
  Rignot and Thomas (2002) - 15.6 ± 1.0 GL, 3 
  Stearns (2007) 369 10.1 ± 1.0  GL, AVG, 2 
  Wuite et al. (2009) 150 – 1039 

550-750 
 

 
 

5.0 ± 0.3 

GR,2 
FL, 2 
GL, 2 

Mulock Glacier:    
  Swithinbank (1963) 388 - CL, GR, 1 
  Giovinetto et al. (1964) 290 2.8 ± 0.5 GR, AVG, 1 
  MacAyeal and Thomas (1986) 285 2.8 GL, AVG, 1, 4 
  Rignot and Thomas (2002) - 6.8 ± 1.0 GL, 3 
  Humbert et al. (2005) 550 2.1 GL, AVG, 1, 4 
  Stearns (2007) 342 5.7 ± 0.6 GL, AVG, 2 

Byrd Glacier:    
  Swithinbank (1963) 843 ± 10 - CL, FL, 1 
  Giovinetto et al. (1964) 740 ± 10 16.3 ± 10.6 FL, AVG, 1 
  Hughes (1977) 352 15.4 GL, AVG, 1 
  Hughes and Fastook (1981) 780 – 890 - CL, GR to FL, 1 
  Brecher (1982) 580 – 875 - CL, GR to FL, 2 
  Lucchitta and Ferguson (1986) 750 – 800 - FL, 2 
  MacAyeal and Thomas (1986) 600 14 GL, AVG, 1, 4 
  MacDonald et al. (1989) 650 - FL, AVG, 2 
  Rignot and Thomas (2002) - 23.5 ± 2.0 GL, 3 
  Humbert et al. (2005) 1200 16.9 GL, AVG, 1, 4 
  Stearns and Hamilton (2005) 650 – 850 - ~GL, CP, 2 
  Stearns (2007) 672 24.3 ± 1.9  GL, AVG, 2 
  Stearns et al. (2008) 825 – 900 22.5 – 24.3  GL, 2 

Nimrod Glacier:    
  Swithinbank (1963) 226 - CL, FL, 1 
  Giovinetto et al. (1964) 150 2.2 ± 0.7 FL, AVG, 1 
  MacAyeal and Thomas (1986) 250 2.7 GL, AVG, 1, 4 
  Humbert et al. (2005) 550 1.8 GL, AVG, 1, 4 
  Stearns (2007) 203 3.6 ± 0.2  GL, AVG, 2 

Beardmore Glacier:    
  Swithinbank (1963) 364 - CL, FL, 1 
  Giovinetto et al. (1964) 330 5.8 ± 1.7 FL, AVG, 1 
  MacAyeal and Thomas (1986) 470 8.5 GL, AVG, 1, 4 
  Humbert et al. (2005) 700 4.0 GL, AVG, 1, 4 

Schackleton Glacier:    
  Giovinetto et al. (1964) - 3.0 ± 0.6 FL, AVG, 1 
  MacAyeal and Thomas (1986) 170 0.9 GL, AVG, 1, 4 
  Humbert et al. (2005) 280 1.0 GL, AVG, 1, 4 

Amundsen Glacier:    
  Swithinbank (1963) 234 ± 10 - CL, GR, 1 
  Giovinetto et al. (1964) 150 ± 10 3.3 ± 1.7 GR, AVG, 1 
  MacAyeal and Thomas (1986) 170 1.9 GL, AVG, 1, 4 
  Humbert et al. (2005) 700 1.9 GL, AVG, 1, 4 

Scott Glacier:    
  Swithinbank (1963) 256 ± 10  - CL, GR, 1 
  Giovinetto et al. (1964) 180 ± 10 2.0 ± 0.4 GR, AVG, 1 
  MacAyeal and Thomas (1986) 170 1.9 GL, AVG, 1, 4 
  Humbert et al. (2005) 450 2.0 GL, AVG, 1, 4 
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The Byrd Glacier has a catchment area of 1,070,400 km2 and is one of the largest Antarctic 

glaciers (Rignot and Thomas 2002; Schenk et al. 2005). The glacier supplies more ice to the 

Ross Shelf than any other ice stream or glacier and has a maximum ice thickness of ~3400 m 

(Reusch and Hughes 2003) which thins to about 1800 m at the grounding zone (Rignot and 

Jacobs 2002). Maximum measured velocities of the Byrd Glacier are higher than any of the 

West Antarctic ice streams draining into the Ross Embayment (Reusch and Hughes 2003). 

Surface velocity profiles resemble those of the West Antarctic ice streams, with a wide central 

zone of very high velocities and a narrow (<1 km) marginal zone of rapidly decreasing 

velocities (Stearns and Hamilton 2005; Swithinbank 1963). However, this does not appear to 

be a general characteristic of other fast moving outlet glaciers, and a more gradual decrease 

in ice flow velocities towards the margins has been documented for Mulock, Nimrod, 

Beardmore, Amundsen and Scott Glaciers (Swithinbank 1963).  

 

Studies of the David, Mulock, Byrd and Nimrod Glaciers have shown that fast moving TAM 

outlet glaciers have high driving stresses (~250 kPa) that are primarily resisted by basal drag 

(~150 kPa), while lateral drag (~50 kPa) and longitudinal compression (~50 kPa) are less 

important (Scofield et al. 1991; Stearns 2007; Whillans et al. 1989). Ice flow is characterised 

by a high level of basal sliding, sustained by significant basal melting ranging between 6 mm 

yr-1 (Mulock Glacier) and 26 mm yr-1 (Byrd Glacier) for the grounded part of the glaciers 

(Stearns 2007). However, evidence of ‘sticky spots’ with increased basal drag found in 

particular on the David and Byrd Glaciers are thought to relate to the presence of alternating 

thawed and frozen subglacial conditions (Reusch and Hughes 2003; Stearns 2007; Whillans et 

al. 1989). Evidence suggests that changes in the flow behaviour of the Byrd Glacier is closely 

related to variations in the subglacial hydrology (Stearns et al. 2008). 

 

Both the Byrd and David glaciers are grounded well below sea level for much of their extent 

(Frezzotti et al. 2000; Reusch and Hughes 2003), making them vulnerable to changes in ocean 

temperature and sea level. The grounding line of the Byrd Glacier is located 45 km upstream 

from its outlet and a substantial part of the glacier is exposed to rapid basal melting, 

calculated to 12 m yr-1 on average (Kenneally and Hughes 2004). Even more impressive, is 

the basal melt rate of ~29 m yr-1 calculated near the 3200 m deep grounding line of the David 

Glacier and which causes the glacier to lose 68% of its mass within 20 km downstream (Rignot 

and Jacobs 2002). Basal melting has been shown to account for 50% of total mass loss of the 

David Glacier compared to only 25% for the slower moving Reeves Glacier, which has a 

shallower grounding line at about 700 m depth (Frezzotti et al. 2000). 
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1.5.3 Characteristics of slow moving outlet glaciers 

Velocities of the slower moving TAM outlet glaciers generally do not exceed 500 m yr-1 and ice 

fluxes are less than 2 km3 yr-1 (Table 1.2). The glaciers drain only a minor part of EAIS and 

the catchment basin of for example the DHGS constitutes less than 1% of the Byrd catchment 

area. In-depth studies of glacier dynamics of slower moving TAM outlet glaciers are limited to 

the Taylor (Kavanaugh and Cuffey 2009; Kavanaugh et al. 2009b; Robinson 1984), Ferrar 

(Golledge and Levy 2011; Johnson and Staiger 2007; Kavanaugh et al. 2009b) and Darwin-

Hatherton Glaciers (Anderson et al. 2004), for which characteristics differ considerably as they 

terminate on land, in McMurdo Sound and into the Ross Ice Shelf respectively. 

 

Many of the smaller outlet glaciers are characterised by large blue ice areas which are more 

likely to develop when ice flow through ablation areas is slow (van den Broeke et al. 2006). 

Strong adiabatically heated katabatic winds are funnelled through the relatively steep and 

narrow valleys, and sublimation is generally the most important ablation process (Kavanaugh 

et al. 2009a; Robinson 1984). Oceanic melt rates are generally low, as the grounding lines are 

relatively shallow and therefore do not come into contact with deep warm water (Frezzotti et 

al. 2000). 

 

One of the most prominent characteristics of the Taylor Glacier is the low ice velocity with 

which it travels despite relatively high driving stresses (~150 kPa) and ice thicknesses 

(Kavanaugh and Cuffey 2009). Although basal drag (~90-120 kPa) is the dominant resistive 

stress at the glacier, the effect of lateral drag (~20-50 kPa) is important, and may lead to 

velocity reductions of between 30 to 80% (Kavanaugh and Cuffey 2009). However, the low ice 

velocities are primarily the result of ice thicknesses below 1000 m leading to partly or 

completely frozen basal conditions and slowly deforming cold ice (Kavanaugh and Cuffey 

2009). 

 
Large undulations in subglacial bedrock topography have been documented for both the Taylor 

and Ferrar Glaciers, however, studies have disagreed on the effect of these on ice flow 

(Johnson and Staiger 2007; Kavanaugh et al. 2009b). Johnson and Staiger (2007) found that 

subglacial ridges acted to restrict ice flow in a manner which was later referred to by 

Kavanaugh et al. (2009b) as the ‘trickle’ model. According to the ‘trickle’ model, ice velocities 

are highest in bedrock troughs where ice thickness and temperature are increased (Johnson 

and Staiger 2007). However, later studies, which included remote and ground based velocity 

measurements (Kavanaugh et al. 2009b) and further modelling (Golledge and Levy 2011) 

have found no evidence to support the ‘trickle’ model, which appears to be a result of 

uncertainties in model input. New direct measurements and modelling results are instead in 

accordance with the more traditional ‘cascade’ theory, which predicts fastest ice flow in the 
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thinnest regions, where surface slopes and driving stresses are highest (Golledge and Levy 

2011; Kavanaugh et al. 2009b).  

 
 

Table 1.2. Measured surface ice velocities and ice discharges for slow moving TAM outlet 

glaciers listed from north to south. Values are described under ‘Notes’ using abbreviations for 
grounding line (GL), centre line (CL), equilibrium line (EQL), grounded ice (GR), floating ice 

(FL), maximum (MAX), average (AVG). Numbers indicate: 1. ground based survey, 2. remote 
sensing study, 3. calculation of balance velocities, and 4. ice flow modelling. 

Glacier name and publication 
Ice velocity 

[m yr-1] 
Ice flux 

[km3 yr-1] 
Notes 

Priestley Glacier:    

  Frezzotti et al. (1998) 95-175 - GR, 1, 2 
  Frezzotti et al. (2000) 93 

130 
0.77 ± 0.13 GL, AVG, 2 

GL, MAX, 2 

Reeves Glacier:    

  MacDonald et al. (1989) 520 - FL, AVG, 2 
  Frezzotti et al. (1998) 110-252 - GR to FL, 1, 2 
  Frezzotti et al. (2000) 109 – 113 

200 
0.52 – 0.9 ± 0.1   GL, AVG, 2 

GL, MAX, 2 

Mawson Glacier:    

  Frezzotti et al. (2000) 138 
190 

0.52 ± 0.07 GL, AVG, 2 
GL, MAX, 2 

Mackay Glacier:    

  Frezzotti et al. (2000) 265 0.33 ± 0.06 GL, AVG, 2 

Taylor Glacier:    

  Robinson (1984) 0.5 – 14.4 - GR, 1 
  Kavanaugh et al. (2009b) 6 – 21  CL, GR, 1, 2 
  Kavanaugh et al. (2009a)  0.04 EQL, 1, 2 

Ferrar Glacier:     

  Scott, (1913) 12 – 16  - GR, 1 
  Johnson and Staiger (2007) <14 - CL, GR, 4 
  Kavanaugh et al. (2009b) 2 – 40  CL, GR, 1, 2 

Skelton Glacier:    
  Wilson and Crary (1961) 88.7 0.8 GL, AVG, 1 
  Giovinetto et al. (1964) 90 0.8 FL, AVG, 1 
  Humbert et al. (2005) 350 1.34 GL, AVG, 1 

Hatherton Glacier:    
  Hughes and Fastook (1981) 30 – 50 - GR, 1 
  Anderson et el. (2004) < 20 - CL, GR, 4 

Darwin Glacier:    
  Hughes and Fastook (1981) 40-60 

110 – 130 
- GR, 1  

GR, MAX, 1 
  Anderson et el. (2004) ~325 - GR, MAX, 1 
  Humbert et al. (2005) 350 1.03 GL, AVG, 2 

Liv Glacier:    
  Swithinbank (1963) 110 ± 10 - CL, GR, 1 
  Giovinetto et al. (1964) 70 ± 10 0.5 ± 0.1 GR, AVG, 1 
  MacAyeal and Thomas (1986) 230 1.6 GL, AVG, 1 
  Humbert et al. (2005) 480 0.55 GL, AVG, 1 

Reedy Glacier:    
  Todd et al. (2010) ~170 ~2 CL, GR, 1 
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The cold-based conditions which are typical of slower outlet glaciers are the result of inflow of 

cold ice from the EAIS, insufficient insulation by relatively thin ice and low levels of frictional 

heat from ice deformation (Higgins et al. 2000a; Hubbard et al. 2004). The effect of these 

factors varies within and between glaciers, and of the investigated glaciers, both the Taylor 

and Ferrar Glaciers are probably entirely cold-based (Higgins et al. 2000a; Johnson and 

Staiger 2007; Kavanaugh and Cuffey 2009) although a recent modelling study has found 

evidence of warm-based conditions in the deepest regions of the Ferrar Glacier (Golledge and 

Levy 2011). In contrast, the Darwin and Hatherton Glaciers may have larger warm-based 

parts (Anderson et al. 2004). The lack of basal sliding is thought to have a stabilising effect on 

the ice flow, and likely explains why the Ferrar Glacier has remained relatively static during 

the last ~4 million years (Johnson and Staiger 2007; Staiger et al. 2006). However, despite 

their stable appearance, the slow moving TAM outlet glaciers are capable of dramatic changes 

(see section 1.6 below).  

 

1.6 Change of glaciers in the Transantarctic Mountains since the 

LGM 

The behaviour of the TAM glaciers during and following the LGM has varied widely depending 

on the glacier type. Alpine glaciers, which terminate on land and are unaffected by changes in 

the EAIS and WAIS (section 1.4), have responded solely to variations in temperature and 

precipitation (Steig et al. 2000). The behaviour of East Antarctic outlet glaciers has been 

further influenced by variations in the EAIS, and when terminating in the ocean, by changes in 

ocean temperature and sea level (Denton et al. 1989a; Higgins et al. 2000a; Higgins et al. 

2000b; Johnson and Staiger 2007). However, the outlet glaciers that have experienced the 

largest and most complex change are those that, in addition to the influences mentioned 

above, have been affected by restricted ice drainage into the Ross Embayment due to the 

advance of the WAIS grounding line during the LGM (section 1.4.1).  

 

An out-of-phase behaviour with dammed outlet glaciers has been documented for the Taylor 

Glacier, which terminates on land and consequently fluctuated independently of the Ross Ice 

Sheet. Studies show that the glacier was less extensive than present during the LGM (Denton 

and Hughes 2000; Higgins et al. 2000b), has since experienced a significant advance and is 

now at its most advanced Holocene position (Denton et al. 1989b; Higgins et al. 2000a). This 

behaviour is similar to that of locally fed alpine glaciers in the Dry Valleys (Steig et al. 2000). 

Ice cores from the inland Taylor Dome reveal a history of ice thickening during warmer 

periods, which coincides with expansion of Taylor Glacier and local alpine glaciers (Higgins et 

al. 2000b). In contrast, the Mackay and Ferrar Glaciers, which also drain from the Taylor 

Dome but terminate in the Ross Sea and McMurdo Sound respectively, have experienced a 

retreat history similar to other outlet glaciers dammed by the grounded Ross Ice Sheet during 
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the LGM (Denton and Hughes 2000; Johnson and Staiger 2007; Staiger et al. 2006). The TAM 

glaciers affected by the expansion of the WAIS into the Ross Embayment have shown little if 

any response to the relatively minor EAIS changes. Instead, an extensive thickening occurred 

in the middle and lower reaches as these glaciers responded primarily to changes in the Ross 

Embayment (Bockheim et al. 1989; Bromley et al. 2010; Denton et al. 1989a; Denton and 

Hughes 2000). 

 

The deglaciation of the TAM outlet glaciers affected by the advanced WAIS has been a gradual 

process controlled by the rate of southward retreat of the WAIS grounding line (Figure 1.4) 

and the response time of individual glaciers. The characteristic asymmetrical thinning has lead 

to steepening of the glacier profiles (Hall 2009; Todd et al. 2010). Initial retreat of the TAM 

outlet glaciers may have begun as early as 13,000 years BP (section 1.4) and is to some 

extent (<0.02 m yr-1) still ongoing for the Reedy Glacier, which is the southernmost TAM 

outlet glacier to enter the Ross Embayment (Todd et al. 2010). Although some change may 

still be occurring, evidence suggests that the TAM outlet glaciers entering the Ross 

Embayment have remained stable for at least the last 1000 years and are at, or close to, 

dynamic equilibrium (Anderson et al. 2004; Fahnestock et al. 2000; Johnson and Staiger 

2007; Todd et al. 2010).  

 

1.7 Thesis outline 

Each chapter of this thesis emphasises a different aspect of the characteristics of the DHGS. 

With the exception of the conclusion (Chapter 6), each chapter contains a self-contained 

introduction, methods (when appropriate), discussion of results and summary/conclusion. The 

final chapter brings together the main findings in the context of the aims described above. The 

contents of chapters 2 to 5 are detailed below. 

 

Chapter 2, describes work which has previously been conducted in the Darwin-Hatherton 

region and is of relevance to the research presented in this thesis. The studies described 

constitute the foundation of this research, and references will be made to them continuously 

throughout this thesis. 

 

Chapter 3 presents the results of the geophysical fieldwork. Ground-based and airborne radar 

measurements are combined to establish variations in ice thickness within the glacial system, 

and an analysis of internal layer stratigraphy provide evidence of the effect of undulating 

bedrock topography on ice flow behaviour (objective A.1). A GPR profile collected across the 

Darwin Glacier grounding line illustrates internal features and basal characteristics of this very 

complex zone, while an airborne radar profile facilitates calculations of deviations from 

hydrostatic equilibrium of the floating ice shelf downstream of the Darwin Glacier grounding 
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line (objective A.2). Undulations in shallow internal layers are utilised to examine the controls 

and magnitude of SMB variations within the glacial system (objective A.3). Lastly, the ice 

thickness data are combined with surface velocity measurements in calculations of ice 

discharge and oceanic melt rates downstream of the glacier grounding line. 

 

Chapter 4 describes the compilation of configuration and climatological datasets of the DHGS 

and its surroundings to be used as input to the numerical ice-flow model presented in chapter 

5. Three DEMs of varying resolution and spatial coverage are combined into one and the ice 

thickness and bedrock topography maps presented in Chapter 3 are merged with existing 

lower resolution datasets. In this process, artefacts of the interpolation routine used to 

construct the large-scale Antarctic configuration datasets are adjusted in order to produce 

more realistic gridded datasets. Meteorological datasets are used to examine controls on the 

SMB, and in combination with satellite imagery facilitate the construction of a new SMB map 

which accounts for the presence of large BIAs within the DHGS catchment (objective A.3). 

Lastly, mean annual air temperatures are successfully extrapolated from summer 

measurements and found to compare well with remotely sensed datasets of surface 

temperature. 

 

Chapter 5 reports the process of fitting and applying the numerical ice-flow model to simulate 

the dynamic behaviour of the glacial system at present and at the LGM. Direct measurements 

and datasets presented in chapters 3 and 4 are applied to constrain and drive a numerical ice-

flow model nested within an all-Antarctic model. Tuning of the nested model to present-day 

DHGS conditions offers additional constraint on the glacier SMB (objective A.3), while model 

output from a present-day simulation provide information on current variations in ice/base 

temperature and force balance within the glacial system (objective A.4). The LGM steady-state 

configuration and flow behaviour of the DHGS are investigated and compared to glacial drift 

boundaries in adjacent valleys (objective B.1), and the implications of the results to the 

ongoing debate about the Antarctic LGM ice thickness are discussed. In addition, the current 

mass balance of the DHGS will be discussed from evidence of ice discharge, SMB and model 

output (objective B.2). 

 

In combination, the three results chapters provide a detailed description of current and past 

behaviour of the DHGS which contributes towards a better understanding of slow-moving TAM 

glaciers in general, as well as offering additional constraints on past changes in the EAIS and 

WAIS. 
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1.8 Summary 

Studies of glacier dynamics in Antarctica have focused predominately on the faster moving 

components of the ice sheet, such as the ice streams and the large East Antarctic outlet 

glaciers. By contrast, little is known about the smaller and slower moving outlet glaciers 

draining from the EAIS through the TAM and into the Ross Embayment (Frezzotti et al. 2000). 

Due to their limited ice discharge and low SMB, these glaciers are often surrounded by ice-free 

valleys covered in glacial sediments, which provide evidence of previous ice surface elevations 

(Bockheim et al. 1989; Denton et al. 1989b). Extensive studies have mapped, dated and 

correlated glacial drift sheets in the Ross Sea Region, and the current knowledge of LGM 

thickness and extent of the two Antarctic ice sheets, as well as the subsequent timing and rate 

of retreat of the WAIS, rely primarily on interpretations of these results (Bromley et al. 2010; 

Conway et al. 1999; Hall 2009; Ingolfsson 2007). 

 

The behaviour of the southernmost TAM outlet glaciers is complex, as they respond not only to 

variations in climatic parameters such as air temperature, precipitation, ocean temperature 

and global sea level, but also the level of inflow of ice from the EAIS and more importantly the 

damming effect of an advanced WAIS. All of these influences must be considered in order to 

accurately determine the current ice dynamics and the conditions that would have lead to the 

deposition of the glacial drift sheets in the past. Modelling experiments for the TAM outlet 

glaciers are hampered by the lack of direct measurements of bed morphology and ice velocity 

needed to constrain and drive the models, and so far, have yet to include the important 

interaction between glacier and ocean (Anderson et al. 2004; Johnson and Staiger 2007). 

 

The research presented in this these aims to further investigate the present and past dynamic 

behaviour of the DHGS. This will lead to an increased understanding of slow-moving TAM 

glaciers and the results provide additional constraint to the magnitude of Holocene change of 

the WAIS and EAIS.  
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2 Introduction to the Darwin-Hatherton glacial system 

 
The DHGS is located in the TAM between 152° and 161° E and 79.3° and 80.2° S.  The Darwin 

Glacier extends from the EAIS to the Ross Ice Shelf in the Ross Embayment, whereas the 

Hatherton joins the Darwin Glacier below Junction Spur in the Darwin Mountains (Figure 2.1). 

The glacial system is surrounded by ice free valleys within which rare evidence of past 

changes in ice extent and thickness are preserved in the form of glacial drift sheets and 

moraines. This record makes the DHGS a key area for understanding the processes controlling 

the dynamic behaviour of TAM outlet glaciers today as well as in the past. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Satellite image of the study area with place-names mentioned in the text. Thick 

grey lines trace major flowlines visible in the blue ice areas and thin grey lines indicate the 
presence of crevasses. 
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Because of the valuable geological record, the DHGS has been the focus of several major 

research projects (Figure 2.2). Previous work include studies of ice velocity (Hughes and 

Fastook 1981), surface topography (Korona et al. 2009; LINZ 2010), regional meteorology 

(Zawar-Reza et al. 2010), mapping and dating of glacial sediments (Bockheim et al. 1989; 

Storey et al. 2010) and modelling of glacier behaviour (Anderson et al. 2004). In addition, 

several large scale continental maps of ice thickness (Lythe et al. 2000a), surface topography 

(Bamber et al. 2009b; Liu et al. 2001), surface air temperature (Comiso 2000), SMB (Arthern 

et al. 2006; van de Berg et al. 2006; Vaughan et al. 1999a), grounding line location (ADD-

Consortium 2000; Scambos et al. 2007), and geothermal heat flux (Maule et al. 2005; Shapiro 

and Ritzwoller 2004) cover the DHGS at various resolutions. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2. A map showing the location and nature of previous work in the region. Ice 
thickness and velocity estimates from glacier models are shown along profile 1 and 2 in Figure 

2.4 and Figure 2.5 and from geological evidence along profile 3 in Figure 2.8 (map based on 
LIMA, http://lima.usgs.gov). 

 

 

The first major study in the DHGS was conducted by Bockheim et al. (1989), who were the 

first to describe, map and date glacial drifts in the ice-free valleys. The results were 

subsequently correlated with glacial drifts present elsewhere in the Ross Embayment and 

utilised to develop and age-constrain the ‘swinging gate’ model (Conway et al. 1999, Figure 

1.4). More recently, the study conducted by Anderson et al. (2004) on the behaviour of the 

Hatherton Glacier following the LGM, was the first to apply a numerical model to simulate the 
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effect of a grounded Ross Ice Sheet on a TAM outlet glacier. The establishment of the 

Latitudinal Gradient Project (LGP, www.lgp.aq) in 2003 has renewed interest in the Darwin-

Hatherton region. Of particular importance to the work presented here has been the 

installation of several AWSs on the glacier surface (Zawar-Reza et al. 2010) and a new 

attempt to date the glacial drifts identified by Bockheim et al. (1989) using cosmogenic 

exposure dating (Storey et al. 2010). 

 

2.1 Regional setting 

The glacially eroded valleys, cirques and isolated nunataks of the Darwin-Hatherton area are 

characteristic features of a landscape which has been formed by uplift of the TAM through a 

pre-existing ice sheet (Denton 1979). During this uplift, deep glacially carved valleys formed in 

geologically weak zones, while shallow valleys became more and more isolated (Denton 1979). 

The DHGS is surrounded by two of the largest TAM outlet glaciers; the Byrd and the Mulock 

Glaciers which drain most of the East Antarctic ice immediately inland from the DHGS (Figure 

1.2). A calculation of catchment area from early topographic maps has indicated a limited ice 

discharge from the EAIS through the DHGS (Anderson et al. 2004). However, a newer digital 

elevation model (DEM) constructed by Bamber et al. (2009b) is thought to describe the 

surface topography inland of the DHGS in more detail (section 4.1) and was used to 

recalculate the catchment outline. The result, which is shown alongside the old catchment 

basin in Figure 1.1, shows that the DHGS catchment boundary is likely to be located further 

inland than originally thought, resulting in a 15% increase in catchment area to 9150 km2. 

Despite this, the DHGS drains a relatively small catchment that extends only ~180 km inland 

from the glacier outlet. The limited ice discharge from the EAIS suggests that the Hatherton 

and Darwin Glaciers flow in relatively shallow valleys with restricted inflow. This is inferred to 

be particularly true for the Hatherton Glacier, as the Darwin Glacier appears to capture the 

majority of the inland ice inside the catchment (Figure 1.1). 

 

Within the catchment, the ice surface elevation ranges between a maximum of 2200 m above 

sea level (m a.s.l.) inland and a minimum of 50 m a.s.l. below the junction with the Ross Ice 

Shelf. The surface slopes are generally below 1% on the Hatherton Glacier and range between 

1 and 3% for the Darwin Glacier. However, several steep regions with surface slopes of 7-10% 

exist on the Darwin Glacier, for example at The Nozzle, where the glacier narrows to a 

minimum width of 5 km before widening again towards the junction with the Ross Ice Shelf. 

The regions of high surface slopes correspond well with the outline of crevasse fields observed 

on the glacier surface in satellite images (Figure 2.1). Crevasses are indicative of zones of 

increased longitudinal stretching and document to the dynamic behaviour of the Darwin 

Glacier. In contrast, the low surface slopes and lack of surface crevasses on the Hatherton 

Glacier are characteristic of a less dynamic system. 
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2.2 Surface topography 

The DHGS represents a challenge with regards to mapping, as the relatively flat glaciers are 

surrounded by steep mountains extending more than 1000 m above the glacier surface in 

many places and reaching more than 3000 m a.s.l. in the Britannia Range. The first 

topographic maps to cover the DHGS were produced by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in 

the 1960s from reconnaissance aerial photographs (1:250,000 scale and 200 m contour 

intervals). Since then several DEMs of varying resolution and accuracy have covered the study 

area. Some of these models will be described in more detail below. 

 

The first DEM to cover the Darwin-Hatherton area in relatively high resolution was published 

by Liu et al. (1999) as part of the Radarsat Antarctic Mapping Project (RAMP). The RAMP DEM 

combines altimetry datasets (ERS-1) with topographic data collected for Antarctica between 

1940 and 1999 (primarily Antarctic Digital Database (ADD) and USGS maps). The DEM is 

gridded at 200 m pixel spacing and has a vertical accuracy of about ±100 m in the Darwin-

Hatherton region (Liu et al. 2001; Liu et al. 1999). More recently, an all-Antarctic DEM has 

been produced  by combining laser altimeter measurements with satellite radar altimetry data 

in order to obtain good vertical resolution as well as satisfactory spatial coverage (Bamber et 

al. 2009b). This DEM, which will be referred to as the Altimetry DEM throughout this thesis, 

has a pixel spacing of 1 km and a root mean squared error of 15 to ~40 m in steep 

mountainous areas such as the TAM (Griggs and Bamber 2009). Due to the coarse resolution 

of the model, it performs well in flat terrain, but fails to accurately resolve rapidly changing 

surfaces such as the mountains surrounding the DHGS. The two DEMs differ significantly, 

which is clear when comparing the DHGS catchment calculated from the RAMP DEM (USGS 

maps) with that of the Altimetry DEM (Figure 1.1). 

 

The joint outline of two higher resolution DEMs that cover part of the DHGS is included in 

Figure 2.2. As part of the Latitudinal Gradient Project, Land Information New Zealand (LINZ) 

has produced a 20 m resolution DEM which covers the entire Hatherton Glacier and the 

majority of the Darwin Glacier (LINZ 2010). The LINZ DEM was constructed from a 

combination of ground based surveying and satellite imagery (ALOS) provided by the Japanese 

Earth Observation programme. In addition, a 40 m resolution DEM constructed as part of the 

SPOT 5 Stereoscopic survey of Polar Ice: Reference Images and Topographies (SPIRIT) project 

(Korona et al. 2009) covers regions of the glacial system towards the Byrd Glacier. Both the 

LINZ and SPIRIT DEMs accurately resolve the mountains surrounding the DHGS and compare 

well with each other in overlapping regions. 
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2.3 Climate and surface mass balance 

An AWS installed in the Brown Hills (330 m a.s.l., Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.1) near the Ross Ice 

Shelf has been operating between 2004 and 2009 and provides the only medium-term record 

of meteorological parameters in the DHGS. More recently, several short-term AWSs have been 

installed at various locations on the glacier surface as part of a programme run by the 

University of Canterbury in New Zealand (Zawar-Reza et al. 2010). The two datasets suggest 

that the region is influenced by frequent katabatic winds descending from the polar plateau, 

with wind directions that are controlled by the surface topography. The Brown Hill data record 

shows a significant peak in wind speed in the winter periods with the summer months 

appearing calm in comparison. Mild periods may occur at the station throughout the year and 

are often associated with katabatic winds. As a consequence, the mean annual air temperature 

at the Brown Hill AWS is just above -20°C (LGP 2004), which is high compared to 

temperatures on the Ross Ice Shelf (Bockheim et al. 1989). 

 

Few meteorological observations have been collected in the Darwin-Hatherton region and 

measurements of the spatial variations in temperature are instead limited to an all-Antarctic 

remote sensing study. Comiso et al. (2000) used infrared satellite data to produce a 1 km 

resolution gridded dataset of the annual mean surface temperature which has an accuracy of 

~3°C compared to the long-term observational record in Antarctica. The dataset has been 

expanded since the initial publication and now includes averaged annual mean temperatures 

between 1982 and 2004 (Le Brocq et al. 2010b). The remotely sensed annual mean surface 

temperatures within the DHGS catchment range between -19.5°C at the glacier outlet and -

38.2°C on the polar plateau (Comiso 2000).  

 

Very little is known about the annual mean accumulation/ablation rates within the DHGS. 

Estimates of SMB have therefore traditionally been based on measurements on the polar 

plateau and on the Ross Ice Shelf (Anderson et al. 2004; Bockheim et al. 1989). The polar 

plateau near the head of the glacial system is thought to experience an annual accumulation 

rate of 10-15 cm water equivalent (w.e.) yr-1. By contrast, accumulation rates are estimated 

at 20 cm w.e. yr-1 at the Ross Ice Shelf near the glacier outlet (Bockheim et al. 1989). 

Anderson et al. (2004) used these measurements to develop several SMB scenarios for the 

glacial system for use in a modelling experiment. The best fit scenario is shown in Figure 2.3 

and accounts for the extensive blue ice areas (BIAs) present on the surface of the DHGS by 

combining a linear change in accumulation between the polar plateau and the Ross Ice Shelf 

with estimated ablation rates in BIAs (Robinson 1984) modified to fit the latitudinal location of 

the study area (Anderson et al. 2004). The SMB model proposed by Anderson et al. (2004) 

displays negative values up to an elevation of ~1600 m above which an annual accumulation 

rate of ~7.5 cm w.e. yr-1 was estimated. 
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Figure 2.3. Best SMB scenario for the DHGS as determined by Anderson et al. (2004). 
 

 

Several all-Antarctic maps of SMB have been constructed at various resolution and using a 

range of techniques. Vaughan et al. (1999a) and Arthern et al. (2006) interpolated between 

the poorly distributed in situ measurements by applying a background field derived from 

satellite data, while van de Berg et al. (2006) used output from a regional atmospheric climate 

model. However, as no direct measurements exist from the DHGS, and the 55 km resolution 

of the climate model is insufficient to resolve the BIAs in the glacial system, neither of these 

models accurately accounts for the variations in SMB which exists in the DHGS, and all models 

predict snow accumulation in BIAs within the catchment.  

 

2.4 Ice surface features 

As mentioned above, the surface of the DHGS is characterised by several large of BIAs. Most 

of the Hatherton Glacier surface as well as the northern and lowermost parts of the Darwin 

Glacier are covered by blue ice which comprise a total of ~18% of the catchment area (Figure 

2.1). The BIAs are interspersed between snow-covered regions which are mainly located in the 

high elevation catchment areas and the southern half of the Darwin Glacier. BIAs have 

traditionally been divided into four categories (I. near exposed bedrock, II. on valley glaciers, 

III. on steep slopes, and IV. on lower parts of glaciers) based on their formation mechanisms 

and general characteristics (Bintanja 1999; Takahashi et al. 1992) and may be either open 

(inflow balanced by sublimation) or closed (inflow balanced by sublimation and outflow) types 

(Grinsted et al. 2003). 

 

Numerous small closed type I BIAs no greater than 5 km2 are present in the vicinities of 

exposed rocks within the DHGS catchment but because of their size are unlikely to play a 

major role in the overall SMB. Three much larger BIAs exist on the DHGS surface (BIA-A, BIA-

B and BIA-C on Figure 2.1), the extent of which is thought to be closely related to the variable 

wind conditions that exist in the region (Zawar-Reza et al. 2010). The largest BIA-A extends 

from the upper Hatherton Glacier (~1650 m a.s.l.) through the Nozzle and to the glacier outlet 
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(~50 m a.s.l.) and covers a total of 900 km2. BIA-A is confined by mountains on both sides 

and can be categorised as an open type II BIA. 

 

The smaller BIA-B (306 km2) surrounds the Tentacle Ridge which borders the northern side of 

the Darwin Glacier. During the December 2008 fieldwork a traverse of the Darwin Glacier from 

the snow-covered southern side and into BIA-B revealed a distinct increase in wind velocity in 

the BIA and its formation likely relates to katabatic winds channelled down the McCleary 

Glacier. Ice velocities are likely to be small in the vicinity of Tentacle Ridge, which may also 

act as a barrier to snowdrift from the plateau. Based on this evidence, BIA-B is likely to be a 

combination of type I and II BIA and as it experiences ice inflow as well as outflow, must be 

classified as an open type BIA. 

 

BIA-C (~245 km2) is located towards the polar plateau between ~1700 and 1900 m a.s.l. and 

has previously been described in detail by Brown and Scambos (2004). The protruding rocks 

downstream of BIA-C are likely to obstruct ice flow and it most probably owes its formation to 

a combination of snow ablation by katabatic winds and slow ice velocities. BIA-C is classified 

here as a type III with the parts close to the nunataks exhibiting the characteristics of a closed 

type. Other parts of BIA-C further away from the rocks appear to have some ice outflow and 

fall into the category of an open type III BIA.  

 

Satellite imagery from the region show that at the height of summer, small supraglacial 

meltwater streams may form on the glacier surface and what appears to be supraglacial lakes 

of more than 100 m in diameter become visible immediately upstream from Lake Wilson. 

However, it is unlikely that the melting which occurs during at least some summers has a 

significant impact on the SMB, as the water probably refreezes within the surface layers when 

temperatures begin to lower (van den Broeke et al. 2009). The distributions of surface 

crevasses are also revealed on satellite images and appear to be primarily confined to the 

areas south-west of McCleary Glacier, north-west of Junction Spur and at The Nozzle (Figure 

2.1). In contrast the Hatherton Glacier has a smooth surface without any detectable crevasse 

fields. As mentioned above, the distribution of crevasse fields provides evidence to variations 

in stresses, and their distribution within the DHGS illustrates a distinct difference between the 

flow behaviour of the Darwin and Hatherton Glaciers.  

 

Flowlines and medial moraines are clearly visible in the BIAs and provide excellent indicators 

of the contributions to ice flow from various regions within the DHGS catchment (Figure 2.1). 

From the flowlines highlighted in Figure 2.1, it is clear that the Hatherton Glacier contributes 

very little to the total ice discharge at the junction with the Ross Ice Shelf. Ice flow through 

the Hatherton Glacier is governed partly by ice discharge from the EAIS, although as 

mentioned above, inflow is limited (Figure 1.1). In addition, a major part of the Hatherton 
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Glacier ice comes from local sources such as the Midnight Plateau in the Darwin Mountains, 

and the Lieske, Hinton and Ragotzkie glaciers in the Britannia Range. East Antarctic ice 

draining through the Darwin Glacier is the main source of ice for the DHGS (Figure 2.1). 

However, important inflow of ice occurs downstream of Junction Spur, where the Darwin 

Glacier is joined by the Touchdown Glacier, which drains from the Cook Mountains, and two 

unnamed glaciers draining from the Britannia Range.  

  

2.5 Ice thickness 

Prior to the Antarctic field season 2007/08, measurements of ice thickness in the DHGS were 

limited to the locations shown in Figure 2.2. These measurements were collected between 

1971 and 1975 as part of airborne Radio Echo Sounding (RES) surveys carried out by the 

Scott Polar Research Institute (SPRI), the Technical University of Denmark (TUD) and the 

National Science Foundation (NSF). Also of importance is a set of seismic measurements 

conducted by the US Ross Ice Shelf Geophysical and Glaciological Survey in the 1970s (Lythe 

et al. 2000b). All of these measurements were included in the original BEDMAP dataset of ice 

thickness and bedrock topography of Antarctica (Lythe and Vaughan 2001; Lythe et al. 

2000a). However, the accuracy of the RES data collected on the Darwin and Hatherton 

Glaciers is questionable, as the navigational uncertainty may be as high as 3 km (Lythe et al. 

2000b) and side reflections from the nearby mountains may result in erroneous readings 

(Kavanaugh et al. 2009b). 

 

Due to the lack of detailed ice thickness measurements, the modelling study conducted by 

Anderson et al. (2004) used an idealised trapezoid transverse valley shape to estimate ice 

thicknesses from calculations of balance ice fluxes. This method has uncertainties of several 

hundred metres, since the calculated balance flux used to determine ice thickness depends on 

the SMB and the degree of sliding and deformation, of which very little is known (Anderson et 

al. 2004). The inferred centreline bedrock topography was found to vary greatly, with the ice 

thickness reaching a maximum of ~1000 m in the lower part of the Hatherton Glacier and 

thinning considerably towards the EAIS (Figure 2.4). 
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Figure 2.4. Surface profiles and bedrock topography along the Hatherton and lower Darwin 
Glacier centre flowlines shown in Figure 2.2 as profile 1 and 2. The modelled glacier 

configuration is shown by the bedrock topography (black line, full for warm-based and dashed 

for cold-based) and present glacier surface (blue line). The red and green lines show the LGM 
surface profiles determined through modelling (Anderson et al. 2004) and by extrapolation of 

drift sheet boundaries (Bockheim et al. 1989) respectively (Anderson et al. 2004). 
 

 

2.6 Ice velocity 

Ice velocities were measured near Junction Spur and at The Nozzle by Hughes and Fastook 

(1981) during their 1978/79 Antarctic fieldtrip to the Byrd Glacier (Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.5). 

Velocities at Junction Spur were measured to 40-60 m yr-1 and 30-50 m yr-1 on the Darwin 

and Hatherton Glaciers respectively, while a maximum velocity of 110-130 m yr-1 was 

measured at The Nozzle (Hughes and Fastook 1981). 

 

Additional information on ice velocities were provided by the modelling study conducted by 

Anderson et al. (2004). Although the velocities measured by Hughes and Fastook (1981) were 

used to tune the flowline model to some extent, the continuous velocity profile offers new 

information about the magnitude of variations in ice velocity along the centre line (Figure 2.5). 

The model velocities compare well for the Darwin Glacier while velocities of the Hatherton 

Glacier are underestimated with values of less than 20 m yr-1. A maximum velocity of ~325 m 

yr-1 is estimated by the model for the narrowest section of The Nozzle (Anderson et al. 2004). 
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Figure 2.5. Ice velocities measured by Hughes and Fastook (1981) (crosses) and modelled by 
Anderson et al. (2004) along the centre flowline of the Hatherton (dotted black line, profile 1) 

and Darwin (full black line, profile 2) Glaciers. The locations of the flowlines are shown in 
Figure 2.2. 

 

2.7 Grounding line position 

Information on the Darwin Glacier grounding line position is provided by two studies which 

have applied two very different techniques to investigate the outline of the grounded Antarctic 

Ice Sheet (Figure 2.2). The ADD (http://www.add.scar.org) grounding line relies on 

interpretations of Landsat imagery and USGS maps (1:250,000 series) and has been revised 

by C. W. M. Swithinbank (ADD-Consortium 2000). The newer Mosaic of Antarctica (MOA, 

http://nsidc.org/data/moa/) grounding line map has been constructed from break-in-slopes in 

MODIS (Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) images, which are particularly 

sensitive to changes in slope (Scambos et al. 2007). The considerable difference (15-20 km, 

Figure 2.2) that exists between the Darwin Glacier grounding line location proposed by the two 

datasets is most likely unrelated to an actual change and instead relates to the increased 

detail provided by the MODIS imagery.  

 

2.8 Basal properties 

The conditions at the base of the DHGS constitute an important control on flow behaviour of 

the glacial system. The temperature of the base of the DHGS has been investigated by 

Anderson et al. (2004) utilising calculated ice thicknesses to apply the quadrature method 

described by Hindmarsh (1999). The results are shown in Figure 2.4 as the change from 

dashed (cold-based) to full black line (warm-based) for bedrock topography. The calculations 
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suggest warm-based condition for a substantial part of the glacier bed of both Hatherton and 

Darwin Glaciers, and while there are large uncertainties involved with the approach, cold-

based conditions occur only in the thinnest regions.  

 

The physical appearance of glacial sediments in the ice free valleys provides further evidence 

to past and possible present basal conditions. Boulders showing signs of striation, plucking and 

faceting (Figure 2.6) are present in particular in the lowermost and youngest glacial drifts, 

which have been exposed to post-deposition weathering for the shortest time span (Bockheim 

et al. 1989; Storey et al. 2010). 

 

 

   

Figure 2.6. Two examples of stoss-and-lee shaped boulders with clear striations found close 
the Hatherton Glacier margin in the Lake Wellman area (Figure 2.1). Ice flow would have been 

from left to right for both boulders (Photo: M. Riger-Kusk). 
 

 

The processes resulting in the observed erosional characteristics are normally associated with 

transport of sediments in the basal shear zone of warm-based glaciers where clasts lodged in 

basal till may become overridden by debris-rich ice (Benn and Evans 1998). Although several 

studies have shown that sliding as well as abrasion does take place under cold-based Antarctic 

glaciers (Atkins et al. 2002; Cuffey et al. 2000; Davies et al. 2009), the abundance of boulders 

showing signs of active glacial transport in combination with the large amount of sediments 

deposited in thick drift sheets and moraines, as a minimum indicate warm-based conditions for 

part of the glacial system at some time in the past (Storey et al. 2010). 

 

2.9 Geomorphology and glacial history 

The inland mountains surrounding the DHGS consist of Beacon sandstone and Ferrar dolorite 

intrusions, and only in the lower areas close to the Ross Ice Shelf can outcrops of basement 

granites be observed (Haskell et al. 1965). Granites are therefore erratic to the upper glacier 

area and have been used both to delineate glacial drift sheets (Bockheim et al. 1989) and for 
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cosmogenic exposure dating (Storey et al. 2010). As these drift sheet will be compared to the 

modelled LGM DHGS ice configuration presented in Chapter 5, their distribution and inferred 

ages will be described in detail below. 

 

2.9.1 Glacial drift sheets 

Glacial drift sheets and moraine features in the ice-free areas adjacent to the DHGS were 

initially described by Denton (1979) and Bockheim et al. (1989) and later by Storey et al. 

(2010). The drift sheets are best preserved in the Darwin Mountains and the Britannia Range 

surrounding the Hatherton Glacier (Figure 2.2) whereas only undifferentiated drift sheets have 

been identified in the lower parts of the Darwin Glacier (Bockheim et al. 1989). The regions 

surrounding the Hatherton Glacier are characterised by an abundance of granite erratic, 

perched boulders, terminal moraines, and boulders showing signs of active glacier transport 

(Figure 2.7).  

 

 

   

Figure 2.7. Photographs showing (a) a ~500 m long moraine close to the present-day glacier 
margin and (b) an example of a perched boulder (Photo: M. Riger-Kusk). 

 

 

A total of five drift sheets were described by Bockheim et al. (1989) on the basis of soil 

morphology, chemistry, weathering rates and terminal moraine features (field sites shown in 

Figure 2.2). All except the youngest drift were found to show a pattern of increased distance 

between present-day ice surface and drift sheet boundary towards the glacial outlet (Figure 

2.8). By comparison, drift sheet boundaries are closely spaced in the uppermost part of the 

glacial system and only minor ice thickness variations appear to have occurred in this region in 

the past (Bockheim et al. 1989). 

 

 

a b 
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Figure 2.8. Elevation of present-day glacier surface and drift sheet boundaries along profile 3 
in Figure 2.2. Figure modified from Bockheim et al. (1989). 

 

 

The five drift sheets were named by Bockheim et al. (1989) in order of increasing ages as the 

Hatherton, Britannia I and II, Danum and Isca drift sheets. As the youngest drift, the 

Hatherton drift boundary is located closest to the present-day glacier margin whereas the 

oldest undifferentiated drift extends to a height of more than 750 m above present ice surface 

for the middle Hatherton Glacier (Bockheim et al. 1989). The drift sheets serve as excellent 

markers of former ice extent and thickness of the DHGS and have previously been used to 

constrain modelled LGM ice configurations of the Darwin and Hatherton Glaciers (Anderson et 

al. 2004). 

 

2.9.2 Glacial history of the DHGS 

The distribution of glacial deposits shows that during periods of growth the Hatherton Glacier 

expanded up slope into flanking valleys where it deposited large terminal moraines in positions 

of prolonged standstill. When conditions turned less favourable the ice retreated down slope, 

exposing the glacial drift sheets which cover many of the ice free regions. Because of the 

downward slope of the ice free valleys towards the present-day glacier margin, ice covered 

lakes are currently dammed by the glacier in several of the valleys previously occupied by 

glacier ice (Figure 2.1). In addition evidence exists in the Lake Wellman area of former lakes 

up valley from the current glacier margins. Proglacial lakes may therefore have continuously 

followed the glacier margin as it retreated down slope from its LGM position (Bockheim et al. 

1989). 
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Bockheim et al. (1989) dated remnants of algae from the former lakes in an effort to 

determine the timing and rate of Holocene glacier retreat, while approximate ages of older 

drifts were determined through correlations with drifts identified and dated elsewhere in the 

Ross Embayment. More recently, Storey et al. (2010) have used cosmogenic surface exposure 

dating to determine the ages of the drift sheets identified by Bockheim et al. (1989) in the 

Lake Wellman area, with the aim of achieving a more precise dating of glacial events. The drift 

sheet ages found by Bockheim et al. (1989) and Storey et al. (2010) differ significantly (Table 

2.1) and a brief discussion of the methods and results is given in the following sections. 

 

 

Table 2.1. Ages of glacial drift sheets as determined by Bockheim et al. (1989) and Storey et 
a. (2010). The maximum age model proposed by Storey et a. (2010) was thought to be the 

most likely scenario of the two models. The 14C ages have been calibrated using the calibration 
curves proposed by McCormac et al. (2004) for the youngest dates (11 – 0 cal kyr BP) and 

Reimer et al. (2004) for the oldest date.  

Drift sheet Bockheim et al. (1989) 
Minimum age [cal kyr BP] 

Storey et al. (2010) 
Maximum age model [kyr BP] 

Storey et al. (2010) 
Minimum age model [kyr BP] 

Hatherton 5.96 ± 0.04  
Early Holocene 

15 – 20 
MIS 2 (LGM) 

0.5 – 3 
Late Holocene 

Britannia I & II 10.57 – 11.96 ± 0.17 
MIS 2 (LGM) 

40 – 30 
MIS 3 

23 
MIS 2 (LGM) 

Danum 140 – 160  
MIS 6 

230 – 630 
77 

MIS 4 

Isca 
? 

 2,200 – 395 
Early – mid Pleistocene 

130 
MIS 6 

 

 

Radio carbon dates  show a more or less steady decrease in ages towards the present glacier 

surface (Bockheim et al. 1989). Ice recession from the Britannia II inferred LGM limit was 

shown to predate 10,570 – 11,960 cal yr BP with the ice surface reaching surface elevations 

close to present between 6450 and 6800 cal yr BP. Based on these dates, the Britannia I drift 

was thought to represent a major thickening during the general ice recession, whereas the 

Hatherton drift was assumed to be the result of an adjustment of the grounding line of the 

DHGS during the early Holocene (Bockheim et al. 1989). No dates exist from the Danum drift, 

which was instead correlated to the Marshall drift in the McMurdo Sound and inferred to be of 

a MIS 6 age. 

 

The surface exposure dates described by Storey et al. (2010) from the Lake Wellman area 

suggest an entirely different glacial history for the Hatherton Glacier. Due to the large spread 

in ages and to account for various uncertainties, which will be mentioned below, two different 

age models were proposed (Table 2.1). In general, most evidence supports the model with the 

oldest measured exposure dates. According to the preferred interpretation of the dates, the 
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Isca drift is older than 2.2 M yr BP while the Danum drift was deposited either between 230 

and 630 kyr BP (oldest ages) or at 77 kyr BP (youngest age). The most reliable results come 

from boulders collected from the Britannia drift sheets, which place the drift ages at 40 – 30 

kyr BP and not at the LGM as was suggested by Bockheim et al. (1989). The Hatherton drift 

was dated as either a LGM (oldest ages) or late Holocene (youngest ages) deposit, which 

either way suggests a LGM thickness and ice extent of the glacial system considerably smaller 

than previously thought. 

 

Both age datasets have various uncertainties associated with the results. When dating algae 

from former lakes as a means of dating the glacial retreat, accurate results can only be 

obtained if the disappearance of the lake is directly related to the retreat of the glacier margin. 

If on the other hand the lake exists for considerably time after the glacier has retreated down 

slope, the algae ages are not closely related to the glacier retreat. Therefore, at best, this 

method provides direct timing of glacier retreat, while at worst, it provides at set of minimum 

ages for ice recession from the former lake locations (Bockheim et al. 1989). Uncertainties of 

the surface exposure dates are partly related to the level of inherited surface exposure from 

multiple episodes of entrainment and exposure. This is particularly problematic in Antarctica, 

where cold-based basal conditions will limit erosion and deposition. A cold-based glacier 

advancing over an old drift sheet may, as a consequence, leave the older drift practically 

unaltered, while depositing few additional sediments (Sugden et al. 2005). If an erratic with 

an inheritance signal is sampled, the drift sheet age will be overestimated. Another concern 

with regards to the surface exposure technique is the potential re-positioning of glacial 

sediments in unstable terrain. Consequently, if the degree of exposure has not been 

continuous since the initial deposition, drift sheet ages will be underestimated (Storey et al. 

2010). Most likely due to a combination of signal inheritance and re-positioning of sampled 

boulders, the dataset presented by Storey et al. (2010) does not show a consistent age-

elevation relationship. The age model predicting the oldest ages was preferred because the 

error associated with re-positioning of sediments was thought to exceed that of signal 

inheritance. 

 

2.9.3 Evidence from the DHGS on past changes of the Antarctic Ice Sheet 

As a linkage between the EAIS and WAIS, the ice behaviour of the DHGS is influenced by 

changes in both ice sheets. The glacial drift sheets identified in the Darwin-Hatherton area 

provide evidence of several occasions where ice was significantly thicker, in particular in the 

lower parts of the glacier. In contrast only slight changes appear to have occurred in the upper 

reaches (Figure 2.8). Similar asymmetrical changes have been documented for a number of 

outlet glaciers in the TAM (section 1.6) and are likely the result of damming by a grounded 

Ross Ice Sheet leading to a progressive ice thickening of the lower parts of the southernmost 
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TAM glaciers (Bockheim et al. 1989; Denton et al. 1989a; Denton and Hughes 2000; Todd et 

al. 2010). By comparison, the minor increase (100 m for Britannia II drift sheet) in the 

uppermost reaches of the glacial system suggests near constant thickness of the interior EAIS 

during previous glacial events (Bockheim et al. 1989). 

 

The geomorphologic evidence indicates a strong relationship between changes of the WAIS 

and those occurring in the DHGS. Estimates of LGM ice thickness at the DHGS outlet has 

consequently been used to infer the maximum thickness of the grounded Ross Ice Sheet 

during this time (Denton and Hughes 2000). However, the magnitude of change which 

occurred in the glacial system during the LGM remains uncertain, in particular with the new 

drift sheet ages proposed by Storey et al. (2010). Previous estimates of the LGM ice thickness 

at the DHGS outlet are based on an LGM age of the Britannia drift sheet and rely on a linear 

extrapolation of the drift boundary (Bockheim et al. 1989) and ice-flow model simulations 

(Anderson et al. 2004). Both studies predict a remarkable ice thickness increase ranging 

between 1100 m and 800 m for the extrapolation and model respectively (Figure 2.4). The ice 

thickness increase predicted by the model for the Hatherton Glacier compares reasonably well 

with the upper boundary of the Britannia drift and offers support to the inference that the 

change observed within the glacial system is primarily driven by ice conditions in the Ross 

Embayment (Anderson et al. 2004).  

 

The ‘swinging gate’ model of the WAIS grounding line retreat from its LGM extent (Figure 1.4) 

was developed partly from the evidence presented by Bockheim et al. (1989) for the Darwin-

Hatherton region (Conway et al. 1999). As mentioned in section 1.4.1, in this model, the 

grounding line retreats past the DHGS outlet at approximately 6800 years BP, which is when 

Bockheim et al. (1989) found surface elevations of the glacial system to be close to present-

day levels (Figure 1.4). Therefore, the time it would take for the DHGS to adjust to the change 

in Ross Embayment ice conditions is not accounted for in the ‘swinging gate’ model. More 

recently Anderson et al. (2004) used a flow line model to investigated the dynamic response of 

the DHGS to the retreat of the WAIS grounding line. Results show that it would have taken 

approximately 1000 yr for the DHGS to adjust to this change, which would require the Ross 

Ice Sheet grounding line to retreat past the DHGS outlet as early as 7900 yr BP in order for 

the glacier surface to reach present-day levels by 6800 cal yr BP. The modelling study clearly 

illustrates the importance of accounting for glacier dynamics when interpreting former ice 

surface elevations from glacial drift sheet boundaries. 

 

2.10 Summary 

The DHGS belongs to a group of slower moving TAM outlet glaciers. It drains a limited 

catchment basin most likely because ice flow from the EAIS is restricted by subglacial 
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mountains. Calculations of basal temperature conditions suggest generally warm-based 

conditions, and only in the thinnest regions are temperatures expected to stay below the 

pressure melting point at depth (Anderson et al. 2004). The erosional characteristics of glacial 

sediments in surrounding ice free valleys further supports the presence of warm-based basal 

conditions at least at some time in the past (Storey et al. 2010). Like many of the TAM 

glaciers, the surface of the DHGS consists of a patchwork of blue ice ablation areas and snow-

covered regions of net accumulation, although, the magnitude of ablation and accumulation is 

unknown. 

 

The glacial system is surrounded by large ice-free valleys covered in glacial drifts and moraine 

features. A total of five drift sheets have been identified, extending to a maximum height of 

750 m above the present-day elevation of mid-Hatherton Glacier (Bockheim et al. 1989). The 

distribution of the drift sheets indicate past episodes of significant thickening in the lower 

regions of the glacial system while little, if any, change has occurred towards the EAIS. The 

asymmetrical pattern is likely explained by an advance of the WAIS into the Ross Embayment 

during past glaciations leading to a damming of the southern TAM glaciers. The effect of such 

an advance on the DHGS has been simulated by a numerical ice-flow model and results 

compare reasonably well with the distribution of glacial drift sheets (Anderson et al. 2004). 

However, a recent study of drift sheet ages has questioned the LGM extent and thickness of 

the DHGS and consequently of the WAIS (Storey et al. 2010). 

 

Prior to this thesis, knowledge of present-day ice dynamics of the DHGS was limited to the 

velocity measurements conducted by Hughes and Fastook (1981) in the late 1970s and the 

modelling study conducted by Anderson et al. (2004). The latter attempt of modelling the 

dynamic behaviour of the glacial system has resulted in some insight into the SMB, ice 

thickness, ice velocity variations and basal conditions as well as rate and magnitude of 

Holocene variations. However, the model was poorly verified due to the lack of direct 

measurements of key parameters. Considerable uncertainty to the magnitude of Holocene 

change of the DHGS has been introduced by recent effort to apply an alternative dating 

technique to the glacial drift sheets (Storey et al. 2010). These new results highlight the need 

to revisit the DHGS to obtain further information on present glacier dynamics and to revaluate 

its glacial history in the context of the WAIS. 

 

The work presented in this thesis continues where earlier studies have ended by combining 

previous knowledge of the DHGS with new direct measurements of key parameters. This will 

not only advance our understanding of the current glacier dynamics of slower moving East 

Antarctic outlet glaciers but also provide a more accurate estimate of the magnitude of past 

changes.  
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3 Characteristics of the Darwin-Hatherton glacial system as 

determined from ground and airborne geophysical surveys 

 

One of the main goals of this thesis is to improve the understanding of processes that 

influence the dynamic behaviour of the DHGS. In this chapter, the general characteristics and 

flow behaviour of the DHGS are investigated using GPR data collected between 15 November 

and 15 December 2008 and airborne radar measurements collected in January 2009. In 

addition, repeat GPS measurements offer information on ice surface velocities at a wide range 

of locations across the glacial system. The new measurements of ice thickness represent a 

significant improvement to the sparse data included in the 5 km resolution BEDMAP data 

series (Lythe and Vaughan 2001, section 2.5, Figure 2.2) and the new velocity measurements 

improve the spatial distribution of survey points (section 2.6, Figure 2.2). 

 

The new radar measurements offer an opportunity to construct a new high quality map of ice 

thickness and bedrock topography (section 3.5) of the DHGS, and internal layers within the 

radar profiles provide evidence of the effect of rough bedrock topography on flow dynamics 

(section 3.6, objective A.1). A detailed GPR profile across the Darwin Glacier grounding line 

reveals interesting new insight into regions of this transition zone, which has previously been 

described only by low resolution airborne radar measurements (section 3.8, objective A.2). 

Shallow internal layers are utilised to infer variations in SMB and examine the cause of these 

changes (section 3.7, objective A.3). Finally, new ice velocity measurements facilitate 

calculations of ice discharge through cross profiles (section 3.9) which will be used in section 

4.5.6 and 5.8 to examine the current SMB of the glacial system (objective B.3). In addition, 

ice discharge measurements facilitate the first calculation of oceanic melt rate below the 

Darwin Glacier grounding line (section 3.10). 

 

3.1 The application of radar systems in glaciological research 

Since the middle of the 1960s radar has been the preferred method for investigations of ice 

thickness and internal structures of polar glaciers and ice sheets due to the low attenuation of 

radar waves in cold homogeneous ice. RES systems have successfully been applied to airborne 

surveys of most of the Antarctic Ice Sheet, recording ice thicknesses of more than 4000 m in 
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places (Siegert 1999). For ground-based radar surveys, GPR is preferable to RES systems, 

mainly due to better vertical resolution and improved focussing of the radar beam, limiting the 

influence of above surface objects. However, the penetration depth of RES continues to greatly 

exceed that of GPR, which is restricted in power output and antenna gain (Arcone 2009; 

Plewes and Hubbard 2001). 

 

A typical radar setup consists of a control system connected to transmitting and receiving 

dipole antennas. The frequency is controlled by the antenna length and typically ranges 

between approximately 10 and 500 MHz for glaciological applications. High frequency signals 

with short wavelengths and high vertical resolution will scatter from objects which are 

‘ignored’ by lower frequency signals which have long wavelengths and poorer vertical 

resolution (Annan 2009; Plewes and Hubbard 2001). High frequency signals consequently lose 

energy more rapidly and when designing a radar survey it is therefore often a choice between 

high resolution and large penetration depth. 

 

3.1.1 Propagation of electromagnetic waves in glacial environments 

The velocity and attenuation of electromagnetic (EM) waves depends on the electric properties 

of the medium in which they are travelling, or more specifically the relative permittivity (εr) 

and the electrical conductivity (ζ) (Table 3.1). EM waves will attenuate rapidly in materials 

with high conductivities, in which case an alternative method of investigation should be 

considered (Plewes and Hubbard 2001). Because the attenuation in pure cold ice is extremely 

low (Table 3.1) radar is the preferred method when investigating ice bodies. 

 

The velocity of the radar waves in any given material is given by: 

r

c
v


      (1)  

 

where c = 300 m μs-1 and is the speed of light in vacuum. The values listed in Table 3.1 serve 

as guidelines for material properties, as the relative permittivity for ice, for example, may vary 

according to impurity and water content, crystal orientation, pressure and temperature 

(Plewes and Hubbard 2001). On Antarctic glaciers, the relative permittivity and consequently 

radar wave velocity will change considerably in the upper 40-100 m (van den Broeke et al. 

2008) as the firn, which consists of a mixture of air and ice, compacts into pure ice. The 

dependency of the relative permittivity on firn density (ρ) can be described by the empirical 

formula proposed by Kovacs et al. (1995): 

 

 2845.01  r      (2) 
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In radar surveys, velocity variations in the firn layer are generally accounted for by applying a 

constant radar firn correction to depths calculated using the radar wave velocity of pure ice. 

The magnitude of the radar firn correction is controlled by the density profile, which may vary 

according to temperature, wind speed and accumulation rate. Generally, radar firn corrections 

in Antarctica range between 7 (Ross Ice Shelf) and 15 m (Vostok Station) when the firn layer 

is fully developed (Dowdeswell and Evans 2004; van den Broeke et al. 2008). 

 

 

Table 3.1. Relative permittivity, electrical conductivity, velocity and attenuation of materials 

found in the glacial environment (Annan 2001). 

Material 
Relative 

permittivity, εr 

Conductivity 

ζ [mS/m] 

Velocity 

v [m μs-1] 

Attenuation 

α [dB/m] 

Air 1 0 300 0 

Fresh water 80 0.5 33 0.1 

Sea water 80 3 x 103 10 103 

Granite 4-6 0.01-1 130 0.01-1 

Ice 3-4 0.01 168 0.01 

 

 

Reflections of EM waves will occur whenever a contrast in relative permittivity is encountered. 

The depth (d) to observed reflectors can be calculated from the EM wave velocity (v) and the 

two-way traveltime (TWT) which is the time it takes for the EM wave to travel from the 

transmitting antenna to the reflector and back to the receiving antenna (Annan 2009). 

 

2

TWTv
d




     (3)
 

 

The strength of the reflected wave depends on the magnitude of the permittivity contrast, the 

interface roughness and the loss of power in the overlying material. Large contrasts, such as 

from ice to sea water (Table 3.1) are therefore expected to result in reflections of higher 

amplitude than smaller contrasts such as from ice to bedrock (Bogorodsky et al. 1985). 

 

Reflections of EM waves originate not only from material boundaries, but also from boundaries 

of prominent internal layers in the ice which can be traced over distances of more than 100 

km (Siegert 1999). Within dry snow, firn and ice, dielectric changes resulting in radar wave 

reflections are caused by variations in density, chemical composition and to a lesser extent 

crystal orientation (Plewes and Hubbard 2001; Siegert 1999). Density and chemical 

composition variations are thought to be the result of alternating climatic and atmospheric 

conditions at the time of deposition, and the layers can therefore be regarded as isochronous 

accumulation events (Richardson and Holmlund 1999; Siegert 1999; Vaughan et al. 1999b). 
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Reflections in the upper few 100 m are caused primarily by changes in ice density as the snow 

and firn compact into ice. Below the firn layer the ice-density remains roughly constant and 

internal ice reflections are caused predominantly by conductivity variations originating from 

atmospheric acid deposits from volcanic eruptions (Eisen et al. 2003; Siegert and Fujita 2001; 

Siegert et al. 2005). Furthermore, in areas of high ice shearing, layering of crystal orientation 

may become a significant source of reflections at ice thicknesses above 1000 m (Siegert and 

Fujita 2001).  

 

Tracking of internal isochronal layers in firn and ice has many useful applications in glaciology. 

Depth-age relationships from firn and ice cores have been successfully correlated and 

extrapolated into areas without prior information (Rotschky et al. 2004; Siegert et al. 1998). 

Furthermore, the geometry of the layers has been used to determine spatial and temporal 

variations in surface accumulation rates (Sinisalo et al. 2003; Vaughan et al. 1999a; 

Waddington et al. 2007b) and as a means of establishing both current and past glacier 

dynamics (Hindmarsh et al. 2006; Leysinger Vieli et al. 2007; Siegert and Fujita 2001). 

 

3.1.2 Evidence of SMB and glacier dynamics from internal reflections 

As mentioned above, it is generally accepted that internal layers documented by radar surveys 

represent isochronal accumulation events. Variations in depth and distance between layer 

boundaries are initially caused by spatial differences in accumulation rates. As the layer is 

buried, however, several processes may lead to layer distortion. These processes were 

described by Siegert et al. (2001) and relate to layer deformation caused by undulating basal 

topography, strain rate variations near ice divides (Raymond bumps), converging or diverging 

ice flow, changes in glacier flow regime between sliding and no-sliding (the Weertman effect) 

and changes in rate of basal melting either caused by differences in geothermal heat flux or 

increased melting near grounding zones (Catania et al. 2005; Catania et al. 2010). In addition, 

post depositional changes in internal layer geometry may relate to surface ablation zones such 

as a BIAs, where internal layers will outcrop at the surface as the ice above them is removed 

(Siegert et al. 2003; Sinisalo et al. 2004).  

 

The effect of post depositional processes on internal layer geometry must be accounted for 

when layers are located deeper than 1-2% of the total ice thickness, while variations in the 

uppermost internal layers can generally be attributed solely to changes in accumulations rates 

(Waddington et al. 2007b). However, several studies have found that influences from changes 

in glacier flow, basal melting or flow convergence may affect even near-surface internal layers 

(Leysinger Vieli et al. 2007; Pattyn 2002). Caution must therefore be taken when utilising 

changes in shallow internal layers to determine variations in accumulation rates in regions 

where a large change in any of these three factors is suspected. 
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3.1.3 Grounding zone characteristics 

Most knowledge of grounding zones originates from airborne radar surveys. The grounding 

zone is defined as the transition of a glacier from fully grounded to freely floating conditions 

and may be several tens of km wide (between F and H in Figure 3.1, Fricker et al. 2009). 

Across this boundary, the controlling ice flow mechanisms change from vertical shear in the 

grounded part to longitudinal stretching and lateral shear where the ice is floating (Pattyn et 

al. 2006; Schoof 2007). Furthermore, the overall mass balance of the glacier is altered 

dramatically as the basal melting underneath the grounded ice due to frictional and 

geothermal heat increases from cm to m magnitude per year as the base comes into contact 

with relatively warm ocean water (Jenkins et al. 2006). Studies often refer to the grounding 

line, which is the point where the glacier begins to float (Schoof 2007, G in Figure 3.1). The 

magnitude of ice flux across a glacier’s grounding line constitutes an important control on 

glacier mass balance, and changes in this flux may lead to dramatic thickness changes of the 

upstream ice (section 1.3, Rignot 2008). Studies have found that both oceanic basal melting 

and ice flux are positively correlated with and highly sensitive to ice thickness at the grounding 

line (Rignot and Jacobs 2002; Schoof 2007). The behaviour of the ice across the grounding 

zone is further complicated by the tidal influence which continuously migrates the grounding 

line and flexes the ice within the grounding zone (Sykes et al. 2009, Figure 3.1). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Identifying features that may occur across the grounding zone which extends 
between the landward (F) and seaward (H) limit of tidal flexing. The latter of which also 

represents the landward limit of hydrostatic equilibrium. G is the grounding line, Ib the break-
in-slope and Im the local elevation minimum (Fricker et al. 2009). 
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The location of a grounding line is determined by sea level, oceanic melting at the grounding 

line, the buttressing effect of downstream ice shelves and ice flux at the grounding line 

(Goldberg et al. 2009; Katz and Worster 2010; Schoof 2007). The latter depends on upstream 

SMB and ice flow dynamics which are also influenced by basal conditions, ice viscosity and 

bedrock topography. Over rough bedrock, several stable grounding line positions may exist for 

a certain combination of the influencing factors, as the glacier can undergo hysteresis. 

However, most studies agree that grounding lines are inevitably unstable on upward-sloping 

beds as an upstream retreat will result in an increase in ice thickness at the grounding line and 

hence ice discharge across it, acting as a positive feedback mechanism (Goldberg et al. 2009; 

Katz and Worster 2010; Pattyn et al. 2006; Schoof 2007; Weertman 1974). Conversely, this 

mechanism can result in rapid grounding line advances when conditions are favourable and 

the ice is grounded on an upward-sloping bed. Radar measurements of bedrock topography 

upstream of glacier grounding lines consequently provide valuable information about 

grounding line stability. 

 

Direct measurements of grounding line locations are sparse and their positions are often 

determined remotely by applying various satellite techniques to either identify the break-in-

slope, the change in velocity field or the limits of tidal flexing, all of which are features which 

often characterises the grounding zone (Figure 3.1). As this is a gradual transition, however, it 

is often difficult to accurately pin-point the grounding line, and estimates of grounding line 

position of for example the Evans Ice stream have differed by as much as 100 km depending 

on the method of choice (Fricker et al. 2009; Sykes et al. 2009). Ice thickness at the 

grounding line is often estimated from the surface elevation and the assumption that the ice is 

in hydrostatic equilibrium. This technique carries some uncertainty since DEMs are often 

inaccurate close to the break-in-slope if the terrain is steep and studies have shown that the 

ice surface may be depressed below equilibrium downstream of the grounding line (Fricker et 

al. 2009; Jenkins et al. 2006). Therefore, in order to further understand the mechanisms 

which determine grounding line changes, direct observations of grounding line locations and 

ice thicknesses are essential. 

 

3.2 Data collection 

Between 15 November and 15 December 2008, 300 km of GPR data were collected on the 

DHGS (Figure 3.2). In addition, in January 2009 an aerial radar survey completed as part of 

the IPY ICECAP project collected measurements along the centre flow-lines of the two glaciers 

as well as in the upper catchment areas. 
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Figure 3.2. GPR survey tracks (black) and airborne radar flight path (grey). The start (e.g. A) 
and end (e.g. A’) of transects referred to in the text are shown with capital letters. 

 

3.2.1 Ground penetrating radar measurements 

For the GPR survey, a new pulseEKKO PRO radar system was used in combination with an 

older set of unshielded resistivity loaded dipole antennas with a centre frequency of 25 MHz, 

both manufactured by Sensors and Sofware Inc. The pulseEKKO PRO radar system consisted 

of a separate receiver and transmitter connected to a Digital Video Logger (DVL) control unit 

by fibre optic cables which minimise noise from nearby conductors. The radar was run with a 

common-offset antenna configuration with an antenna separation of 3 m. The receiving and 

transmitting antennas were resting on the plastic skis of a purpose-built sled, oriented parallel 

to the direction of travel for practical reasons (Figure 3.3). Because of the directional character 

of the energy emitted by resistivity-loaded dipole antennas, GPR antennas should generally be 

oriented perpendicular to the direction of travel, so that the highest energy is focussed along 

the profile (Annan 2009). However, studies have found that when conducting a GPR survey on 

glaciers, the best penetration depth is expected when antennas are oriented parallel to the 

direction of ice flow, as this setup minimises the energy loss caused by the presence of surface 

crevasses (Navarro et al. 2005; Nobes 1999). The antenna setup chosen for the fieldwork 

consequently is ideal in relation to crevasse-orientation when travelling along the centre flow-

line of the glaciers. However, increased scattering from crevasses and therefore decreased 

penetration depth were likely for profiles perpendicular to the ice flow direction as it was not 

practically possible to change between antenna setups. Surface contact of the sled was good 
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when travelling on snow but less so on the blue ice where the uneven surface resulted in 

severe rattling of the radar system during data acquisition. Great care was taken in limiting 

the influence of nearby conductors on the measurements, and no metal was used in the 

construction of the radar sled. Furthermore, the sled was towed 2 m behind a wooden Nansen 

sled carrying the DVL, GPS and batteries. The Nansen sled in turn was towed 6 m behind a 

snowmobile.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.3. GPR data collection setup (Photo: M. Riger-Kusk). 
 

 

An odometer wheel was initially employed to ensure a constant distance between ice thickness 

measurements (traces). However, despite attempts to increase the grip of the wheel, distance 

measurements proved unreliable on the icy surface and radar measurements were collected in 

continuous mode instead. The pulseEKKO DVL enables real time data display with basic 

processing (gain and DEWOW) and the length of the time window was regularly adjusted 

during data acquisition to enable the maximum number of individual measurements for 

specific measured ice thicknesses. Individual measurements were automatically stacked 4 

times to improve the signal to noise ratio of the recorded trace. The towing snowmobile 

travelled with relatively constant speeds of between 6 and 10 km h-1 and stacked radar 

measurements were collected at intervals of approximately 1.5 to 3 metres, depending on 

both the travel speed of the snowmobile and the length of the time window. The GPR system 

configuration is shown in Table 3.2. 

 

The radar system was connected directly to a Trimble GeoXM GPS (L1 only) which recorded 

positions to its internal memory every second as well as outputting position-stamps to the 

radar control unit every 5th trace. The GPS has a horizontal accuracy of between 1 and 3 m. 
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Table 3.2. GPR system configuration. 

Transmitter voltage 1000 V 

Antenna centre frequency 25 MHz 

Antenna separation 3 m 

Number of stacks 4 

Sampling interval 3200 ps 

Time window 12080 - 16960 ns 

Points per trace 3775 - 5300 

 

 

Despite real time basic processing of the radar traces during collection, basal reflections were 

weak and often not observed. In order to improve the chances of identifying weak reflections 

in the radargram, data collection was stopped every 1-2 km and the radar was left running for 

a period while stationary. These periods of stationary data collection were averaged during the 

following data interpretation in order to eliminate background noise at these locations. 

 

3.2.2 Airborne radar sounding 

In January 2009, a coherent radar onboard a fixed-wing aircraft was used to collect airborne 

measurements of ice thicknesses in the Darwin-Hatherton area as part of the IPY ICECAP 

project (D. Blankenship, unpublished, Figure 3.2). The flight tracks in the DHGS area were 

planned and adjusted in collaboration with UTIG (the University of Texas, Institute for 

Geophysics) in accordance with the ground-based GPR survey. The airborne measurements 

have been made fully available for use in this research (Appendix A.1). The transmitted pulse 

for the airborne survey had a centre frequency of 60 MHz with a 15 MHz bandwidth, which was 

converted by the receiver to an output signal ranging from 2.5 to 17.5 MHz. The 

measurements were not migrated, resulting in an effective horizontal along-track resolution of 

approximately 100 m. Positions of the radar traces were measured using a coarse acquisition 

code GPS (one frequency only). Further information on the radar equipment and setup used 

for the airborne radar survey can be found in Peters et al. (2005).  

 

The airborne radar system measured ice thickness approximately every 20 m along a 650 km 

survey line, focussing on the centre flow lines of the DHGS and the upper catchment area. The 

coherent radar has a lower vertical resolution, but a higher penetration depth than the 25 MHz 

GPR setup and provides valuable information on ice thickness in the deepest areas of the 

DHGS where the GPR was unable to detect a basal reflection. The airborne radar 

measurements were processed and interpreted by UTIG. 
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3.2.3 GPS measurements of ice velocity 

For the measurements of ice velocity, a repeat GPS survey of temporarily installed bamboo 

stakes was undertaken along Darwin Glacier cross profiles and the centrelines of the Darwin 

and Hatherton Glaciers. Static GPS measurements were conducted using Trimble 4700 

receivers (L1 and L2) in fast static mode for postdifferential processing. Because of the 

expected low ice velocity and the limited time for the field survey, local base stations were 

installed on rocks at Roadend Nunatak, Lake Wellman, and Lake Wilson (Figure 3.5). Stake 

positions were recorded for 30 to 35 minutes at a 1 Hz data rate, and most of the stakes were 

re-measured after 3-5 days. The distance between base and field stations was, for the 

majority of the points, well below 20km. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4. GPS measurement setup on the glacier surface (Photo: W. Lawson). 
 

 

The positions of the base stations were determined using the nearest two POLENET GPS 

Network stations at Butcher Ridge (79.1474° S, 155.89416° E) and Westhaven Nunatak 

(79.8457° S, 154.22012° E, http://facility.unavco.org/data/ftp.html). In addition, all base 

stations were postdifferentially corrected using the Automatic Precise Positioning Service 

(APPS; available at http://apps.gdgps.net/, making use of JPL's GIPSY-OASIS software 

Version 5), which resulted in an improved positional accuracy. All fast static points were 

analysed in Trimble Geomatics Office using a network analysis which included all available 

base stations within 100 km distance. The performance specification for horizontal precision 

with the chosen settings and a minimum of 5 continuously tracked satellites was ±5 mm + 1 

ppm x baseline length (http://www.trimble.com/PRODUCTS/PDF/4700specs.pdf).  

 

 

https://legacy.canterbury.ac.nz/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://facility.unavco.org/data/ftp.html
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Figure 3.5. Position and magnitude of surface ice velocity measurements as well as the 
location of local base stations. Measurements have been extrapolated to yearly values. 

 

 

On the Hatherton Glacier, the re-measurement time was only 2 days, and the measurement 

closest to the Lake Wellman base station was the only data point of a high quality. The 

measurement is uncertain though, as ice velocity is at the detection limit for the GPS setup. 

Various processing methods (with up to three base stations and, with and without network 

adjustment) yielded velocities of 2.3 – 11.8 m yr-1 in directions between north and east. The 

highest directional accuracy for ice flow (+23° compared to visible flowline) was achieved for 

the lowest velocity value using only the Lake Wellman base station during processing (2.3 ±6 

m yr-1; error accounting for a baseline length of 7 km and antenna/pole uncertainty). 

Therefore, from these measurements it is inferred that the mid-Hatherton Glacier travels with 

velocities of less than 10 m yr-1 (Figure 3.5). 

 

3.3 Processing and accuracy of the GPR data 

Considerable processing was required in order to facilitate and reduce the uncertainty of the 

GPR interpretation (Figure 3.6). Processing of the GPR data was done in EKKO_View Deluxe, 

the processing software developed by Sensors and Software Inc. for data collected with 

pulseEKKO radars. All interpretations were subsequently carried out in the seismic 

interpretation software KINGDOM (Seismic Micro-Technology). 
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3.3.1 GPR processing 

As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, positions were recorded every 5th trace resulting in a location 

stamp every 7.5 – 15 m. GPS locations were added in EKKO_View Deluxe which automatically 

interpolates between GPS measurements so that each trace is assigned a unique position. In 

general, satellite coverage was good and a sample subset of 13315 raw GPS measurements 

(one GPS file from each day of data collection) shows an average of 7.9 satellites and an 

average horizontal dilution of precision (HDOP) of 1.21. The positioning of each individual 

measurement in relation to adjacent points is, however, much more accurate than the 

absolute positions (1-3 m accuracy), and was calculated as 0.10 ±0.05 m from GPS positions 

recorded during stationary periods. Base station data does not exist for all periods of GPR data 

collection, and as the horizontal resolution of the raw GPS positions is smaller than that of the 

horizontal resolution of the GPR (section 3.2.3), the GPS positions were not differentially 

corrected. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Examples of basic and more advanced processing flow. Most profiles were 
processed using the basic processing routine while more advanced processing was required for 

cross profiles (rubber-banding + migration), profiles used in the analysis of vertical changes in 
radar wave velocity (rubber-banding) and for illustrative purposes (rubber-banding + elevation 

correction). 
 

 

For most of the GPR data, no further processing of GPS positions of the traces was required. 

However, for the analysis of radar wave velocity and firn correction (section 3.4) and when 
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migration is required, the traces have to be arranged at regular intervals along a straight line. 

Due to variations in the snowmobile travel speed, traces were collected at irregular sampling 

intervals. Furthermore, although great care was taken in following straight survey lines, the 

presence of crevasses at the surface necessitated some adjustments to the bearing during 

data collection. Some manipulation of the trace positions is therefore necessary in order to 

position them along a straight line. Two different approaches were taken to do this depending 

on the purpose of the investigation. For cross profiles, where the results would be used for 

calculations of cross section areas, each trace was projected onto the best fit straight line 

(method a in Figure 3.7) to maintain an accurate length of the cross section. All other profiles 

were corrected by maintaining the actual stepsize and ‘stretching’ the profile to a straight line 

(method b in Figure 3.7). Method b is thought to enable more accurate results when 

investigating reflection hyperbola shapes (section 3.4) as the distance between traces is 

maintained. For both methods, stepsizes smaller than 0.25 m were assumed to be related to 

GPS inaccuracy when stationary and assigned a stepsize of 0.005 m, the minimum allowed by 

the EKKO_View Deluxe software. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7. Illustrations of the two different approaches used for positioning traces along a 
straight line. 

 

 

After assigning GPS positions to each GPR trace, rubber-banding was applied to eliminate 

stationary events and arrange radar traces at 2 m intervals. The assigned 2 m stepsize is 

similar to the actual distance between measurements so as to retain as much of the original 

data as possible. In places where measurements are more than 2 m apart, rubber-banding 

interpolates new traces, while traces are skipped when spaced less than 2 m apart. An 

example of the effect of rubber-banding can be seen when comparing the upper two 

radargrams in Figure 3.8. No noticeable discontinuities in reflectors were observed following 
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rubber-banding for any of the profiles, and the processing step is assumed to accurately place 

and interpolate traces along the survey lines. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8. Example of a GPR profile at different stages of processing: (a) after basic 
processing and with the stationary events still present, (b) after rubber-banding and (c) after 

migration. The profile is located between A and A’ in Figure 3.2. 
 

 

After positioning the traces, all profiles were corrected for a potential drift in time zero and 

subjected to a Dewow and bandpass filter. The bandpass filter was chosen so that frequencies 

between 5 and 40 MHz were left unaltered while the influence of frequencies outside this 

range were gradually decreased towards 0 and 60 MHz. Frequencies above 60 MHz were 

completely removed from the data. Gain was subsequently applied to the traces using either a 
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SEC (spreading and exponential compensation) or AGC (automatic gain control) function 

depending on the nature of the following analysis. More advanced processing involved rubber-

banding (described above), migration (for cross profiles with steeply sloping basal reflectors) 

and elevation correction (Figure 3.8). 

 

In areas where a vague or no basal reflection was observed following processing, radar traces 

collected during stationary events were averaged in an attempt to improve the signal-to-noise 

ratio. This approach was a significant aid in accurately detecting the ice-bed interface in 

regions of weak reflections and on several occasions, a reflection was detected which would 

otherwise have been below the level of the background noise.  

 

3.3.2 Accuracy of radar measurements 

The overall accuracy, with which the depth to reflectors is determined, depends on the 

accuracy of the radar system and setup, the applied processing routine and subsequent 

interpretation, and the radar wave velocity assigned to convert from time to depth. The 

magnitude of error associated with the radar system, processing and interpretation will be 

considered is this section. Methods applied to reduce the error caused by variations in radar 

wave velocity will be investigated in section 3.4. 

 

Radar theory predicts a vertical resolution of one-quarter of the pulse wavelength, which is a 

function of the radar wave velocity and the centre frequency of the transmitted wave (Annan 

2009). However, in reality the vertical resolution of GPR systems has been found to vary 

between one-third to one-half of the wavelength (Plewes and Hubbard 2001) and values as 

high as one and a half wavelengths have been suggested for low frequency antennas such as 

the ones applied in this study (Eisen et al. 2002). Based on the above, a vertical resolution of 

between 2 and 10 m is expected for the 25 MHz antennas applied in this study. The horizontal 

resolution of a radar system depends on the wavelength as well as the distance to the 

reflector, and equals the Fresnel zone radius (Annan 2009). For the applied GPR system setup 

(Table 3.2) the horizontal resolution decreases from ~20 m at 100 m depth to ~60 m at 1000 

m depth. 

 

The uncertainty of the GPR and airborne datasets can be assessed by comparing the ice 

thicknesses measured at points where radar profiles cross (distance <10 m). The ice 

thicknesses recorded at the majority of the crossover points compare extremely well and the 

differences are generally well below 10 m (Figure 3.9). The basal reflection was strongest for 

the lower part of the glacial system where the recorded differences in ice thickness are less 

than 2 m for the GPR measurements. Considerable ice thickness differences of -75 m and -22 

m exist for GPR crossover 9 and 12 respectively in Figure 3.9. At these two locations, ice 
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thicknesses measured for the longitudinal profile are much smaller than for the cross profile 

which can be explained by a steep bedrock topography. The cross profiles were migrated and 

hence corrected for the influence of steep topography, whereas more advanced post-

processing is required to correct the longitudinal profile. At crossover 12 and 13 the GPR ice 

thickness exceeds the airborne measurement by 44 m and 64 m respectively. This discrepancy 

is most likely to be related to the steep surface and ice base topography in this region. The 

presence of steep reflectors will affect the quality of the airborne radar data more so than the 

GPR data because of the larger radar beam. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9. Radar profile crossovers (distance <10 m) used to evaluate the uncertainty of the 
depth measurements and list of corresponding ice thickness differences (ΔH). Comparison 

between GPR and airborne measurements are shown in the list in bold. Ice thickness 

differences are negative when the cross profile measurement exceeds that of the longitudinal 
profile or airborne measurement exceeds that of the GPR. The location of measurements 

utilised in the firn correction analysis presented in section 3.4.2 are also shown.  
 

 

The above analysis in ice thickness uncertainties includes both the precision of the actual radar 

measurement as well as the accuracy of the processing and interpretation routine. The 

observed discrepancies in ice thickness illustrates: 1. the importance of travel direction on the 

accuracy of radar measurements, and hence the importance of collecting cross profiles when 

conducting surveys on glacier, 2. the value of migration as a processing step when measuring 

steeply dipping surfaces, and 3. the limitation of airborne radar surveys in steep terrain. 
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Based on the crossover analysis, the uncertainty in ice thickness for the two datasets is 

thought to be generally no more than 10 m and decreasing to less than 5 meters in regions 

where the bedrock topography is flat and the basal reflector strong. For regions with steep 

bedrock topography, the uncertainty in ice thickness may increase significantly. As all cross 

profiles were migrated and the majority of the remaining measurements were collected away 

from steep bedrock topography, it is reasonable to assume a general overall uncertainty in ice 

thickness measurements of less than 10 m.  

 

3.4 Vertical variations in radar wave velocity 

An accurate evaluation of radar wave velocity is essential in order to reduce the error when 

converting measured TWT to ice thickness (section 3.1.1). In regions where the firn layer is 

thought to have a uniform thickness and density profile, one common mid-point (CMP) velocity 

analysis is sufficient to accurately determine the vertical velocity profile. In a region like the 

DHGS, however, where several BIAs are interspersed between snow-covered surfaces, it is 

clear that the firn layer thickness must vary considerably from zero in BIA to a maximum in 

accumulation areas without prior history of erosion or ablation. It is therefore important to 

assess these variations and account for the uncertainties which are introduced as a 

consequence. In this section, several different approaches to determining the vertical velocity 

profile and subsequently the correction applied to the GPR data are combined in order to 

reduce the uncertainty associated with converting from TWT to ice thickness. 

 

3.4.1 Analysis of radar wave velocity 

During the fieldwork, one CMP survey was conducted with the 25 MHz antennas near the 

outlet of the DHGS. However, due to insufficient length of fibre optic cables, it was not 

possible to obtain an antenna separation large enough to facilitate a reliable velocity analysis 

of the subsurface and the results have been discarded from the further analysis of radar wave 

velocity. 

 

An alternative, although less accurate way of obtaining information about the radar wave 

velocity is to examine the shape of hyperbolas in the radargrams at various TWT (Arcone 

2002; Benjumea et al. 2003; Clarke and Bentley 1994). Hyperbolic reflections in radargrams 

are a result of scattering of the radar wave caused by discontinuities, heterogeneities and 

sharp folds (Arcone 2002; Clarke and Bentley 1994), and when observed in cold ice often 

relate to the presence of crevasses or rocks incorporated in the ice. 
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A total of 69 hyperbolas were identified in various rubber-banded radar profiles located on 

snow-covered surfaces. Care was taken in choosing only symmetric hyperbolas, which must 

originate either from a point source or from horizontal linear reflectors crossed by the survey 

line (Navarro et al. 2005). The average velocity of the firn and ice above the point reflector 

was determined by fitting theoretical hyperbolas calculated by EKKO_View Deluxe to the 

observed hyperbolas. The uncertainties associated with this method includes both imprecise 

positioning of radar traces during rubber-banding which may affect the shape of the 

hyperbolas, as well as inaccurate fitting of calculated hyperbolas. Through repeat analysis and 

a comparison between results obtained from traces positioned using method a and b in Figure 

3.7, as well as coinciding data collected using the odometer wheel, the uncertainty associated 

with the velocity analysis was found to be up to ±10 m μs-1. 

 

The wave velocities found by examining the 69 hyperbolas range between 167 and 251 m μs-1 

(Figure 3.10). Considerable variations exist in the average velocity at certain times, especially 

in the shallowest regions of the glacier (low TWT). Despite this large variability, the dataset 

clearly shows that the average wave velocities decreases with depth as expected and 

eventually approach the velocity of pure ice. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10. Average velocities of the firn/ice above 69 hyperbolic shaped reflections observed 
at different TWT in the GPR data. The vertical grey line shows the velocity of pure ice (168 m 

μs-1). 
 

 

The large spread in average velocities at any given TWT exceeds the uncertainty of ±10 m μs-1 

and is likely caused by actual variations in density profiles above each reflector. Large spatial 
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variations in average velocities are expected in an area like the DHGS, where accumulation 

areas with fully developed firn layers are interspersed with thinner firn layers such as snow-

covered ablation areas and accumulation areas downstream of BIA. However, the highest 

measured velocity of 251 m μs-1 far exceeds the radar wave velocities of less than 230 m μs-1 

previously documented for near surface snow layers (Eisen et al. 2002; Hempel et al. 2000) 

and therefore cannot be explained by the presence of snow alone. Instead, the high velocities 

may either be a result of the radar wave travelling through air-filled crevasses (Clarke and 

Bentley 1994) or could be artefacts caused by point reflectors located to either side of the 

radar profile (Arcone 2002). Without further data it is not possible to establish the exact cause 

of the high velocities observed in the dataset. 

 

The large observed spread in average radar wave velocity (Figure 3.10) is inferred to reflect 

variations in firn layer thickness and density within the study area. These variations are 

accounted for in section 3.4.2 by applying a variable radar firn correction to the ice thickness 

measurements (section 3.1.1). 

 

3.4.2 Radar firn correction 

The radar firn correction is assessed for the DHGS by combining evidence of maximum radar 

firn correction from the GPR data with the overall trend in near surface firn densities 

suggested by van den Broeke et al. (2008), and an assessment of ablation area boundaries 

from satellite imagery.  

 

For the analysis of maximum radar firn correction, a subset of 25 of the original 69 data points 

(Figure 3.10) was chosen (Figure 3.11). The 25 hyperbolas originate from five different 

radargrams collected upstream of any known ablation areas and away from crevasse fields 

(Figure 3.9), where a fully developed firn layer is thought to exist. The radargrams display 

clear internal layers in the upper 100-150 m (Figure 3.15) which are likely related to density 

variations of a thick firn layer (section 3.1.1). The radar firn correction found at these locations 

is consequently likely to represent a maximum value within the DHGS. 

 

The average radar wave velocities of the subset data range between 168 to 231 m μs-1 at TWT 

of up to 4.4 μs. A moving average filter was applied in order to minimise the level of the noise 

caused by the uncertainties discussed in section 3.4.1. Figure 3.11 shows that a change in 

velocity gradient occurs at approximately 1 μs, after which average velocities decrease at a 

much slower rate. A similar pattern has been documented by several other GPR studies 

(Clarke and Bentley 1994; Eisen et al. 2002; Hempel et al. 2000) and can be explained by a 

decrease in firn compaction rates with depth. A linear regression of the averaged data points 

in the top 1 μs (Figure 3.11) suggests a surface radar wave velocity of 224 m μs-1 which, 
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when using equation 1 in combination with equation 2, corresponds to a snow density of ~400 

kg m-3. This compares well with previous measurements of surface snow velocity and density 

in Antarctica (Eisen et al. 2002; Spencer et al. 2001) and provides confidence in the results. 

The very low average velocities observed at late TWT in Figure 3.11 are unrealistic if a thick 

firn layer is present above and are likely caused by the uncertainty introduced by individual 

data points (±10 m μs-1) for times where few data points exist. In comparison, the upper half 

of the profile is relatively well constrained.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.11. The subset of 25 average velocities (circles) and the moving average (spanning 
seven measurements) calculated from this dataset (crosses). The vertical grey line shows the 

radar wave velocity of pure ice (168 m μs-1). 

 

 

The radar firn correction is calculated as the difference between the depth found by assuming 

a constant velocity of 168 m μs-1, and the depth calculated from the average fitted velocities 

(crosses in Figure 3.11). The results indicate that a gradual increase in radar firn correction 

between 0 and 65 m depths after which the correction remains roughly constantly at 11-12 m 

until 100 m depth. Radar firn corrections suggested by data points at lower depths vary 

considerably and generally exceed 12 m. As mentioned above, radar firn corrections of up to 

15 m have been documented in the interior of the Antarctic continent where calm, cold and 

dry conditions slows the densification process of the snow (Dowdeswell and Evans 2004; van 

den Broeke et al. 2008) and it seems unrealistic that the radar firn correction should exceed 

12 m in the DHGS accumulation areas. 
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Figure 3.12. Calculated radar firn correction for the uppermost 150 m. 

 

 

Variations in firn density profiles across the Antarctic continent have previously been 

investigated by van den Broeke et al. (2008) by combining the output from a regional 

atmospheric climate model with a firn densification model (van den Broeke et al. 2008). In this 

study, density differences were represented as changes in air layer thicknesses (hair) defined 

as the difference between actual ice thickness (H) and the ice thickness if the firn layer was 

compressed to the density of pure ice (hice): 

 

iceair hHh       (4) 

 

The air layer thickness can be transformed into a radar firn correction (Z) as follows: 

 

air

ice

ice
hZ



 1
      (5) 

 

(Horwath et al. 2006; Jenkins and Doake 1991), where εice = 3.18 is the relative permittivity 

of ice. The air layer thicknesses modelled by van den Broeke et al. (2008) include zero 

corrections in BIAs, however, to the poor spatial resolution of the regional climate model (55 

km), BIAs within the DHGS are not resolved. Within the DHGS, the air layer thickness map 

predicts values ranging between 9 m at the glacier outlet to 25 m at the polar plateau, 

equivalent of radar firn corrections of 4 and 11 m respectively. At the locations of the firn 

correction analysis (Figure 3.9) van den Broeke et al. (2008) calculated an air layer of 16.5 m 

thickness, which corresponds to a radar firn correction of 7.3 m. The value for firn correction 

found by van den Broeke et al. (2008) is therefore considerably smaller than the 11-12 m 

suggested by the GPR data. This discrepancy may be entirely explained by the resolution of 

the air thickness map, as blue ice areas exist in the immediate surroundings of the two survey 

locations. 
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Despite the uncertainties associated with the derived radar firn corrections, the result is more 

accurate at the survey locations than the average value predicted by the air layer thickness 

map within 55 km grid cells. However, as the air layer thickness map illustrates the general 

trend of the region, the two datasets can be combined with advantage to produce a map of 

radar firn correction which can be used to correct all measurements of ice thickness. The air 

thickness map was converted to a radar firn correction map using equation 5 and synchronised 

with the GPR results by adding a constant value of 4.7 m, which is the difference between 

measured radar firn correction (12 m) and the radar firn correction map (7.3 m) at this 

location. A constant shift of the entire map is justified by the poor spatial resolution of the 

gridded dataset leading to overestimations of radar firn corrections in BIAs and therefore a 

likely underestimation in nearby accumulation areas. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13. Interpolated map of radar firn correction for the DHGS. 
 

 

The BIAs and rock outcrops were delineated from satellite images and a 5 km transition zone 

was introduced between regions of zero firn correction and values predicted by the adjusted 

radar firn correction map. The transition zones were extended to 15 km immediately 

downstream and upstream of major BIAs to account for snow-covered ablation areas 

(upstream of BIAs) and a more gradual increase of the firn layer thickness downstream of 

BIAs. The radar firn correction for the transition zones were interpolated in ArcMap using a 
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standard inverse distance weighted interpolation and the map was subsequently smoothed by 

calculating mean values within 3 km radius circles. The final result produces radar firn 

corrections ranging between 9.2 m at the glacier outlet to 13.6 m in the upper accumulation 

areas Figure 3.13. In section 3.8.4 it will be shown that the map accurately depicts surfaced 

conditions at the glacier outlet. 

 

Although considerable uncertainties are associated with the construction of the radar firn 

correction map, it constitutes an informed assessment of the glaciological conditions of the 

DHGS, which will reduce the error associated with transforming TWT to measurements of ice 

thickness from the velocity of pure ice. 

 

3.5 Ice thickness and bedrock topography 

Variations in the ice thickness and bedrock topography within the DHGS will be investigated in 

this section by combining the GPR measurements with the airborne radar data. The two 

surveys complement each other well with the GPR offering detail and accuracy while the 

airborne survey has a better coverage and a higher penetration depth (section 3.1). 

 

3.5.1 Cross sectional shape of the DHGS 

The shape of the glacier valley provides evidence of the erosional power of the glacier and to 

some extent the basal conditions. In order to accurately resolve the DHGS valley shape, 

several GPR cross profiles were collected during the radar fieldwork. However, although a 

basal reflection was detected in most GPR profiles following processing, reflections were often 

weak and occasionally disappeared entirely when ice thicknesses exceeded ~700 m. As a 

consequence, gaps exist in the ice thickness measurements along most glacier cross profiles 

(Figure 3.14). Because of the high penetration depth of the airborne radar system, a basal 

reflector was observed in all traces (Figure 3.2).  
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Figure 3.14. Map showing the GPR profiles where a basal reflection was detected as well as 
cross profiles mentioned in the text and shown in Figure 3.15 (profile I) and Figure 3.16 

(profiles A to H). 
 

 

The GPR profile collected across the Touchdown Glacier (profile I in Figure 3.14) was the only 

cross profile where ice conditions enabled a near complete transect and a continuous bedrock 

reflection was observed in the radargram (Figure 3.15). The thickness of the glacier at this 

profile is approximately 800 m in its deepest parts and the valley is particularly steep towards 

its true right margin (at 3500 – 4300 m distance). The profile shows a simple U-shaped valley 

which is typically associated with regions of considerable glacial erosion caused by warm-

based conditions and basal sliding. The Touchdown Glacier valley shape is consequently 

indicative of present or past periods of warm-based conditions. Dipping internal reflections, 

although obscured to some extend by the applied gain and migration, are indicative of a 

change in the firn layer across the glacier. Evidence of this change can also be seen on 

satellite imagery as ice is exposed at the surface towards the true right margin, whereas the 

firn layer is likely fully developed towards the true left margin (at 0 – 2000 m distance). 
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Figure 3.15. Radargram collected on the Touchdown Glacier (cross profile I on Figure 3.14) 
looking down glacier (north-westerly direction). The profile has been migrated (advanced 

processing in Figure 3.6). Hyperbolic shaped reflections present in the beginning of this profile 

(at 0 - 2000 m distance) prior to migration were included in the firn correction analysis 
described in section 3.4.2. 

 

 

Other cross profiles are incomplete either due to impassable surface conditions or an 

undetected basal reflection (Figure 3.14). In order to create continuous cross profiles, the GPR 

measurements were combined with the airborne radar data and information on the glacier 

margin from satellite images, after which a cubic spline interpolation was used to interpolate 

ice thicknesses across data gaps (Figure 3.16). In addition, a DEM was used to guide and 

validate the valley shape found by the interpolation routine (Graf 1970; Stearns 2007). 
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Figure 3.16. Variations in cross sectional shape of the Darwin and Hatherton Glaciers as 
determined from ice thickness measurements and a cubic spline interpolation routine. View is 

down glacier (easterly direction) and distances are from the true left glacier margin. The 

locations of the profiles are shown in Figure 3.14. 
 

 

Compared to profile I (Figure 3.15), profiles A to G generally have a more complex valley 

geometry (Figure 3.16). Profiles A, B and C on the Darwin Glacier all have at least one major 

glacial bench at about 550-700 m depth, which is consistent with glacial tributaries joining the 

main glacier trunk. A general downstream change can be observed in the Darwin Glacier valley 

shape (profiles A to D), from a broad but relatively shallow basin with an irregular floor in the 

upper regions to a narrow and deeply incised trough in the lower parts. A similar pattern has 

been documented for the Taylor Glacier and is thought to reflect a gradient in glacial erosion 
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downstream and may be indicative of present or past warm-based conditions in the thickest 

regions (Kavanaugh et al. 2009b). At the lowermost profile on the Darwin Glacier (profile E) 

an almost horizontal basal reflection was observed between distances of 5 and 10 km. This 

characteristics base shape suggests that the glacier is detached from the bedrock and 

experiencing significant oceanic subglacial melting (section 3.8). Compared to the Darwin 

Glacier profiles, little change occurs downstream in the Hatherton Glacier valley shape.  

 

 

Table 3.3. Calculated cross section areas for the profiles shown in Figure 3.14. 

Cross profile Cross section area [km2] 

A 12.17 

B 8.03 

C 7.31 

D 3.93 

E 6.97 

F 2.24 

G 3.65 

H 2.45 

I 2.62 

 

 

The glacier cross section areas vary from 12.17 to 3.93 km2 on the Darwin Glacier, and from 

2.45 to 3.65 km2 on the Hatherton Glacier (Table 3.3). The calculated areas depend strongly 

on the accuracy of the interpolated ice thicknesses and the cross section areas of profiles B, C, 

D, G and H are uncertain due to large gaps in recorded ice thickness (Figure 3.16). The 

interpolation routine generally predicts relatively narrow glacial troughs, and may therefore 

underestimate the cross section area for profiles where the largest ice thicknesses rely on one 

measurement only (profiles B, C and D). However, despite these uncertainties, the calculated 

cross sectional areas clearly illustrate one of the differences which exist between the Darwin 

and Hatherton Glaciers. While the Hatherton Glacier cross sectional area remains relatively 

constant, the cross sectional area of the Darwin Glacier decreases rapidly between profiles A 

and D as the ice velocity increases downstream (Figure 3.5). This change will be investigated 

further in section 3.9. 

 

3.5.2 Longitudinal ice thickness of the Darwin Glacier 

The undulating bedrock topography which exists underneath the Darwin Glacier is best 

illustrated by the continuous airborne radar profile located between the letters B and B’ in 

Figure 3.2. This radar profile was combined with the Altimeter DEM (section 2.2) and the 
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detailed analysis of the grounding zone presented in section 3.8 to construct an illustration of 

the longitudinal variations in ice thickness and bed topography of the Darwin Glacier (Figure 

3.17). 

 

  

 

Figure 3.17. Longitudinal variations in ice thickness and bedrock topography of the Darwin 
Glacier from airborne radar data collected along the B-B’ profile shown in Figure 3.2. The raw 

data is shown in Appendix A.1. 
 

 

The radar profile (Figure 3.17) illustrates significant variations in ice thickness along the 

Darwin Glacier centre line with values generally exceeding the estimates of Anderson et al. 

(2004, Figure 2.4) and predicted by the BEDMAP ice thickness map (generally no more than 

900 m). A maximum ice thickness of 1124 m was recorded by the GPR system towards the 

outlet of the glacial system, although ice thicknesses along the Darwin Glacier are close to 

1500 m below Junction Spur (Figure 2.1) and in the upper regions. The Darwin Glacier is 

grounded below current sea level for more than 40 km upstream from the inferred grounding 

line. Several large steps are present in the bed topography, the largest of which occurs at a 

distance of 120 km, where the bed elevation can be seen lowering more than 1000 m over a 

distance of less than 2 km. At this particular bedrock step the airborne flight track borders the 

Darwin Glacier centre flow line and most of the East Antarctic ice drains through a deeply 

subglacial trough southwest of the profile (section 3.5.3). Previous studies have shown that 

the presence of subglacial bedrock steps have a significant influence on the glacier flow 
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dynamics (Kavanaugh et al. 2009b; Pattyn 2002). The effect of the observed bedrock steps on 

flow dynamics of the Darwin Glacier will be investigated in more detail in section 3.6. 

 

3.5.3 3-D ice thickness and bedrock maps 

In this section the GPR and airborne radar measurements of ice thickness are used to 

construct a 3-D interpolation map for the entire DHGS which, when combined with a DEM, 

facilitates the construction of a map of the bedrock topography. The previous measurements 

of ice thickness are not included in the final ice thickness interpolation map as they were 

collected in regions which are adequately covered by the newer and more accurate radar 

surveys (Figure 2.2 and Figure 3.2). 

 

In order to ensure that the final ice thickness map includes ice in important tributaries not 

covered by the radar surveys, ice thicknesses were linearly interpolated between downstream 

measured values and an upstream exposed rock or line (Lythe and Vaughan 2001). 

Furthermore, an additional cross profile (J) was introduced to constrain the interpolation in the 

uppermost part of the Darwin Glacier (Figure A.3a). Ice thicknesses across this profile were 

interpolated (cubic spline) by assigning a maximum ice thickness equal to that measured by 

the airborne radar at this location. Finally, zero ice thicknesses were assigned to all rock 

outcrops within the glacial system. Appendix A.2 includes a map of the various inputs to the 

ice thickness interpolation map, a detailed description of the applied interpolation routine, and 

an evaluation of the accuracy of the ice thickness map. 

 

Ultimately, to minimize the errors associated with the presence of a firn layer, the firn 

correction described in section 3.4.2 (Figure 3.13) was added to the interpolation in order to 

arrive at the final ice thickness map for the DHGS (Figure 3.18a). A map of ice base or 

bedrock topography when grounded (Figure 3.18b) was calculated from the ice thickness map 

and a compilation of various DEMs (described in section 4.1 and shown in Figure 4.3). 
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Figure 3.18. (a) Ice thickness at the DHGS. The radar data has been corrected for the 
presence of a firn layer. (b) Ice base elevation of the DHGS. The ice base equals the bedrock 

topography when the glacier is grounded, which is everywhere except at the glacier outlet. 
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The Darwin Glacier is by far the thicker of the two glaciers with ice thicknesses exceeding 

1200 m at several locations (Figure 3.18a). Towards the glacier outlet, the ice thins 

dramatically from 1250 to 300 m within a distance of only 40 km as the glacier begins to float 

and is subjected to subglacial oceanic melting and lateral spreading. A maximum ice thickness 

of 1684 m was recorded by the airborne radar system in the catchment areas on the polar 

plateau upstream of the Darwin Glacier. The upper part of the Darwin Glacier is located in a 

relatively wide valley that gradually narrows and deepens towards the Ross Ice Shelf (Figure 

3.18b). By contrast, the Hatherton Glacier flows in a continuously narrow valley with a low 

downstream gradient. The Hatherton Glacier is relatively thin, with ice thicknesses 

approaching 900 m only in the deepest regions although generally exceeding 600 m in the 

central valley (Figure 3.18a). The interpolation map shows that the Hatherton Glacier is 

generally thinner than suggested by Anderson et al. (2004, Figure 2.4). The limit of the DHGS 

which is grounded below sea level is shown in Figure 3.18b (dark gray line) to extend well 

above the confluence between the Hatherton and Darwin Glaciers.  

 

Airborne radar cross profiles which constrain the ice thickness interpolation in the upper parts 

of the glacial system show that ice drains from the EAIS and into the Darwin Glacier through a 

<10 km wide and 1000 m deep valley surrounded by high subglacial mountains. Ice drainage 

into the Darwin Glacier is mostly confined to this trough and ice thins to less than 200 m as it 

passes over the surrounding mountains (Figure 3.17). Unlike the Darwin Glacier, the 

Hatherton Glacier has managed to carve only a minor valley towards the EAIS (Figure 3.18) 

suggesting limited ice discharge also in the past. The ice thickness of the Hatherton Glacier 

thins to less than 200 m at the subglacial saddle and an analysis of inland surface slopes 

suggests that the upstream catchment area is small (Figure 1.1).  

 

The above analysis of ice thickness and bedrock topography of the glacial system has 

illustrated the differences which exist between the Darwin and Hatherton Glaciers. The ice 

thickness and bed morphology variations along the Hatherton Glacier are minor, while the 

Darwin Glacier experiences large downstream variations in both. Ice drains from the EAIS and 

into the Darwin Glacier through a deeply incised trough and inflow from the ice sheet is an 

important source of ice (section 2.4). In contrast, ice flow from the EAIS and into the 

Hatherton Glacier is restricted by a high subglacial ridge, and a 200 m lowering of the EAIS 

would isolate the glacier from inland ice sources. The Hatherton Glacier is consequently 

inferred to be particularly sensitive to potential in EAIS elevations and its dynamic response to 

variations in the EAIS may have differed significantly from that of the Darwin Glacier in the 

past. Another aspect of the bed morphology which may influence glacier dynamics is the 

grounding of the DHGS well below sea level for a considerable distance upstream from the 

grounding line. This is likely to cause the system to be sensitive to sea level rise, in particular 
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in the event of a removal of the Ross Ice Shelf and the buttressing effect it offers. The stability 

of the current Darwin Glacier grounding line will be discussed in more detail in section 3.8.5. 

 

3.6 Evidence of flow dynamics from internal reflectors 

Variations in deeper internal layers provide information on changes in flow dynamics (section 

3.1.2). Generally, very few deep internal layers were observed in the GPR profiles and only on 

the Darwin Glacier upstream of the confluence with the Hatherton Glacier were layers 

observed below 200 m. Evidence of these layers are shown in Figure 3.19, which also 

illustrates the appeared transparency of the glacier ice at depths below ~500 m. Similarly, a 

GPR profile collected across the glacier grounding zone (Figure 3.22) shows almost no 

evidence of internal layers below 300 m depth. The airborne radar profile collected along the 

centre flowline of the Darwin Glacier (Figures A.1 and A.2 in appendix A.1) coincides with the 

GPR profiles shown in Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.22 (Figure 3.2). Despite the higher transmitted 

power, this data supports the findings of the GPR, and internal layers are only observed at 

depth in the uppermost catchment area. Previous RES studies in Antarctica have documented 

the presence of internal layers to several thousand meters depth (Siegert 1999) and the lack 

of internal layers has been used to infer zones where high internal stresses have distorted the 

layers beyond recognition (Karlsson et al. 2009; Siegert et al. 2004b). These zones are often 

associated with rapidly moving ice such as ice streams. The absence of internal layers on the 

relatively slow moving DHGS is surprising when the airborne data document their presence 

upstream in the upper catchment area. This suggests that even though the ice velocity is 

relatively low, the rough bedrock topography documented by the radar surveys leads to ice 

deformation large enough to distort the internal layers beyond recognition as the ice travels 

downstream. 

 

Several prominent internal layers are observed in the GPR data parallel to the large-scale 

features of the underlying bedrock topography (Figure 3.19, marked 1-5). The nadirs of the 

synclinals, which develop in the internal layers as the ice flows in and out of the largest 

bedrock depression (at 15,500 – 9000 m distance), are extremely narrow and only resolved 

by the GPR system for one weak layer (not visible in Figure 3.19). In general, the variations of 

internal layers appear slightly more pronounced in deeper layers (marked 1 and 4) than 

shallower layers (marked 2 and 5), leading to an increased distance between layers over 

bedrock troughs and a decrease over crests. Similar patterns have previously been observed 

as ice travels over rough bedrock topography, and are related to variations in the longitudinal 

stresses as the ice compresses over troughs and stretches over crests (Irvine-Fynn et al. 

2006; Pattyn 2002; Siegert et al. 2004a). 
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Figure 3.19. GPR profile collected along the centre flowline of the upper Darwin Glacier (profile 
C-C' on Figure 3.2). Ice flow is from right to left. Dashed grey line shows the ice bed interface 

as determined by the airborne radar system which travelled roughly along the same track. 
Prominent internal layers mentioned in the text are numbered between 1 and 5. The top 1500 

ns of the profile is shown in greater detail in Figure 3.20. Measured ice flow velocities are 
shown in purple boxes below the radargram. 

 

 

A distinct increase in surface slope occurs as the glacier begins to flow into the largest bedrock 

trough observed in Figure 3.19. The two upstream measured velocities indicate more or less 

constant ice movement (Figure 3.19), but evidence of crevasses in the GPR data as well as 

observations during fieldwork, suggest that the increase in surface slope is accompanied by a 

change in flow behaviour. Similarly, features in the GPR data suggest the location of another 

crevasse area over the downstream bedrock bump (at 2500 – 6500 m distance). Both of the 

inferred crevasse areas were characterised in the radargram by an abundance of near-surface 

hyperbolic reflections and disrupted internal layers below which deeper small-scale layer 

undulations occur (visible at distance 3000 – 6000 m, depth 30-60 m in Figure 3.20). 

Upstream and downstream of the crevasse regions, the same internal layers appear smooth, 

and the undulations are likely to be related to variations in radar wave velocities of shallower 

layers as opposed to actual undulations in the internal layers. The depths of the overlying 

crevasses were calculated from the size of the layer undulations to be no more than 7.5 m. 
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The location of the two confined crevasse areas (Figure 3.19) are in compliance with the 

theory proposed by Nye (1952), that crevasses perpendicular to the flow direction are likely to 

open during extending flow over convex parts the glacier bed and close again during 

compressive flow over concave beds. Previous studies of ice flow over undulating bedrock 

topography have shown that variations in ice velocity are primarily controlled by the surface 

slope, which are generally highest above bedrock bumps (Pattyn 2002). It is therefore possible 

that the ice flow velocity varies considerably between the three point measurements. 

 

Compared to the large-scale variations described above, only minor if any changes occur in 

the elevation of the internal layers as they travel over the smaller bedrock undulations located 

upstream of the bedrock depression. The difference in the observed effect of bedrock 

undulations on the shape of internal layers compares well to the findings presented by 

Hindmarsh et al. (2006) showing that the glacier will override topographic undulations with 

wavelengths equal to or less than the ice thickness.  

 

The internal features described above suggest that the rough bedrock topography observed 

along the Darwin Glacier centre flowline leads to some degree of longitudinal stretching (over 

bumps) and compression (over troughs) and consequently comprises a significant control on 

the overall glacier dynamics. The effect of the bed undulations on the ice flow is of importance 

to the general understanding of the processes governing ice flow of slower moving TAM outlet 

glaciers. In addition, it enables an evaluation of the applicability and accuracy of numerical 

ice-flow models. The shallow ice approximation (SIA), which is used in Chapter 5 to simulate 

the behaviour of the DHGS, will produce ice flow parallel to the bedrock topography 

independently of the size of bedrock undulations, and ignores the effect of variations in 

longitudinal stresses (Pattyn 2002). The reasoning behind choosing this particular model type 

despite these shortcomings will be discussed in more details in section 5.2.7. 

 

3.7 Evidence for variations in surface mass balance 

The surface patchwork of snow and ice which characterises the DHGS illustrates a high 

variability in SMB of which very little is known (section 2.3). As ice flux from the EAIS is 

relatively low (section 3.5), the local SMB is likely to be particularly important to the overall 

behaviour of the glacial system. In this section, undulations in shallow reflectors along the 

Darwin Glacier centre flowline (Figure 3.20) are utilised to investigate controls on changes in 

accumulation rates. The results reveal an interesting interaction between undulating bedrock 

topography and SMB, and the observations will be used to some extent in the construction of 

a SMB model (section 4.5.4). 
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The undulating character of the shallow internal layers (Figure 3.20) illustrates the large 

variability which exists even within short distances. Most conspicuously is the prominent 

synclinal, which occurs in the internal layers above the bedrock trough shown in Figure 3.19. 

From the synclinal, a downstream increase of more than 40 m occurs in the depth to individual 

layers. In general, the number of internal layers increases downstream. The observed 

variations in shallow (<25 m depth) internal layers likely reflect changes in accumulation 

rates, while the deeper layers are influenced to some extent by the longitudinal stretching and 

compression documented along this profile in section 3.6 (section 3.1.2). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.20. The top 1500 ns of the GPR profile collected along the centre flowline of the upper 
Darwin Glacier (profile C-C' on Figure 3.2). The three internal layer boundaries used in the 
SMB analysis are shown in blue, red and green. Measured ice flow velocities are shown in 

boxes below the radargram. TWT has been converted to depth using a constant radar wave 

velocity of 194 m μs-1, which is inferred to be representative of the upper 1000 ns of the 
profile (Winther et al. 1996; Woodward and King 2009). 

 

 

The preferred interpretation of the variations observed in Figure 3.20 is given in the following. 

As the GPR profile is located close to a BIA (Figure 3.2), a likely explanation for the lack of 

near-surface internal layers in the upstream part of the profile could be an almost complete 
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erosion of the firn layer where internal layers are generally most abundant (section 3.1.1). A 

sudden increase in firn density between new snow deposited onto an older and denser 

erosional surface would explain the particularly high strength of the reflector marked with 

green, as well as the presence of internal layers at shallower depths (section 3.1.1). The 

downstream dip in internal layers in the upstream part of the profile as well as the absence of 

outcropping layers further downstream suggests that the SMB is positive along the entire 

length of the radar profile. Accumulation rates are highest where the internal layers are 

furthest apart, and the syncline appears to be at least partly a result of a local increase in 

SMB. 

 

The magnitude of change in accumulation rates occurring along the profile is investigated 

below in more detail by accounting for the effect of vertical changes in the radar wave velocity 

and layer thinning with depth (Sinisalo et al. 2004). No direct measurements of accumulation 

rates exist from the DHGS and none of the internal layers have been dated. In addition, due to 

the relatively poor vertical resolution of the 25 MHz antennas (section 3.3.2), reflections 

observed in the radargram are likely to originate from multiple layers located closely together. 

Information on annual accumulation rates therefore cannot be extracted from the dataset, and 

the analysis is restricted to relative changes in accumulation. 

 

Three layer boundaries had to be utilised for the analysis because no single reflector could be 

traced throughout the entire GPR profile (Figure 3.20). Where layers overlap, the shallowest 

layer was utilised in the calculations. The depth to the shallowest layer never exceeds 2% of 

the total glacier thickness so as to minimise the influence of glacier dynamics on the internal 

layer structure (section 3.1.2). In order to arrive at an estimate of relative accumulation 

changes, the depth to the internal layers must first be established. As described in section 

3.1.1, this requires knowledge of either the density or velocity profile (section 3.4.1) of the 

firn above the reflector in question. The depth (d) to reflectors is determined using the 

following equation derived by Robin (1955): 
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where v0 is the velocity of the radar wave in air (300 m μs-1), la is the antenna separation (3 

m) and ρav is the average density of the firn above the reflection. As no knowledge of the 

density profile exists for this area, the average density above the layer was calculated from 

the model of firn densification proposed by Herron and Langway (1980). The density profile 

depends on the mean annual air temperature which varies between -26.6°C and -23.5°C 

along the profile (direct measurements, section 4.6.1), the initial snow density (400 kg m3, 
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section 3.4.2), and mean annual accumulation rate (see below). Layer thinning with depth was 

accounted for by employing the one-dimensional model proposed by Nye (1963), which has 

been found to perform well for near surface internal layers (Sinisalo et al. 2004). The model 

predicts the age (T) of the firn with depth depending on the total ice thickness (Hwe), annual 

mean accumulation rate (Awe) and the depth to the observed reflection (dwe) all of which are in 

water equivalent: 
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An initial assumption on accumulation rate allowed calculations of the density profile and 

subsequently the layer depth and age from equations 6 and 7 respectively. Downstream 

accumulation rates relative to the first upstream appearance of the green reflector (at 

~19,000 m distance, Figure 3.20) were determined every 500 m by keeping the layer age 

constant while iteratively solving equations 6 and 7 and the mean density profile for varying 

accumulation rates. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.21. Relative accumulation rates and surface elevation along the GPR collected at the 
Darwin Glacier centre flowline (Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20) (Relative accumulation rate = 1 

at 18890 m distance). 
 

 

An overall downstream increase in accumulation rates occurs along the GPR profile upon which 

is superimposed a distinct accumulation maximum, where values reach levels of more than 

nine times the accumulation rate at the upstream end of the GPR profile (Figure 3.21). The 

accumulation peak is located on a narrow reversed slope immediately downstream of a 

particularly steep part of the Darwin Glacier, which section 3.6 showed arises from ice flow 

into a large bedrock trough. Variations in surface accumulation have been shown to closely 

relate to changes in surface slope due to their effect on erosion and deposition of snow by the 
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wind (King 2009; Vaughan et al. 1999b; Woodward and King 2009). Measurements of wind 

direction and speed from an AWS installed on the upper Darwin Glacier (section 4.5) show that 

katabatic winds travelling parallel to the GPR transect dominate at wind speeds >5 m s-1 

(Figure 4.9) which is an approximate lower limit for snow drift over snow-covered surfaces 

(Bintanja 2001; Bintanja et al. 2001). As the katabatic wind encounters the downwind foot of 

the steep slope (at 11,500 m distance, Figure 3.21), the change in surface slope causes a 

deceleration and snow is deposited from suspension (King 2009; Vaughan et al. 1999b; 

Woodward and King 2009). The local accumulation maximum is consequently ultimately 

caused by the underlying bedrock topography and its effect on the glacier surface. 

 

As the GPR profile is located in a region where variations in longitudinal stresses affect the ice 

flow (section 3.6), the potential error associated with attributing variations in shallow internal 

layers to accumulation variations only should be evaluated (section 3.1.2). Findings by Pattyn 

(2002) for similar bedrock undulations suggest a ~1% overestimation of accumulations rates 

over bedrock troughs and a ~7% underestimation over bumps for layers at 50 m depth (2.5% 

of total ice thickness). Uncertainties of this magnitude do not affect the inference of a distinct 

local accumulation increase, and the above analysis of internal layer variations is thought to 

illustrate well the way in which bedrock topography may ultimately influence the glacier SMB. 

Such variations are generally unaccounted for in SMB models and may lead to uncertainties in 

the overall glacier mass budget. 

 

3.8 Grounding zone description 

Grounding zones are immensely complex regions of great importance to the glacier SMB and 

flow dynamics (section 3.1.3). Past studies of grounding lines have relied on low frequency 

and often airborne radar systems which have identified a downstream increased power of the 

basal reflection, an abundance of hyperbolic shaped reflections interpreted as bottom 

crevasses close to the grounding line (Frezzotti et al. 2000; Jezek and Bentley 1983; Uratsuka 

et al. 1996), and downwarping of internal layers as the ice begins to float (Catania et al. 2005; 

Catania et al. 2010). Presented in this section is a GPR profile illustrating in great detail the 

variations which occur across the Darwin Glacier grounding zone (Figure 3.22). 

 

The GPR profile shows the presence of a weak horizontal basal reflection furthest upstream (at 

13,500 – 15,000 m distance, Figure 3.22). The basal reflection is detected to 1124 m depth 

(maximum ice thickness recorded by the GPR) before falling below the level of the background 

noise. Immediately downstream of this deep reflector the location of the ice base becomes 

indistinct due to the abundance of hyperbolas (at 11,000 – 13,500 m distance). When a clear 

basal reflector is registered again, a dramatic decrease in ice thickness has occurred. Further 

downstream the ice thickness decreases much more gradually. The dramatic change in ice 
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thickness coincides with the break-in-slope at ~12,000 m distance which is often used to 

approximate the grounding line location (Figure 3.1, section 3.1.3). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.22. GPR profile along the centre flowline up across the Darwin Glacier grounding line 
(profile D-D' on Figure 3.2). The two squares show the location of two sections of the 

radargram which are shown in greater detail in Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24. The profile has 
been topographically corrected using the Altimeter DEM. 

 

 

Several factors such as the change in basal reflection and ice thickness, the presence of 

reflection hyperbolas as well as the change in surface slope suggest that the Darwin Glacier 

grounding line is located at approximately 13,500 m distance in Figure 3.22. At this location 

an ice thickness of ~1050 m was recorded by the GPR and the bed elevation is at ~925 m 

below sea level. The general characteristics of the grounding zone will be described in more 

detail in the sections below. 

 

3.8.1 Subsurface ponds 

Prominent ‘cone’ shaped features of enhanced reflectivity are observed extending from the 

surface in the GPR profile (Figure 3.22). The largest of these features has a width of more 
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than 500 m and extend to a depth of 400 m. The features were observed in the data during 

fieldwork and appeared to coincide with smooth ice surfaces beneath which water was 

observed at more than one occasion. Similar features have been described previously in GPR 

data and relate to a reverberation of the radar wave in an underlying water layer (Irvine-Fynn 

et al. 2006). The presence of subsurface pools of water is well documented in Antarctica low-

elevation blue ice areas, where the low albedo of blue ice leads to a high absorption of 

shortwave radiation (Brandt and Warren 1993; Rasmus 2009; Winther et al. 1996). 

Consequently although the subsurface ponds documented by the GPR are characteristic 

features of the Darwin Glacier grounding zone, their formation is unrelated to any change in 

glacier behaviour which may occur across the grounding zone. 

 

3.8.2 Downwarping of shallow internal layers 

Internal layers at various inclinations were observed in the uppermost 200-300 m of the radar 

profile. A clear downwarping of the internal layers can be observed between distances of 0 and 

3000 m as well as 8000 and 15,000 km (Figure 3.22 and Figure 3.23). The downwarping 

furthest upstream coincides with the break-in-slope and cannot be explained by changes in the 

bedrock topography or SMB. The internal layers become obscured downstream, and it is not 

immediately clear whether they taper or truncate at the surface. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.23. Enlarged image of variations in internal layers across the grounding zone for the 
radargram shown in Figure 3.22. The red arrow indicates the inferred grounding line position. 

 

 

Downwarping of internal layers has previously been documented by RES studies across both 

current and relict grounding lines, and are thought to be indicative of the increased basal 

melting which occurs within the first few km downstream of the grounding line (Catania et al. 
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2005; 2010). If basal melting is indeed responsible for the pattern observed in the radargram 

(Figure 3.23), deep downward dipping internal layers should be truncated at the ice base. 

Unfortunately no deep internal layers were observed in any of the radar data (GPR and 

airborne) collected across the Darwin Glacier grounding line and the cause of the downwarping 

can therefore not be confirmed. Studies have shown that not all grounding lines display 

downwarping of internal layers and they are thought to develop only when ice flow is slow or 

the oceanic basal melting high and the grounding line position stable (Catania et al. 2010). 

Since surface velocities of more than 100 m yr-1 were measured across the grounding zone 

(section 3.2.3), the downwarping of internal layers is probably the result of high basal melting 

near the grounding line when adopting the explanations proposed by Catania et al. (2005; 

2010). 

 

3.8.3 Character of the ice base interface 

As explained in section 3.1.1, the strength of the ice base reflector depends on the permittivity 

contrast between the glacier ice and the underlying material. For the floating portion of GPR 

profile, the high contrast between glacier ice and the conductive sea water should result in a 

strong reflection and a rapid attenuation of the remaining energy. In accordance with the 

theory, the strongest basal reflection recorded by the GPR was observed downstream the 

inferred grounding line in the GPR profile (Figure 3.22). As the distance to the grounding line 

increases, the strength of the basal reflector increases and clear near horizontal steps of 10 m 

height with widths of up to 1 km emerges (Figure 3.24). The linearity of the basal reflection 

between steps provides evidence of the extremely smooth character of the ice base. 

Numerous hyperbolas can be seen below the basal reflection. Because of the rapid attenuation 

of the radar wave in sea water mentioned above, the hyperbolas must originate from 

discontinuities in the basal ice to either side of the survey line and consequently reflect the 

condition of the surrounding ice base. 

 

The presence of bottom crevasses and cracks is characteristic for floating ice and they are 

rarely observed on grounded glaciers (van der Veen 1998). Calculations and observations 

suggest that bottom cracks are more likely to form at or close to the grounding line due to a 

combination of tidal flexure and shear stresses (Catania et al. 2010; Jezek and Bentley 1983; 

Peters et al. 2005; Rist et al. 2002). This corresponds well with the increased scattering of the 

radar wave observed immediately downstream of the proposed grounding line (Figure 3.22). 

As the distance to the grounding line increases downstream, the number of hyperbolas 

observed in the radargram decreases, the ice base becomes smoother and the vertical steps 

become more defined. The gradual change observed at the ice base suggests that certain 

basal features are able to continue to grow whereas others are melted away or smoothed by 

accretion of marine ice. 
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Figure 3.24. Detailed view of the interface between ice and sea water below the grounding 
line. Dashed red lines show proposed abrupt changes in basal reflector. 

 

 

The horizontal steps appear to end in single-sided hyperbolas (Figure 3.24), which in the 

current setting are likely to be associated with either a sudden vertical change in basal 

topography (Jol 2009), rough-walled bottom crevasses (Clarke and Bentley 1994) or bottom 

crevasses with a crevasse plane oriented at an angle to the GPR profile (Catania et al. 2010; 

Jezek et al. 1979). If a crevasse is of a sufficient size compared to the radar footprint, 

hyperbolas may be observed both from the crevasse tip and the two crevasse edges (Jezek et 

al. 1979). This may explain the observed single sided hyperbolas (upper edges) followed by a 

full hyperbola (crevasse tips). However, where the upstream edges of the basal features 

appear extremely steep, the downstream slopes are much less inclined and no hyperbolas are 

observed at the lower limits. This indicates that the shape of the features observed at the ice 

base is distinctly asymmetrical, and hence not typical of crevasses. Similar 10 m ice thickness 

changes were observed by Peters et al. (2005) immediately downstream of the Ice Stream C 

grounding line and were inferred to be evidence of a jumble of ice blocks created by rapid 

basal melting as the ice begins to float. The vertical steps observed in the GPR profile are 

thought to reflect a complex interaction between crack formation due to tidal flexure and basal 

melting/freezing. 

 

3.8.4 Calculations of hydrostatic equilibrium 

As mentioned in section 3.1.3, assumptions on hydrostatic equilibrium at the grounding line 

are normally made in order to remotely infer the ice thickness at this location. When ice 

thickness measurements exist, these can be compared to the calculated ice thickness to 

provide evidence of variations from hydrostatic equilibrium below the grounding line. In 
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addition, analysis of freeboard height can be used to indirectly determine variations in firn 

thickness when the ice is in hydrostatic equilibrium (Horwath et al. 2006). In the following 

analysis the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium along a part of the airborne radar profile 

collected across the Darwin Glacier grounding line is investigated (Figure 3.25). 

 

In order to accurately compare ice thickness calculated from the surface elevation with 

measured ice thickness, the surface elevations along the profile must first be established. No 

accurate measurements of surface height exist along the floating portion of the ice. However, 

as it is reasonable to assume that the ice is in equilibrium at the Ross Ice Shelf end of the 

radar profile (at 0 m distance and 34,500 m downstream of grounding line), the surface 

elevation was calculated from the first radar firn corrected ice thickness measurement. The 

calculated surface elevation (55.9 m a.s.l.) compare well with the elevation suggested by the 

Altimeter DEM (53.3 m a.s.l., referenced to the OSU91A geoid) which was constantly shifted 

along the profile to account for this discrepancy. 

 

The total ice thickness (H) for ice in hydrostatic equilibrium was calculated along the radar 

profile from equation 8 (Horwath et al. 2006): 

 

air

icewater

ice

icewater

water hhH












    (8) 

 

where ρice is the density of ice (917 kg m-3), ρwater is the density of ocean water (1029 kg m-3), 

h is the surface elevation, and hair is the air layer thickness which was calculated from the 

varying radar firn correction interpolation (section 3.4.2). The ice thickness was used to 

calculate the elevation of the ice base which can be readily compared to the measured 

elevation (Figure 3.25). Floating ice shelves generally reach hydrostatic equilibrium within few 

kilometres of the grounding line (Horwath et al. 2006) and the downstream part of the radar 

profile can consequently be used to evaluate the accuracy of the radar firn correction map 

(Figure 3.13). 

 

The calculated ice-base elevation and the radar firn corrected measurements generally 

compare well between distance 0 and 32,000 m (Figure 3.25). The similarity between 

calculated and measured ice-base elevation both in regions where the firn layer is thick (at 0-

10,000 m distance) and completely absent (at 25,000 – 30,000 m distance) suggests that the 

maximum radar firn correction (section 3.4.2) is accurate for the region. The discrepancies 

observed between the two curves as the air layer decreases upstream appear to be directly 

related to changes in the air layer thickness. This suggests that the firn layer develops more 

gradually than predicted by the firn correction interpolation and at a constant rate before 

reaching its full regional thickness at ~12,000 m distance (~18.5 km downstream of the BIA 

boundary). 
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Figure 3.25. Surface elevation and measured as well as calculated ice base along part of the 
airborne transect crossing the Darwin Glacier grounding line (profile E-E' on Figure 3.2). The 

grey line shows the change in thickness of the air layer along the radar profile. The red arrow 
indicates the position of the inferred grounding line. 

 

 

Upstream of 32,000 m it becomes clear that for the ice to reach the given surface elevation, it 

cannot be floating freely and eventually must be grounded. The discrepancy begins ~2500 m 

downstream (at ~32,000 m distance) of the proposed grounding line (at ~34,500 m distance) 

as the surface slope begins to increase. Upstream of the break-in-slope which is located 

~1500 m downstream (at ~33,000 m distance) of the inferred grounding line, the difference 

between measured and calculated ice base increases dramatically. Breaks-in-slopes are most 

often found some way downstream of grounding lines (Figure 3.1) as it takes time to adjust to 

the large change in flow dynamics (Fricker et al. 2009). It is therefore normal for the ice to be 

elevated above hydrostatic equilibrium between the grounding line and the break-in-slope, as 

is observed for the Darwin Glacier. From the analysis it is clear that if the break-in-slope had 

been used to remotely determine the grounding line position, it would have lead to 

inaccuracies ~1500 m and the grounding line ice thickness could have been underestimated 

by approximately 150 m. There is no evidence in Figure 3.25 of an elevation minimum (Im in 

Figure 3.1) and apart from the first ~2500 m, where the surface is elevated above hydrostatic 

equilibrium, the ice appears to be close to hydrostatic equilibrium downstream of the 

grounding line. 
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Figure 3.26. Comparison of grounding line positions from the ADD (orange) and MOA (green) 
datasets as well as measured by the GPR (red). The colour shading shows the average surface 

slope in degrees calculated from the Altimeter DEM over 2 km distances. 
 

 

 
Two maps of Antarctic grounding lines cover the Darwin Glacier outlet (section 2.7), the 

Antarctic Digital Database (ADD, http://www.add.scar.org) and the more recent Mosaic of 

Antarctica dataset (MOA, http://nsidc.org/data/moa/). As described in section 2.7, the ADD 

and the MOA grounding line maps were determined remotely from Landsat imagery and 

break-in-slopes in MODIS respectively, and a comparison with the measurements presented 

above provide evidence of the uncertainties associated with these methods for the Darwin 

Glacier (Figure 3.26). The ADD grounding line is positioned more than 20 km downstream of 

the grounding line location measured by the GPR and consequently performs badly in this 

region. The MOA grounding line coincides with the break-in-slope suggested by the Altimeter 

DEM and consequently compares better with the radar results. However, as the above analysis 

showed this results in a ~1.5 km error in the grounding line position because the glacier is 

elevated above equilibrium at this location. 

 

3.8.5 Stability of the Darwin Glacier grounding line 

The slope of the bed immediately upstream of the grounding line is one of the main controls 

on grounding line stability (section 3.1.3). The DHGS is grounded well below current sea level 

for more than 40 km upstream of the present-day grounding line, and the underlying bedrock 

is characterised by several large bumps and troughs (section 3.5, Figure 3.17). The grounding 

line is currently positioned on a slightly downward-sloping bed and is therefore most likely in a 

stable position. Forces acting to stabilise the Darwin Glacier grounding line include the 
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buttressing effect of the Ross Ice Shelf and the stabilising effect of the narrow valley which the 

system drains through (Katz and Worster 2010). In its current state, the Darwin Glacier 

grounding line is most likely resistant to minor perturbations of influencing factors such as 

oceanic melt rates, ice shelf buttressing and SMB (section 3.1.3). However, as several regions 

of the bed which is currently below sea level are upward-sloping, an irreversible and rapid 

grounding line retreat or advance could take place for these sections if large changes were to 

occur in for example the ice shelf buttressing offered by the Ross Ice Shelf.  

 

3.9 Ice discharge through Darwin Glacier cross profiles 

The ice discharge of the DHGS at the Darwin Glacier grounding line has previously been 

estimated at 1.03 km3 yr-1 (Table 1.2). However, the value is highly uncertain as it relies on 

rough assumptions of grounding line ice thickness and velocity from a comparison of the 

Darwin Glacier width to other TAM outlet glaciers where measurements exist (Humbert et al. 

2005). Consequently, the ice flux values presented below represents the first calculation of ice 

discharge based on direct measurements of ice thickness and surface velocity. The catchment 

wide SMB is established from ice discharge measurements, and will be used to validate the 

SMB model applied in the numerical ice-flow model presented in Chapter 5 (section 4.5.5). 

 

The ice flux is calculated across Darwin Glacier profiles A, B, C, D and E (Figure 3.14) from the 

associated ice velocity measurements (Figure 3.5) and the interpolated ice thickness (Figure 

3.16). For each cross profile, a continuous velocity profile is fitted to the point measurements 

using either a piecewise cubic or a spline interpolation routine. For profile A and B, where few 

velocity measurements exist, additional points are introduced to guide the interpolation 

routine (Nye 1965). The total ice flux through each cross profile (Φ) was calculated as the sum 

of flux through 1 m segments (ΔL) from the equation: 

 

 
L

surface LHU87.0     (9) 

 

where Usurface is the surface velocity, H is the ice thickness and 0.87 is the surface velocity 

factor (Uaverage/Usurface), which is an estimate of the ratio between the depth-averaged ice 

column velocity and the surface velocity (Fricker et al. 2000). A value of 0.87 has previously 

been utilised in Antarctica (Budd and Warner 1996; Fricker et al. 2000), where the ratio is 

thought to vary between 0.85 in the interior to 0.92 at the coast (Budd et al. 1971). 
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Table 3.4. Calculated ice flux from measurements of ice thickness and surface velocity. The 
location of the profiles are shown in Figure 3.14. 

Profile: A B C D E 

Ice flux [km3 yr-1] 0.22 0.23 0.27 0.52 0.55 

 

 

The calculated ice fluxes increase downstream from 0.22 km3 yr-1 at cross profile A to 0.55 

km3 yr-1 at cross profile E as tributaries join the Darwin Glacier (Table 3.4, Figure 3.14). Ice 

flow through profile C and D carries the largest uncertainty, as the ice thickness is not well 

resolved along these profiles (Figure 3.16). In particular the ice flux through profile C seems 

unrealistically small, as large tributaries join the Darwin Glacier between profile B and C. A 

possible underestimation of ice flux through profile C could be explained by the lack of ice 

thickness measurements across this profile, or might indicate that the short-term velocity 

measurements do not reflect the annual values well. A considerable inflow of ice from the 

Gawn Ice Piedmont (Figure 2.1) occurs between the inferred grounding line and profile E 

(section 3.10) and the grounding line ice discharge is likely to be close to the ice flux of 0.52 

km3 yr-1 calculated for profile D. This result clearly shows that the ice discharge of 1.03 km3 

yr-1 proposed by Humbert et al. (2005) significantly overestimates the actual DHGS discharge. 

 

3.10 Oceanic melt rates near the Darwin Glacier grounding line 

Oceanic melting underneath floating ice generally constitutes the largest negative component 

in the mass balance close to the grounding line (Frezzotti et al. 2000; Rignot and Jacobs 

2002), and affects the ice shelf thickness and grounding lines location (Pollard and DeConto 

2009b).  Consequently, values of oceanic melt rates are an important input variable for the 

numerical model used to simulate the behaviour of the DHGS in Chapter 5. 

 

The Darwin Glacier grounding line is located approximately halfway between profile D and E 

(Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.26). A calculation of the average rate of oceanic melting between 

the two profiles involves quantifying inflow of ice from the Gawn Ice Piedmont (Figure 2.1), 

SMB and basal melt rates under the grounded ice. Ice flux through the section of profile E 

which originate from the Gawn Ice Piedmont (outlined by clear flowline in Figure 2.1) shows 

that the piedmont contributes approximately 0.10 km3 yr-1. No more than 0.001 km3 yr-1 is 

lost to surface ablation (MB-1, section 4.5.5), while basal melting under the grounded ice is 

unlikely to exceed 0.01 km3 yr-1 (Joughin et al. 2009). The 0.52 km3 yr-1 ice flowing through 

profiles D is consequently reduced to 0.45 km3 yr-1 (0.55 km3 yr-1, less 0.10 km3 yr-1) at 

profile E. Subtracting the part of this reduction which is due to basal melting underneath 

grounded ice (0.01 km3 yr-1) and ablation at the glacier surface (0.001 km3 yr-1) suggests that 
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0.059 km3 yr-1 melts from the base of the ice between the grounding line and profile E (63.8 

km2). These estimates of ice loss/gain between profile D and E result in a calculated average 

oceanic melt rate of ~0.9 m yr-1 for the first 7 km downstream of the Darwin Glacier 

grounding line. 

 

The magnitude of oceanic melt below the Darwin Glacier grounding line compares well with 

previous estimates of 1 m yr-1 oceanic melt rates near the fjord entrance of the David Glacier 

(Frezzotti et al. 2000; Wuite et al. 2009). Oceanic melt rates of more than 10 m yr-1 have 

been documented near deep grounding lines of fast moving TAM outlet glaciers (section 1.5.2) 

and the comparatively low value downstream of the Darwin Glacier grounding line is likely to 

be a result of the proximity of the fjord entrance and the relatively shallow grounding line 

position at ~925 m below sea level (section 3.8). In addition, the oceanic melt rates may be 

influenced by supercooled water (Wuite et al. 2009) entering the Ross Embayment from 

underneath the deep Byrd Glacier grounding line. Oceanic melt rates generally decrease with 

increased distance from the glacier grounding line, and a modelling study has found an 

average oceanic melt rate of 0.1 m yr-1 for the Ross Ice Shelf (Reddy et al. 2010).  

 

3.11 Conclusion 

Prior to this study, knowledge of the glacier characteristics of the DHGS was limited and 

insufficient to facilitate a detailed modelling study of the present and past dynamics of the 

glacial system. The high quality of the field data collected in December 2008 and January 2009 

has enabled a range of information to be deduced about diverse aspects of the DHGS as a 

complex and dynamic system. This includes surprising information on glacial geomorphology 

and dynamics, SMB and grounding zone characteristics. The main results will be summarised 

briefly below. 

 

The data show a particularly rough bedrock topography located well below sea level more than 

40 km upstream of the grounding line. The grounding zone was captured in detail by the GPR 

which measured a grounding line ice thickness of ~1050 m and associated bed elevation of 

~925 m below sea level. The Darwin Glacier is close to 1500 m thick at the narrow Nozzle and 

ice thicknesses approach 1700 m at the upper catchment area on the polar plateau. Changes 

in the valley shape of the Darwin Glacier suggest increased glacial erosion downstream, 

possibly related to a change in the basal temperature regime. The glacial behaviour and 

characteristics of the Darwin and the Hatherton Glacier differ significantly (section 2.4). On the 

basis of the radar survey it is inferred that this is at least partly related to a difference in 

inflow of ice from the EAIS. The radar measurements show that inflow of ice from the EAIS to 

the Hatherton Glacier is restricted by a high subglacial ridge, whereas the Darwin Glacier has 

carved a deep subglacial trough of at the threshold to the polar plateau. Ice above the 
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mountain threshold to the Hatherton Glacier is less than 200 m thick and the glacier is 

consequently likely to be particularly sensitive to ice thickness changes of the EAIS. 

 

Large variations in SMB exist across the region illustrated on satellite imagery as BIAs 

interspersed between snow-covered surfaces. Evidence of these changes was also observed in 

the GPR data as variations in near surface internal layers and discrepancies between 

calculated and measured ice thickness below the grounding line. An in-depth analysis of near 

surface internal layers along the Upper Darwin centre profile showed that local changes in 

accumulation rates may be explained by changes in the surface slope (related to the bedrock 

topography) and deposition of snow by katabatic winds. In addition, features observed in the 

radargrams provide evidence of zones of longitudinal stretching and compression caused by 

ice flow over bedrock bumps and troughs respectively. It is clear that the rough bedrock 

topography has a significant influence on the flow dynamics as well as on the SMB of the 

DHGS.  

 

The grounding zone was captured in great detail by the GPR system which revealed a zone 

characterised by: 

 An abundance of bottom crevasses and a rapid decrease in ice thickness immediately 

below the grounding line 

 A particularly strong and smooth basal reflector below the grounding line with 

evidence of 10 m high, 1 km wide ice blocks 

 Downwarping of shallow internal layers above the grounding line due to increased 

basal melting at this location 

 Hydrostatic equilibrium of the floating ice except for the first ~2.5 km downstream of 

the grounding line where the ice surface was elevated above hydrostatic equilibrium 

 

Ice velocities were measured at several locations on the Darwin and Hatherton Glacier. 

Velocities are low in the wide upper regions of the Darwin Glacier (<30 m yr-1) but an 

acceleration occurs downstream as the glacier trunk gradually narrows. A maximum measured 

velocity of 179.0 m yr-1 was recorded at The Nozzle (Figure 2.1) where the glacier is narrowest 

and steepest. Although the measurement was of a high quality at one location on the 

Hatherton Glacier, the time between repeat surveys was too short to accurately determine the 

slow velocity with which this glacier flows. The measurement does however suggest that ice 

flow velocity of the mid-Hatherton Glacier does not exceed 10 m yr-1.  

 

Ice discharge through cross profiles on the Darwin Glacier increase downstream from 0.22 km3 

yr-1 in the uppermost regions to 0.55 km3 yr-1 7 km downstream of the grounding line. The 

grounding line discharge was inferred to be close to the ice flux of 0.52 km3 yr-1 measured 5 

km further upstream. From these calculations of ice discharge, an average oceanic melt rate of 
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~0.9 m yr-1 was found between the grounding line and a cross profile located 7 km further 

downstream. 
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4 Integration of new geophysical data sets as input for the 

nested ice sheet-shelf model 

 

As a result of the radar surveys presented in Chapter 3 and a number of local high resolution 

DEMs (section 2.2), the surface elevation, ice thickness and bedrock topography are now 

relatively well constrained for the DHGS. In this chapter, these datasets and measurements of 

meteorological parameters will be integrated with existing gridded datasets to produce input of 

the physical and climatological setting for the nested ice sheet-shelf model presented in 

Chapter 5. The results presented in this chapter therefore indirectly contribute towards 

meeting objective B.1. 

 

The measures taken to prevent discontinuities as several datasets are combined to produce 

maps of surface elevation (section 4.1), ice thickness (section 4.2), water column thickness 

(section 4.3), and bedrock topography (section 4.4, objective A.1) are outlined below. In 

addition, the climatological setting is characterised from data collected by AWSs. Previous 

estimates of the climatological setting within the DHGS have relied on measurements from 

outside the glacial system (Anderson et al. 2004) and the AWS data consequently provide 

valuable new insight into the surface conditions of this very complex region. 

 

The SMB of the DHGS is one of the fundamental controls on the behaviour of the glacial 

system, and an in-depth understanding of the way in which variations in air temperature, 

precipitation, sublimation and wind erosion interact to shape this landscape is important 

(objective A.3).  In section 4.5, direct measurements are combined with existing datasets of 

Antarctic SMB to arrive at an improved estimate of SMB within the DHGS, which can be used 

as input to the nested ice sheet-shelf model. In addition, the applicability within the Darwin-

Hatherton region of an already existing gridded dataset of remotely determined Antarctic 

surface temperatures is assessed (section 4.6). 
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Figure 4.1. Location and outline of the nested model domain (1 km resolution) within the all-
Antarctic model domain (insert map, 20 km resolution). 

 

 

The model setup applied in Chapter 5 involves the nesting of a 1 km grid resolution model 

within an all-Antarctic 20 km grid resolution model (centred at the South Pole, Figure 4.1). 

The location of the nested grid was chosen so that the entire DHGS catchment (Figure 1.1) is 

included and the nested grid boundaries upstream and downstream of the DHGS are located in 

flat terrain, in order to minimise the error associated with the resolution change. The physical 

and climatolocical grids required for the nested model are 220 x 220 km in size and are in 

Polar Stereographic Projection (central meridian, 0°, standard parallel, 71° S) with the lower 

left corner easting/northing at 330000 m/-1110000 m (Figure 4.1). Maps of surface elevation 

and bedrock topography were referenced to the OSU91A geoid. 

 

4.1 Surface elevation 

Several DEMs of various resolutions cover parts or whole of the nested model domain (Figure 

4.2, section 2.2). In this section, the DEMs which best depict the surface topography in any 

given region are combined to construct one consistent DEM which covers the entire nested 

model domain. This DEM enables the construction of a map of bedrock topography which is 
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used to describe variations in glacier morphology within the DHGS (section 3.5.3) and as input 

to the ice sheet-shelf model (Chapter 5). 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2. Overview of the coverage of the three DEMs utilised to produce the final model of 
surface elevations within the nested grid. 

 

 

The DEMs that cover the DHGS were described in detail in section 2.2. Of the two high-

resolution models, the LINZ DEM (LINZ 2010) includes the most detail and the SPIRIT DEM 

(Korona et al. 2009) is consequently only used in regions which were not covered by the LINZ 

model. Outside the area covered by the two high-resolution models, one of the lower 

resolution models is applied. The performance of the RAMP DEM (Liu et al. 2001) and the 

Altimetry DEM (Bamber et al. 2009a) were evaluated by comparing them to the LINZ DEM in 

overlapping regions. The RAMP DEM performs best in hilly terrain but poorly over the ice 
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surface, while the Altimetry DEM significantly underestimates the surface elevation in steep 

terrain but performs much better than the RAMP DEM on the flat glacier surface. The surface 

topography inland of the DHGS is consequently likely to be best described by the Altimetry 

DEM and this model was therefore used together with the LINZ and SPIRIT DEMs to produce a 

new elevation model (Figure 4.2). The DHGS catchment basins calculated from the RAMP and 

Altimetry DEM (Figure 1.1) differ significantly. The above analysis shows that the catchment 

area calculated from the Altimetry DEM is likely to be most accurate. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3. DEM for the nested grid constructed from the LINZ, SPIRIT and Bamber et al. 
(2009a) datasets. 

 

 

In order to merge the DEMs, all models were resampled to 50 m cell size using a cubic 

convolution. No systematic deviations exist between the three DEMs, and generally only minor 

discrepancies are observed at the boundaries despite the differences in data quality and 

resolutions. Therefore, to preserve as much of the original models as possible, surface 

elevations were adjusted only in narrow zones of ±1 km at boundaries between the LINZ and 

SPIRIT DEMs, and zones of ±2 km at boundaries between the LINZ/SPIRIT and Altimetry 

DEMs where larger initial discontinuities exist. At the boundaries between the LINZ and SPIRIT 

DEM the transition was smoothed by calculating mean values within 100 m radius circles, 

except at the glacier mouth where 500 m radius circles had to be applied. At the Altimetry 

DEM boundaries, the transition was smoothed by calculating mean values within 500 m radius 
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circles and by using a weight based algorithm to blend the DEMs across 1 km overlapping 

regions.  

 

The final 50 m resolution DEM was used to calculate the detailed map of bedrock topography 

(Figure 3.18) described in section 3.5.3. The DEM was resampled to a 1 km cell size by cubic 

convolution to produce the map of surface elevation required to calculate elevations of the ice 

base within the nested model domain (Figure 4.3). Almost no evidence of the original model 

boundaries remains following the merging and local smoothing. The steep topography and 

valleys adjacent to the Hatherton Glacier are well resolved by the new DEM, which is of 

importance when comparing model output with currently exposed moraines and glacial drift 

limits. In contrast rock outcrops at the margin of the Byrd Glacier, which are covered by the 

Altimetry DEM, have a much smoother appearance. By combining three datasets into one 

coherent DEM, the steep topography surrounding the DHGS is preserved in a model which 

covers the entire surveyed regions and nested model domain. 

 

4.2 Ice thickness 

In order to produce a map of ice thickness which covers the entire nested grid, the high 

resolution interpolation map of the immediate DHGS area (Figure 3.18) was merged with an 

existing map of Antarctic ice thicknesses produced by (Le Brocq 2010a, ALBMAP). The ice 

thickness interpolation outside the DHGS region relies on few direct measurements (Lythe et 

al. 2000a) and large discontinuities exist at the boundaries between the two datasets. 

Consequently, considerable smoothing and interpolation was required to combine the two 

maps. 

 

The two datasets were resampled by cubic convolution from their original resolutions of 50 m 

(Figure 3.18) and 5 km (Le Brocq et al. 2010a) to the 1 km nested model resolution. In order 

to make the boundary as smooth as possible, a 7 km data gap was introduced between the 

new ice thickness interpolation and the older ice thickness map. Values across the data gap 

were found by applying an inverse distance weighting interpolation, after which the region was 

smoothed by calculating mean values within 3 km radius circles. 

 

The general characteristics of the DHGS and the surrounding ice free regions are preserved in 

the merged map (Figure 4.4). Ice thickness variations in the surrounding regions are 

smoothed, reaching peak ice thicknesses of up to 2700 m at the head of the Byrd Glacier 

valley. According to the map, ice thickness of the DHGS exceeds that of the Byrd Glacier at 

the glacier outlet. The maps merge smoothly on the Ross Ice Shelf where the low resolution 

ALBMAP is well constrained by ice thickness measurements, while evidence of the map 

boundary remain on the polar plateau where uncertainties are higher.  
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Figure 4.4. Final 1 km ice thickness interpolation map for the nested model domain 
constructed by compiling new data (Figure 3.18) with the ALBMAP interpolated map. 

 

 

4.3 Water column thickness 

In order to calculate the bedrock topography underneath the floating ice shelf in the lower left 

corner of the nested grid, water column thickness should be accounted for. However, the 

ALBMAP water column thicknesses are low at the DHGS mouth and when applying these 

together with surface elevation (Figure 4.3) and ice thickness (Figure 4.4) to calculate bed 

elevation, a large bedrock bump appears below the Darwin Glacier grounding line (Figure 

4.5a).  
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Figure 4.5. Surface elevation, ice base and bedrock elevation (a) before and (b) after 
removing the bedrock bump. The Darwin Glacier grounding line is located at ~75 km distance. 

 

 

As radar waves do not penetrate below the base of the floating ice (section 3.1.1), the 

ALBMAP interpolation relies on two seismic measurements only in this region, both of which 

are located downstream of the bump (Figure 2.2). It seems unlikely that a bedrock bump of 

this size would be located below the Darwin Glacier grounding line without leading to a 

significant grounding line advance (section 3.8) and as the presence of the bump is not 

supported by direct measurements, it is more likely a result of the interpolation routine utilised 

to construct ALBMAP. Consequently, the water column thickness was adjusted so that the 

bedrock topography changes gradually between the bed elevations measured at the Darwin 

Glacier grounding line by the GPR and the downstream seismic measurement (Figure 4.5b). 

Following these corrections, the water column thickness reaches peak levels of 625 m 

downstream of the DHGS. 

 

Although there is evidence to suggest the presence of similarly unsubstantiated shallow water 

downstream of the Byrd Glacier grounding line (Figure 4.6), the water column thickness was 

adjusted downstream of the DHGS only. This is likely to lead to inaccurate model simulation of 

the Byrd Glacier behaviour. However, it is beyond the scope of this study to correct these 

uncertainties. 
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Figure 4.6. Adjusted water column thickness map. Green colour indicates regions within the 
grid where the ice is grounded. 

 

 

4.4 Bedrock topography 

The elevation of the bed (Figure 4.7) was calculated by subtracting the ice thickness (Figure 

4.4) and water column thickness (Figure 4.6) from the surface elevation (Figure 4.3). Both the 

glaciated and non-glaciated valleys adjacent to the Hatherton Glacier are well resolved (Figure 

4.7) in the resulting map and the bedrock topography changes gradually below the Darwin 

Glacier grounding line. The lowest bed elevations of close to 1990 m below sea level are found 

at the head of the Byrd Glacier. Further downstream, bed elevation underneath the Byrd 

Glacier increase rapidly and are significantly higher than measured at the Darwin Glacier 

grounding line (Figure 3.17).  
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Figure 4.7. Bedrock topography calculated from the surface elevation (Figure 4.3), ice 
thickness (Figure 4.4) and the adjusted water column thickness map shown in Figure 4.6. 

 

 

4.5 Surface mass balance 

In situ measurements of SMB are rare in Antarctica and for large parts of the continent no 

measurements exist at all. As a consequence, maps of Antarctic SMB are currently produced 

by applying remote sensing techniques to control the interpolation routine between in situ 

measurements (Arthern et al. 2006; Vaughan et al. 1999a) or from regional climate models 

which are becoming more and more reliable as the model algorithms improve (van de Berg et 

al. 2006). The poor spatial resolution of regional climate models and the sparse number of in 

situ measurements, however, means that these maps do not capture the small scale variability 

in SMB which characterises DHGS and mountainous regions of Antarctica in general. As a 

consequence of these uncertainties, comparison of Antarctic SMB maps to ice flux of large TAM 

outlet glaciers have found evidence to suggest that current maps overestimate SMB in low 

accumulation regions (Frezzotti et al. 2000; Stearns 2007). The lack of accurate SMB maps 

has lead to considerable uncertainties in mass balance and modelling studies (Anderson et al. 

2004; Golledge and Levy 2011; Stearns 2007). 

 

In this section, the processes which influence SMB of the DHGS are investigated in detail after 

which direct measurements of sublimation will be combined with existing SMB maps to 

produce an improve gridded dataset for the DHGS. 
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4.5.1 Automatic weather stations 

Four AWSs installed in the Darwin-Hatherton region constitute the first continuous 

measurements of meteorological parameters in the area (Figure 4.2). The Lower Darwin, 

Upper Darwin and Hatherton AWSs operated during summer months only between 2006 and 

2008 (Zawar-Reza et al. 2010). Brown Hills AWS, which is operated by the National Institute 

of Water and Atmosphere (NIWA), is the only year round weather station in the region and 

has been operational since November 2004 (Table 4.1). The Upper Darwin, Lower Darwin, 

Hatherton and Brown Hills AWSs are resting on surfaces of snow, blue ice (possible melt 

influenced), blue ice (smooth) and rocks respectively. In addition the Mary and Mulock AWSs 

operated by the University of Wisconsin (http://amrc.ssec.wisc.edu/) are located 

approximately 100 km north of the DHGS and are the two closest continuous year round 

weather stations. The Mulock AWS is located high on the Mulock Glacier in a similar setting to 

the Upper Darwin AWS while the Mary AWS is situated on the ice shelf downstream of the 

glacier outlet. These two stations are used in section 4.6 to investigate mean annual air 

temperatures (MAAT) within the DHGS.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.8. Locations of various AWSs in the Darwin-Hatherton region and the three largest 
BIAs described in section 2.4. Map based on ASTER images (https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/). 

 

 

The analysis of SMB is based primarily on measurements of changes in relative surface height 

collected by the two SR50A sonic ranging sensors (measurement accuracy of ±1 cm, Cambell 
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Scientific Inc.) which were installed at the Upper Darwin and Hatherton AWSs during two 

summer seasons. The sonic sensors measure the shortest distance to an uneven surface. 

Surface heights were measured every 10 minutes and automatically corrected to the influence 

of air temperature on the speed of sound. A recording of data quality was logged for every 

data point and unreliable measurements are observed in the dataset during precipitation 

events and periods of inferred snow drift. To minimise the influence of noise in the dataset, 

poor quality data were removed and data gaps were filled by linear interpolation, after which 

the hourly mean surface elevations were calculated. 

 

 

Table 4.1. Overview of weather stations in the proximity of the DH region. 

AWS Position 
Elevation 
[m a.s.l.] 

Operation period Data 

Lower Darwin 
 

79.89 S 
158.69 E 

586 
 

05-12-06 – 30-01-07 
17-11-08 – 27-01-09 

Air temperature 
Ice temperature 
Relative humidity 
Pressure 
Wind speed 

Wind direction 

Upper Darwin 
 

79.76 S 
157.48 E 

969 
 

17-11-07 – 22-01-08 
10-11-08 – 29-12-09 

Air temperature 
Ice temperature 
Relative humidity 
Pressure 
Wind speed 
Wind direction 

Short-wave (down) 
Net radiation 
Relative surface elevation 

Hatherton 
 

79.95 S 
157.19 E 

 

927 
 

17-11-07 – 22-01-08 
10-11-08 – 27-01-09 

As for Upper Darwin 

Brown Hills 79.84 S 
159.32 E 

330 16-11-04 – present Air temperature 
Relative humidity 
Wind speed 
Wind direction 

Mulock 78.92 S 
159.00 E 

1000 01-10-06 - present As for Lower Darwin 

Mary 79.31 S 
162.99 E 

58 01-10-06  - present As for Lower Darwin 

 

 

Surface lowering will occur when mass is lost by sublimation, wind erosion or melting and 

when the snowpack is subjected to densification. In low accumulation regions, snowpack 

densification may range from 1 to 27% of the annual accumulation, most of which occurs 

during the summer when air temperatures are highest (Eisen et al. 2008). Considerable 

uncertainties are consequently involved with converting variations in relative surface height to 

change in SMB in snow-covered regions where snow densities are unknown (Takahashi and 

Kameda 2007). A surface increase can be caused by accumulation from synoptic events, 
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riming as well as by snow-drift deposition by wind. Due to the variety of possible explanations 

for the measured variations, the data are best interpreted in combination with measurements 

of other meteorological parameters.  

 

The remainder of the meteorological parameters were checked for outliers before mean hourly 

values were calculated to reduce noise. The Mulock AWS dataset of air temperature was found 

to be particularly noisy, and a median filter (over three consecutive measurements) was 

applied before the hourly averaging. 

 

4.5.2 Surface climatology at the Upper Darwin and Hatherton AWSs 

A subset of measurements of meteorological parameters at the Upper Darwin and Hatherton 

AWSs is presented below in order to examine the processes which influence SMB within the 

DHGS in detail (objective A.3).  

 

In the satellite image from December 2002 shown in Figure 4.8, the Hatherton and Upper 

Darwin AWSs are located on blue ice and snow-covered surfaces respectively. Calculations of 

surface albedos for the two summer periods following the same approach as Zawar-Reza et al. 

(2010) show that values at the Hatherton (0.62) and Darwin AWS (0.78) remain at levels 

characteristic of blue ice and snow-covered surfaces. This suggests that the Hatherton AWS is 

located on exposed blue ice with insignificant periods of snow cover, whereas the Upper 

Darwin AWS is located on a surface which is constantly snow covered. It is consequently 

inferred that the BIA outlines shown on the satellite image accurately depicts the general 

conditions of the DHGS surface.  

 

The variations of meteorological parameters (hourly averages) shown in Figure 4.9 reflect the 

differences in surface conditions observed between the two weather stations. Although the two 

AWSs record similar meteorological conditions overall, a number of differences can be 

distinguished. For example, the air temperature at the higher elevation Upper Darwin AWS is 

constantly lower with a more pronounced diurnal cycle (Figure 4.9a). Winds are generally 

stronger and more stable at the Hatherton AWS (Figure 4.9b), and may change within a few 

hours between relatively calm anabatic (up-slope) winds (~60°) and powerful katabatic winds 

(~240°). The wind patterns at the Upper Darwin appear more chaotic, and katabatic winds 

(~320°) are less developed (Figure 4.9c). The mechanisms controlling wind behaviour at the 

DHGS have been discussed by Zawar-Reza et al. (2010) and will not be dealt with in more 

detail here. Calculated relative air humidity is generally low during katabatic winds, 

particularly at the Hatherton AWS where the winds are most developed (Figure 4.9d). 
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Figure 4.9. Hourly mean values of (a) air temperature, (b) wind speed, (c) wind direction, (d) 
relative air humidity and (e) cumulative change in surface height. The surface elevation is 0 m 

on 17 November 2007 when measurements began. 
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The measured changes in surface height (Figure 4.9e) indicate episodes of surface 

accumulation (precipitation, snowdrift deposition), ablation (sublimation, snow erosion) and 

possibly snow densification. In general, observed timing and magnitude of major changes in 

surface height differ significantly between the two locations. At the Hatherton AWS, three 

distinct episodes of accumulation (surface height gain) of between 2 and 5 cm are 

superimposed on an overall gradual decrease in surface height. The accumulation events 

coincide with periods of high relative humidity and low wind speeds, and as source areas of 

snow for drifting are sparse in the Hatherton catchment, these events are likely to reflect 

precipitation and not snow drift deposition. The termination of precipitation events are 

indicated by drops in relative humidity, after which the snow is rapidly removed from the 

glacier surface, by what is inferred as wind erosion. Ablation by sublimation will appear in the 

record as a much more gradual decrease in surface height than snow erosion (Reijmer and 

van den Broeke 2003) and is thought to explain the observed overall decrease in surface 

height between accumulation events. Evidence of the main drivers of ablation over BIAs in the 

DHGS can be observed between 11-14 January and between 18–21 January at the Hatherton 

AWS. During these two periods, increased surface lowering coincides with particularly strong 

and dry katabatic winds (wind speeds >10 m/s) and relatively high air temperatures, 

characteristic of conditions favourable for sublimation (Bintanja and Reijmer 2001). As air 

temperatures peak during the intermediate period of low sublimation rates, katabatic winds 

are likely to be the main driver of sublimation on the Hatherton Glacier.  

 
The changes in surface height observed at the Upper Darwin AWS are much more dramatic 

than at the Hatherton AWS. Four prominent and several smaller episodes of snow 

accumulation occur at the surface during the period shown in Figure 4.9e. Several of these are 

unaccounted for in the Hatherton record and may relate to local snowdrift deposits or 

precipitation events at the Upper Darwin AWS, or immediate snowdrift erosion of precipitated 

snow at the Hatherton AWS. Either way, they document the large variability which exists 

within the DHGS. Accumulation events are not only more abundant at the Upper Darwin than 

at the Hatherton AWS, but also lead to larger height gain. The maximum accumulation event 

recorded during the two summer seasons occurred at the Upper Darwin AWS on 30 November 

2007 when the surface height increased by 12.5 cm in 24 hours, during which time no change 

was registered at the Hatherton AWS. Once snow has been deposited it tends to remain on the 

surface at the Upper Darwin AWS for a relatively long period before being rapidly removed by 

the wind. This differs from observations at the Hatherton AWS and the difference is likely to be 

a result of the generally lower wind velocities and the increased surface roughness over snow 

at the Upper Darwin AWS, which acts to limit snow erosion at lower wind speeds (Bintanja 

2001; Bintanja et al. 2001). In between the rapid stepwise changes in surface elevation 

observed at the Upper Darwin AWS, a gradual decrease in surface height occurs, which likely 

reflects either sublimation or densification of the snowpack. 
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The rate of change in relative surface height is similar during the two summers at the 

Hatherton AWS, but differs significantly at the Upper Darwin AWS (Table 4.2). The latter 

measurements consequently fail to provide an unequivocal result of the SMB at this location. 

 

 

Table 4.2. Average daily changes in relative surface height during the two AWS measurement 
periods and in brackets the number of days that each station was operational. 

AWS 
Surface change 2007/08 

[cm day-1] 
Surface change 2008/09 

[cm day-1] 

Upper Darwin -0.04 (67) +0.05 (50) 

Hatherton -0.11 (67) -0.10 (79) 

 

 

In summary, the AWS data indicate that the Hatherton AWS is located on exposed blue ice 

which experiences significant surface sublimation driven primarily by dry katabatic winds. 

Snow accumulates for short periods only, before being eroded away by strong winds. By 

contrast, the Upper Darwin AWS is situated on a surface of snow and experiences more 

frequent and larger accumulation events (precipitation/snowdrift deposition), most of which 

are removed by eroding winds. The Upper Darwin AWS is located close to the lower 

equilibrium line of BIA-B and annual snow accumulation at this location is therefore expected 

to be low. This is reflected in the small surface lowering which occurs in 2007/08 and equally 

small height increase in 2008/09. Consequently, the above analysis of controls on SMB does 

not cover the regions within the DHGS which are characterised by high accumulation rates. 

Nevertheless, it does describe the main processes responsible for accumulation and ablation in 

the DHGS and the variations that may exist even within short distances. 

 

4.5.3 Annual SMB at the Hatherton AWS 

The nested ice sheet-shelf model requires as input a map of present-day SMB. In this section, 

the relative surface elevation changes observed at the Hatherton AWS are converted into 

annual SMB based on seasonal patterns in sublimation observed for year round AWSs in other 

Antarctic regions. As the Upper Darwin AWS is located on a predominantly snow-covered 

surface (section 4.5.2), and the changes in surface height varies considerably between the two 

summer seasons, the measurements are not utilised in this analysis. The Hatherton AWS point 

estimate of SMB is used to establish a relationship between elevation and sublimation in DHGS 

BIAs (section 4.5.4), as has previously been documented for other Antarctic ablation areas. 
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To arrive at an estimate of annual SMB at the Hatherton AWS location, the data from the two 

summer periods must be extended to the remainder of the year. Potential changes in 

accumulation patterns must first be evaluated, as several studies have found that atmospheric 

accumulation in Antarctica demonstrates a slight peak during the winter (Bintanja and Reijmer 

2001). It was demonstrated in section 4.5.2 that snow is unlikely to remain at the Hatherton 

Glacier surface during the summer. Furthermore, the wind velocities within the DHGS are 

generally stronger during the winter (section 2.3), which suggests that snow would also be 

unlikely to stay on the glacier surface for extended periods during this time. The influence of 

snow accumulation on the annual SMB at the Hatherton AWS is consequently assumed to be 

negligible. 

 

In contrast, seasonal variations in sublimation rates are likely to have a significant influence 

on the annual SMB at the Hatherton AWS. Rates of sublimation are enhanced during warm, 

dry and turbulent conditions, and in general the majority of total annual surface sublimation 

occurs during the 3–4 months of Antarctic summer when incoming solar radiation and air 

temperature are at their highest (Bintanja 1999; Bintanja and Reijmer 2001; Fountain et al. 

2006; Hoffman et al. 2008). Winter sublimation is primarily associated with the development 

of strong gravity-driven katabatic winds (Bintanja 1999; Fountain et al. 2006; Hoffman et al. 

2008). 

 

In order to account for sublimation outside the measurement period (see Table 4.1 for dates), 

several assumptions were made. The measurements were collected between mid November 

and late January and therefore only span part of the Antarctic summer. No distinct decrease in 

the rate of surface lowering was observed at the end of the data collection periods, and the 

recorded average daily surface change (Table 4.2) was applied from the end of the data 

collection period (Table 4.1) until 1 February. An intermediate sublimation rate of half the 

measured average rate was assumed between 1 November and the data collection start date, 

as well as throughout all of February, to account for a seasonal transition. 

 

Sublimation rates at a BIA in Dronning Maud Land (type I) with similar summer temperatures 

as the Hatherton AWS were such that 70% of the annual sublimation occurred in the period 

between 1 November and 1 March (Bintanja and Reijmer 2001). Annual sublimation rates at 

the Hatherton AWS are calculated under the assumption that a similar relationship exists 

between summer and winter sublimation at this location. Annual sublimation rates at the 

Hatherton AWS were calculated at -13.6 cm w.e. (2007/08) and -12.8 cm w.e. (2008/09). The 

measured surface lowering of 6.5 cm w.e. (17 Nov 2007 to 11 Jan 2008) and 7.0 cm w.e. (10 

Nov 2008 to 27 Jan 2009) constitute roughly half of the calculated annual value. 
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Despite the shortcomings of this approach, the annual values for the Hatherton AWS fit well 

within the framework suggested by previous studies, such as the 13 cm w.e. found for a BIA 

in Dronning Maud Land further north (74.6° S, Bintanja and Reijmer 2001) and 0.17 – 0.23 

cm w.e. found for a BIA near the Reedy Glacier further south (86° S, Todd et al. 2010). 

However, the extrapolation of summer measurements is highly uncertain as differences exist 

between BIA type, latitude and surface elevations. Very little is known about the valley type 

BIAs (type II, Takahashi et al. 1992) present on the DHGS surface, and the area is located 

further south of most well-studied ablation areas. It is possible that because the BIAs in the 

Darwin-Hatherton region are closely related to the presence of strong katabatic winds, which 

persist throughout the year, they may experience proportionally more winter sublimation than 

a typical type I BIA. Alternatively, the fact that the DHGS BIAs are located further south of 

other well studied areas and are sheltered by steep topography should work to reduce 

incoming solar radiation and consequently summer sublimation. Despite the uncertainties 

associated with the above calculation, it currently represents the best estimate of annual 

sublimation rate at the Hatherton AWS and will be used below to infer sublimation rates in 

other DHGS BIAs. 

 

4.5.4 SMB variations with elevation in DHGS ablation areas 

In order to determine the DHGS SMB, the point measurement described above must be 

extrapolated to the surrounding ablation areas (regions of negative SMB). Due to the 

uncertainties surrounding this extrapolation, a range of SMB models are constructed in this 

section, and subsequently tested with the nested ice shelf-sheet model (section 5.5.5). In all 

models, a SMB of zero is assigned to regions of exposed bedrock and at the downstream 

equilibrium line of large BIAs (ice-snow boundary). In addition, as the GPR data presented in 

section 3.7 document a positive SMB close to the lateral limit of BIA-B (Figure 4.8), a positive 

SMB was inferred from the western BIA-B boundary (Figure 4.10).   

 

The first SMB model (MB-1) includes snow-covered ablation areas. Based on simple 

approximations of ice velocity, average ablation rates and firn layer thickness and density (van 

den Broeke et al. 2006), the upstream equilibrium lines (SMB = 0) of BIA-A, B and C (Figure 

4.8) were inferred to be located 15 km upstream from exposed blue ice. The outline of the 

MB-1 ablation area is shown Figure 4.10 (orange line). 
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Figure 4.10. Outline of the MB-1 ablation areas (orange line) and the largest DHGS BIAs 

(dashed red line) which also delineate the extent of the ablation areas of MB-2, MB-3 and MB-
3A, as well as the region of zero SMB in MB-4. The remaining snow covered regions were 

inferred to exhibit a positive SMB while rock outcrop have SMB of zero. 

 

 

Ablation rates within the DHGS ablation areas are expected to change in relation to variations 

in snow accumulation and sublimation, the latter of which depends strongly on the annual air 

temperature and consequently altitude of the BIA (Bintanja 1999; Robinson 1984). To 

accommodate inferred regional changes in sublimation rates, the MB-1 ablation areas were 

divided into three categories based on surface elevation (Figure 4.11). For BIAs upstream of 

the confluence of the Hatherton and Darwin Glaciers (720 m a.s.l.) and downstream of the 

uppermost part of the Hatherton Glacier (1300 m a.s.l.), SMB was assumed to increase with 

increased elevation as the magnitude of sublimation decreases in response to lower air 

temperatures (Figure 4.11). In these regions, the elevation lapse rate of sublimation 

measured at the similar Taylor Glacier ablation area (2.2 cm w.e. per 100 m) was applied 

(Robinson 1984). For BIAs and snow-covered ablation areas above 1300 m a.s.l. the SMB was 

assumed to increase less steeply towards 0 cm w.e. yr-1 at 2090 m a.s.l., which is the 

elevation of the uppermost equilibrium line for MB-1 (Figure 4.10). 

 

It is generally accepted that atmospheric precipitation increases from the dry Antarctic polar 

plateau towards the Ross Ice Shelf (Bockheim et al. 1989; van den Broeke et al. 2006). In the 

DHGS more snow is generally observed on the glacier surface downstream of the Hatherton 
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and Darwin glacier confluence (720 m a.s.l.), and downstream of the glacier outlet (lowermost 

section of equilibrium line at ~50 m a.s.l.) the glacier surface becomes permanently snow 

covered (Figure 4.8). For MB-1 it is therefore assumed that below 720 m a.s.l. SMB increases 

linearly from the minimum value of -17 cm w.e. yr-1 to 0 cm w.e. yr-1 at the down-flow 

equilibrium line of BIA-A (Figure 4.11).  

 

 

 

Figure 4.11. Variation in SMB for ablation areas between 50 and 2090 m a.s.l. as predicted by 
the three SMB scenarios. The black circle shows the calculated annual ablation at the 

Hatherton AWS while the grey circle illustrates measured ablation during the longest data 
record (2008/09). The light gray dashed line shows the relationship between elevation and 

annual SMB measured by Robinson (1984) for the Taylor Glacier ablation area. 

 

 

The second SMB model (MB-2, Figure 4.11) assumes a much steeper SMB gradient between 

blue ice and accumulation areas by ignoring the effect of snow-covered ablation areas 

(ablation area outline shown with dashed red line in Figure 4.10). MB-2 differs from MB-1 only 

above 1300 m a.s.l. where MB-2 continues to increase linearly with increasing elevations, 

reaching 0 cm w.e. yr-1 at 1530 m a.s.l. To include ablation in BIA-C which is located at 

elevations above 1530 m a.s.l., a constant SMB of -5 cm w.e. yr-1 was assumed for this BIA. 

 

The third SMB model (MB-3, Figure 4.11) differs considerably from both MB-1 and MB-2 in 

that sublimation outside the recorded period is ignored. This model therefore recognises that 

little is known about the seasonal changes in SMB for valley type BIAs, and that the DHGS 

BIAs are located further south than other well-studied Antarctic BIAs. Due to these 

uncertainties, it is possible that sublimation outside the recorded period may be less important 

than is suggested in the above analysis. In MB-3 a linear increase in SMB is assumed between 

the Hatherton AWS and the highest elevated BIA (~1900 m a.s.l., 0 cm w.e. yr-1) resulting in 

a more gentle SMB gradient than documented for the Taylor Glacier (Figure 4.11, Robinson 

1984). Maximum ablation is still assumed to occur at the glacier confluence (720 m a.s.l.), 

from which the SMB increases linearly to 0 cm w.e. yr-1 at the BIA equilibrium line at 50 m 
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a.s.l. Snow covered ablation areas are ignored in MB-3 and the ablation area outline is similar 

to MB-2 (Figure 4.10). 

 

In order to test the full range of SMB models with the nested ice sheet-shelf model, a simple 

end-member model (MB-4, Figure 4.11) was constructed by assuming a SMB of zero in all 

BIAs and by ignoring the presence of snow-covered ablation areas. If snow accumulation is 

accurately determined in regions of net mass gain, this SMB model represents an absolute 

maximum for the SMB within the DHGS under present-day conditions.  

 

4.5.5 Surface mass balance maps 

Because of the lack of reliable direct measurements of snow accumulation rates within the 

DHGS, the estimates of ablation within the ablation areas (section 4.5.4) were combined with 

existing gridded datasets of Antarctic accumulation rates (Arthern et al. 2006; van de Berg et 

al. 2006) to produce a range of SMB maps which cover the entire nested model domain.  

 

The annual SMB in DHGS ablation areas were calculated by combining the elevation lapse rate 

of SMB suggested by the four models shown in Figure 4.11 with the DEM presented in section 

4.1. In order to account for a gradual decrease in ablation towards ablation area boundaries 

not explained by any of the relationships shown in Figure 4.11 (for example the western BIA-B 

boundary), the SMB was gradually increased towards these boundaries across a 5 km 

transition zone. The estimates of ablation area SMB were integrated with the van de Berg et 

al. (2006) and Arthern et al. (2006) datasets by imposing a 5 km wide transition zone of 

gradually increasing accumulations rates from assumed equilibrium lines. This zone was 

increased to 15 km downstream of BIA-A and towards the EAIS, where SMB gradients are 

thought to be smaller than in regions where changes in SMB are influenced by nearby exposed 

bedrock (Brown and Scambos 2004). SMB in the transition zones were interpolated using a 

regularised spline interpolation routine and the resulting interpolations were subsequently 

smoothed by calculating mean values within 3 km radius circles. 
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Figure 4.12. MB-1 with Arthern et al. (2006) accumulation rates within the nested model 
domain. 

 

 

A total of eight different SMB maps were produced by combining MB-1 to MB-4 with existing 

large-scale datasets of Antarctic SMB (Arthern et al. 2006; van de Berg et al. 2006). The 

resulting SMB map inferred from the MB-1 scenario (Arthern et al. (2006) accumulation rates, 

Figure 4.12) predicts annual SMB between a minimum of approximately -0.17 m w.e. yr-1 at 

the confluence of the Darwin and Hatherton Glaciers to maximum accumulation rates of ~0.30 

m w.e. yr-1 at the mouth of the Byrd Glacier. As the MB-1 scenario accounts for winter 

sublimation and includes snow-covered ablation areas, the map is likely to most realistically 

reflect annual SMB at the Hatherton AWS and DHGS ablation area outlines. However, without 

further direct measurements, the error associated with the temporal and spatial extrapolation 

of the summer measurements at the Hatherton AWS is unclear. By accounting for the 

presence of BIA and realistic ablation rates within these, the new SMB maps represent a 

significant improvement to existing gridded datasets, despite the uncertainties involved. 

 

4.5.6 Validating the SMB scenarios 

The DHGS is likely to be close to, or in, equilibrium with the current climate (section 1.5.1), 

and the calculations of ice discharge near the Darwin Glacier grounding line presented in Table 

3.4 therefore provide evidence of the upstream cumulative catchment-wide SMB. As a result, 
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the accuracy of the various SMB scenarios can be assessed by comparing the catchment-wide 

SMB to estimates of the grounding line ice discharge (Table 4.3). 

 

 

Table 4.3. Catchment-wide annual SMB within the DHGS calculated from the eight SMB 
models described above. For comparison, the last row lists the value suggested by the original 

van de Berg et al. (2006) and Arthern et al. (2006) models. 

Model 
SMB [km3 yr-1] 

van de Berg (2006) 
SMB [km3 yr-1] 

Arthern et al. (2006) 

MB-1 0.17 0.29 

MB-2 0.31 0.43 

MB-3 0.36 0.48 

MB-4 0.43 0.58 

MB-3A 0.34 0.46 

Original SMB map 1.12 1.43 

 

 

In order to compare calculated grounding line discharge with the SMB models, the degree of 

basal melting underneath the grounded ice should be accounted for. As basal melting only 

occurs for a small fraction of the DHGS catchment (section 5.6.2), it is unlikely to exceed 0.02 

km3 yr-1 (6 mm yr-1 (section 1.5.2) beneath a third of the catchment area). In section 3.9 it 

was inferred that ice discharge at the grounding line is best approximated by calculated ice 

flux through profile D (0.52 km3 yr-1, Figure 3.14 and Table 3.4). Comparing the estimated 

grounding line discharge to the upstream catchment-wide SMB, corrected for the estimated 

basal melt rate (0.02 km3 yr-1), suggests that MB-1 and MB-2 significantly underestimate the 

SMB within the DHGS, while the two large-scale maps of SMB overestimates the SMB by more 

than 100%. The large discrepancy between grounding line discharge and catchment-wide SMB 

for MB-1 and MB-2 suggests an overestimation of ablation in these models. This in turn 

implies that winter sublimation within the DHGS is less important than for other Antarctic BIA. 

However, it is also possible that the differences reflect other uncertainties in accumulation 

areas or the applied extrapolation routine.  

 

MB-4 with van de Berg (2006) accumulation rates seems to underestimate the catchment-

wide SMB, despite the fact that ablation in BIA and snow-covered regions are ignored. This 

suggests that the van de Berg (2006) model underestimates accumulation rates in DHGS 

accumulation areas although the model performs better than the Arthern et al. (2006) in its 

original form. If the DHGS is in equilibrium with the current climate, the DHGS catchment-

wide SMB appears to be best represented by either MB-4 or MB-3 with Arthern et al. (2006) 

accumulation rates. MB-3 also compares better than MB-1 and MB-2 with previous modelling-

based investigations of SMB (Figure 2.3, Anderson et al. 2004). It seems incongruous that MB-
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4 (no ablation, Arthern et al. (2006) accumulation rates) with a catchment-wide annual SMB 

of 0.58 km3 yr-1 (~0.56 km3 yr-1 grounding line discharge) provides the best fit with the 

grounding line discharge. This suggests that accumulation rates predicted by the Arthern et al. 

(2006) dataset, as with that of van de Berg (2006), underestimates the SMB in accumulation 

areas within the DHGS.  

 

Experiments conducted with the nested ice-flow model and described in more detail in section 

5.5.5, suggest that the best present-day model simulation was achieved by halving the 

ablation rates predicted by MB-3 (Arthern et al. (2006) accumulation rates), and decreasing 

snow accumulation in high altitude accumulation areas adjacent to the Hatherton Glacier (MB-

3A, Figure 4.11, Table 4.3). MB-3A predicts a catchment-wide annual SMB of 0.46 km3 yr-1 

(~0.44 km3 yr-1 grounding line discharge) which implies that the DHGS could presently be 

losing mass. However, there are considerable uncertainties, and even when accounting for the 

interannual variations in air temperature which are documented below in Table 4.7, it seems 

unlikely that the sublimation rate at the Hatherton AWS is on average half of the measured 

value. This inference is supported by meteorological measurements which illustrate that 

sublimation rates peak during strong katabatic winds (section 4.5.2) and that these winds 

persist during the winter period (section 2.3). It consequently seems unlikely that winter 

sublimation would be negligible in the DHGS. Therefore, although MB-3 and MB-3A may reflect 

the overall SMB best, they certainly underestimate annual ablation rates at the Hatherton 

AWS. Instead, the difference between catchment-wide SMB and grounding line ice discharge 

could reflect uncertainties in the extrapolation routine, which above 720 m a.s.l. relies on a 

primary dependency of ablation rates on annual air temperature (surface elevation). As 

illustrated by the meteorological data (section 4.5.2), the development of katabatic winds are 

important to ablation rates on the Hatherton Glacier, and the relationship between SMB and 

surface elevation may be less straightforward than suggested by Robinson (1984). This is 

confirmed by a comprehensive dataset of new SMB measurements conducted on the Taylor 

Glacier, which illustrates large variations in the relationship between ablation and surface 

elevation (Kavanaugh et al. 2009a). Other uncertainties include accumulation rates proposed 

by the original SMB maps, uncertainties in the model simulation. In addition, the Hatherton 

Glacier may still be adjusting to the termination of the LGM, which will be discussed in more 

detail in section 5.8.  
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Figure 4.13. MB-3A with Arthern et al. (2006) accumulation rates. The model simulations 
presented in Chapter 5 utilises MB-3A as input. 

 

 

Due to the complexity of the terrain which surrounds the DHGS, it is difficult to accurately 

resolve the spatial variation in SMB within the system. Only a few direct measurements of 

SMB exist for the area, but the variations in internal layers observed in the GPR (Figure 3.21) 

testify to the large change in SMB which may occur within few kilometres. The models 

presented above serve as good first estimates of SMB within the glacial system, although 

considerable uncertainties remain. A comparison between Darwin Glacier grounding line 

discharge and upstream catchment-wide SMB predicted by the SMB scenarios suggests that 

ablation rates are overestimated within the DHGS when accounting for winter ablation. The 

SMB scenario which compares best with the estimated grounding line discharge while 

maintaining some ablation in BIAs (MB-3, Arthern et al. (2006) accumulation rates), implies 

that all sublimation was measured at the Hatherton AWS and consequently ignores the effect 

of winter sublimation. The presence of relatively low annual ablation rates within the DHGS 

BIAs were further supported by nested model experiments (section 5.5.5), where the best 

results were achieved when applying a SMB scenario with significantly reduced ablation rates 

(MB-3A, Arthern et al. (2006) accumulation rates). However, it is possible that the applied 

reduction in ablation rates compensates for inaccuracies in accumulation areas.  
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4.6 Surface and air temperature 

An input map of mean annual surface (skin) or air temperature for the DHGS is required for 

the nested ice sheet-shelf model in order to accurately determine ice temperature and 

changes in SMB over time (section 5.2.3). Although distinct diurnal differences exist between 

air and surface temperature, long term averages generally compare well, and air temperature 

measurements are often used to validate remotely sensed data of surface air temperature 

(Comiso 2000; Jin et al. 1997). In this section, short-term measurements of air temperature 

from AWSs within the glacier system (Table 4.1) are used to calculate MAAT at the four 

locations shown in Figure 4.8. These values are subsequently compared to the Comiso et al. 

(2000) gridded dataset of averaged remotely determined mean annual surface temperatures 

(MAST, section 2.3) in order to assess the applicability of the dataset in the DHGS area. 

 

4.6.1 Deriving the MAAT from summer measurements 

This section examines the correlation between the summer AWSs (Hatherton, Upper and 

Lower Darwin AWSs) and the year round stations (Brown Hills, Mulock and Mary AWS) during 

overlapping data recording periods. This is done in order to establish whether any such 

relationship can be applied to extrapolate the measured summer record to the winter period 

and facilitate calculation of MAAT at the location of the three temporary AWSs (Joyce et al. 

2001). 

 

The correlation between individual datasets was assessed by calculating correlation coefficients 

(R) and p-values for hourly (e.g.1300h to 1400h) and daily (midnight to midnight) averages, 

as well as daily maximum and minimum temperatures during the two summer season. The 

best correlation was found between mean daily air temperatures, and the calculated 

correlation coefficients between all datasets are shown in Table 4.4. Mary AWS correlates least 

well with the other weather stations, most likely due to its position low on the ice shelf (Table 

4.4). In contrast, both Brown Hills and Mulock AWSs correlate very well with most of the 

summer weather stations. As expected, the Lower Darwin temperature record shows most 

similarities with the Brown Hills station, which is located only 14 km away, while the Upper 

Darwin measurements show a much better correlation with the Mulock AWS which is located in 

a similar setting 100 km north of the DHGS. The correlation between Mulock and the Lower 

Darwin AWS is greater than between the Brown Hills and Upper Darwin dataset. The best 

correlation for the intermediate Hatherton AWS is less obvious although the station compares 

slightly better to the Mulock than the Brown Hills AWS during the summer of 2008/2009.  
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Table 4.4. The correlation coefficient (R) between datasets of daily mean air temperature for 
2007–2008 (n = 60) and 2008–2009 (n = 42). All correlations have p-values <0.01. 

                 07-08 
08/09 

Lower 
Darwin 

Upper 
Darwin 

Hatherton 
Brown 
Hills 

Mulock Mary 

Lower Darwin  - - - - - 

Upper Darwin 0.95  0.96 0.92 0.98 0.92 

Hatherton 0.96 0.98  0.95 0.95 0.91 

Brown Hills 0.98 0.91 0.92  0.92 0.88 

Mulock 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.93  0.93 

Mary 0.94 0.90 0.91 0.94 0.93  

 

 

Based on the above initial analysis, the Mulock AWS is preferred for extrapolation of summer 

temperatures over the Brown AWS due to the slightly better overall correlations with the 

summer stations and its location on the Mulock Glacier surface. However, the above analysis is 

based on summer measurements only and as the Mulock AWS is located ~100 km north of the 

DHGS, it might not record local weather phenomena throughout the year. In order to establish 

whether the Mulock station accurately reflects the conditions at the Darwin-Hatherton over 

longer periods of time, the annual temperature records of the Mulock and Brown Hills AWSs 

were compared (Figure 4.14 and Table 4.5). This comparison shows that a close relationship 

exists between daily mean air temperatures at the Brown Hills and Mulock weather stations 

throughout the year (R = 0.98), with summer correlations (1 October – 31 March, R = 0.98) 

exceeding winter correlations (1 April – 30 September, R = 0.93). 

 

 

 

Figure 4.14. Variations in daily average air temperature during 2007 as recorded by the Brown 
Hills and Mulock AWSs. 
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Calculations of the optimal concordance correlation coefficient (ρc, Table 4.5) and 

corresponding temperature correction represent an ideal way in which to quantify the constant 

temperature shift which will lead to the best agreement between two temperature datasets 

(Joyce et al. 2001; Lin 1989). In order to determine the temperature correction which will lead 

to the highest similarity between datasets, corrections were iteratively applied to summer 

station temperatures until the maximum concordance correlation coefficient was found 

between these and the Mulock dataset. However, the method can only be utilised to 

extrapolate summer temperatures into the winter period if the relationship between air 

temperatures at the different weather stations does not change during the winter season. The 

potential error introduced by a seasonal change was investigated by comparing the optimal 

temperature correction between the Mulock and local Brown Hills AWSs for winter and summer 

period (Table 4.5). The calculated optimal temperature corrections (Table 4.5) suggest that 

the Brown Hills is between 3.3°C and 4.2°C warmer than the Mulock station during the 

summer and the winter periods respectively and that a difference of 3.8°C exists throughout 

the year.  

 

 

Table 4.5. Summary of the comparison of daily mean air temperatures measured during 2007 
by the Mulock and Brown Hills AWSs (Figure 4.14) and the optimal temperature correction of 

the Mulock dataset to fit the Brown Hills dataset. 

 Period R p-value 
Correction 

[°C] 
ρc 

All 2007 (n = 360) 0.98 < 0.01 +3.8 0.98 

1 January - 31 March (n = 89) 0.98 < 0.01 +3.7 0.98 

1 April – 30 September (n = 183) 0.93 < 0.01 +4.2 0.93 

1 October – 31 December (n = 88) 0.98 < 0.01 +3.3 0.98 

 

 

To further test the accuracy of the approach, the listed temperature corrections were applied 

to the Mulock dataset and from these the MAAT was calculated for the Brown Hills location. 

Calculated mean temperatures range from -17.9°C (Mulock +3.3°C) to -17.0°C (Mulock 

+4.2°C) compared to the measured value of -17.5°C. The above analysis suggests that 

seasonal variability in the degree of correlation between the Mulock and Brown Hills 

temperature records are of minor importance, leading to errors of only ±0.5°C in the 

calculated MAAT. However, these errors are likely to increase to some extent for datasets with 

shorter overlapping records. The above analysis shows that the Mulock AWS can be used to 

depict seasonal variations in air temperature in the DHGS, and it was therefore chosen as the 

best year round AWS against which to correlate the three summer weather stations. 

Consequently, a concordance correlation coefficient analysis between the summer weather 
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stations and the Mulock AWS was carried out in order to determine the relationship between 

the AWSs for overlapping data records (Table 4.6 and Figure 4.15).  

 

 

Table 4.6. Comparison of daily mean air temperatures observed by summer weather stations 
with temperatures recorded by Mulock AWS. 

Dataset Correction 
[°C] 

 ρc 

2007-2008:   

     Upper Darwin -3.1 0.98 

     Hatherton -1.0 0.93 

2008-2009:   

     Upper Darwin -4.0 0.96 

     Hatherton -1.5 0.94 

     Lower Darwin +0.2 0.94 

 

 

Optimal temperature corrections of the summer weather stations range from +0.2°C for the 

Lower Darwin AWS to -4.0 for the coldest Upper Darwin station (Table 4.6). Some variation in 

temperature correction seems to occur between the two summer periods. Both the Hatherton 

and Upper Darwin AWSs have larger magnitude temperature corrections with the Mulock AWS 

during the 2008/09 summer period, during which there was also a larger spread in the mean 

daily temperature values (Figure 4.15) than the previous summer (decreased ρc in 2008/09, 

Table 4.6). The systematic change in data spread with temperature (Figure 4.15) indicates 

that datasets from the Hatherton and Upper Darwin weather stations are best correlated with 

the Mulock temperature record during warmer days. 

 

To test the performance of each calculated temperature correction, daily mean temperatures 

for the three summer weather stations were corrected by the optimal temperature and 

compared to the daily mean temperature record for the Mulock AWS. Temperature differences 

between the corrected datasets and the Mulock record all have means of 0.0°C and standard 

deviations range from 0.7°C for the best correlated 2007/08 Upper Darwin record to 1.2°C for 

the 2008/09 Hatherton and Lower Darwin record. The standard deviation range is a good 

indicator of the magnitude of the error associated with the method. 
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          Figure 4.15. Daily mean air temperature comparison between Mulock AWS and Upper 
Darwin, Lower Darwin and Hatherton AWSs (a, b) during the summers of 2007/08 and (c, d, 

e) 2008/09. Grey lines indicate the line of the optimal concordance correlation coefficient while 
the dashed line illustrates the line of perfect concordance. Temperature pairs between Mulock 

and summer stations vary between 65 (Lower Darwin and Hatherton) in 2008/09 to 45 (Upper 

Darwin) and 70 (Lower Darwin and Hatherton) in 2008/09. 
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To determine the MAAT at the summer AWSs, a mean of the temperature correlations from 

2007/08 and 2008/09 was applied for the Upper Darwin and Hatherton locations resulting in a 

temperature correction of -3.6°C and -1.3°C respectively. Since the Mulock AWS temperature 

record for 2008 is incomplete, temperature observations for 2007 were utilised for the 

extrapolations of daily temperatures at the locations of the Upper Darwin, Lower Darwin and 

Hatherton locations. To evaluate whether the 2007 temperature record is representative for 

the region, yearly average temperatures were compared. As the Mulock AWS has only been 

operating between 2007 and 2009 and was out of order for most of the winter 2008, the 

Brown Hills temperature record was used to determine potential variations in MAAT (Table 

4.7).  

 

 

Table 4.7. Measured yearly average air temperature from the Brown Hills AWS. 

Year Average temperature [°C] Difference from average [°C] 

2005 -18.2 0.0 

2006 -18.8 -0.6 

2007 -17.5 +0.7 

2008 -18.1 +0.1 

2009 -18.3 -0.1 

Average -18.2 0.00 

 

 

The five year temperature record from Brown Hills AWS (Table 4.7) suggests that 2007 was a 

particularly warm year in this region, differing by as much as 0.7°C from the five year average 

annual temperature. The MAAT found for the three AWSs in the DHGS were therefore reduced 

by 0.7°C to account for this. This results in final MAAT at Brown Hills, Lower Darwin, Hatherton 

and Upper Darwin of -18.2°C (measured), –21.7°C, -23.2°C and -25.5°C (calculated) 

respectively. Daily mean air temperatures at the four locations reach a summer maximum of 

1.4°C at the Brown Hills and a winter minimum of -43.3°C at the Upper Darwin.  
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Figure 4.16. Calculated (Hatherton, Upper Darwin and Lower Darwin) and measured (Brown 
Hills) MAAT at different elevations within the DHGS. Grey lines illustrate the gradient of the 

dry adiabatic lapse rate of 9.8°C km-1. 

 

 

Together, the four calculated MAAT illustrate that a more or less gradual decrease in 

temperature occurs with increased surface elevation (Figure 4.16) and that the rate of 

decrease approaches the dry adiabatic temperature lapse rate (9.8°C km-1). The Hatherton 

MAAT appears to be relatively warm for its high elevation (Figure 4.16). This is likely to be a 

summer phenomenon caused by increased solar absorption by the low albedo blue ice which 

characterises the Hatherton Glacier surface (Bintanja 1999, 2000; Bintanja 2001). Since the 

extrapolation of the temperature record relies on data from the summer season only, the 

calculated value does not account for a potential seasonal change in lapse rate up the 

Hatherton Glacier, and the final MAAT at this location might therefore be slightly 

overestimated. 

 

4.6.2 Surface temperature interpolation 

In order to assess the performance of the remotely sensed dataset of Antarctic surface 

temperature which covers the DHGS (Comiso 2000), the four values of MAAT from the DHGS 

were compared with the MAST at overlapping 5 km grid cells (ALBMAP, Table 4.8). The MAAT 

values compare extremely well with the corresponding average grid cell values, and the 

differences are well within the 3°C uncertainty associated with the MAST values (Comiso 

2000).  
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Table 4.8. Calculated (Hatherton, Upper Darwin and Lower Darwin) and measured (Brown 
Hills) MAAT compared to values of MAST found by Comiso (2000) for corresponding grid cells. 

AWS 
Measured / calculated 

MAAT [°C] 
Comiso (2000) 

MAST [°C] 
Difference [°C] 

Upper Darwin -25.5 -25.3 -0.2 

Hatherton -23.2 -24.5 +1.3 

Lower Darwin -21.7 -21.4 -0.3 

Brown Hills -18.2 -19.6 +1.4 

 

 

The similarity of the two sets of results confirms the MAAT in the DHGS through two 

independent methods and suggests that the map of surface temperatures published by Comiso 

(2000) accurately depicts spatial variations in air temperature over the range of surfaces 

present within the DHGS. The ALBMAP 5 km resolution Comiso (2000) map of averaged MAST 

(Le Brocq et al. 2010a) was consequently used as input to the numerical ice-flow model in its 

original form (Figure 4.17). Within the nested model domain, this map predicts surface 

temperatures ranging between a maximum value of close to -40°C high on the polar plateau 

and minimum values of close to -15°C on the Ross Ice Shelf. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.17. Average surface temperature variations within the nested model domain Comiso 
(2000). 
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4.7 Conclusion 

The six gridded datasets described above set the framework for the nested ice sheet-shelf 

model. The maps incorporate new direct measurements of ice geometry and meteorological 

parameters and consequently represent a significant improvement to previous large-scale 

datasets that cover the region. With their added degree of accuracy, the new maps enable 

more realistic model simulation of the past and present DHGS behaviour (objectives A.3 and 

B.1). 

 

In section 4.5 direct measurements of surface climatology and SMB were combined with 

existing gridded datasets of Antarctic SMB in order to arrive at an appropriate SMB scenario 

within the nested model domain. Direct measurements of surface meteorology presents 

evidence of the main controls on SMB variations within the DHGS and also provide a first 

estimate of the magnitude of spatial change (objective A.3). The Upper Darwin AWS, which is 

located on snow near BIA-B, is characterised by large episodes of snow accumulation, the 

majority of which are eventually removed by wind erosion. In contrast, at the Hatherton AWS, 

which is located on blue ice, snow is eroded quickly from the glacier surface and summer 

sublimation rates are high (~0.1 cm day-1) and appear to be controlled primarily by the 

development of katabatic winds. The point measurement of summer ablation at the Hatherton 

AWS was used to develop several SMB scenarios. The results suggest that the applied 

temporal and spatial extrapolation of sublimation rates overestimate annual ablation rates in 

DHGS BIAs. The SMB scenario that compares best with grounding line ice discharge does not 

include ablation in BIAs (MB-4, Arthern et al. (2006) accumulation rates), which indicates that 

sublimation rates are generally much lower than suggested by the Hatherton AWS 

measurement, and/or that accumulation rates are underestimated in surrounding 

accumulation areas. This result is further supported by tests with the nested ice sheet-shelf 

model, which show that the best results are achieved when ablation rates are reduced by 50% 

from the measured summer magnitude (MB-3A, Arthern et al. (2006) accumulation rates). 

Given the poor resolution of the Antarctic large-scale SMB maps, it is likely that snow 

accumulation near ablation areas is underestimated. 

 

Annual air temperatures were successfully calculated from a dataset of summer air 

temperatures measured on the DHGS. MAAT on the DHGS surface range between -21.7°C at 

the Lower Darwin AWS (586 m a.s.l.) to -25.5°C at the Upper Darwin AWS (969 m a.s.l.) with 

the temperature lapse rate close to the dry adiabatic lapse rate. The dataset of MAAT within 

the DHGS compares well with a remotely sensed map of averaged MAST (Comiso 2000), and 

the original MAST map (ALBMAP) was applied in the nested ice sheet-shelf model without 

adjustments. The extrapolation routine applied to derive MAAT values from seasonal 
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measurements has a wide application in Antarctica, where logistical concerns and the harsh 

environment often restrict direct measurements to the summer season.  
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5 Model simulations of ice dynamics in the Darwin-Hatherton 

glacial system 

5.1 Introduction 

Geological evidence of former surface elevations of TAM outlet glaciers have been widely used 

to infer past variations in EAIS and WAIS, even though the dynamic response of the outlet 

glaciers themselves is poorly understood (section 1.4.1 and 2.9). In this chapter a numerical 

ice-flow model (section 5.2) is used to simulate present and past dynamic behaviour of the 

DHGS. The high-resolution model is nested within an all-Antarctic lower resolution model in 

order to account for the effect of the EAIS and WAIS on ice flow within the glacial system 

(Figure 4.1, section 5.4). The modelling experiments will provide new insight into the present-

day ice-flow dynamics of the DHGS and of slow-moving TAM glaciers in general (section 5.6, 

objective A.4). In order to establish Holocene change within the DHGS (section 5.6.3), the 

model is applied to simulate the LGM ice thickness and extent of the glacial system (objective 

B.1). In addition, the model results are used to infer whether the DHGS is currently in a 

steady state or continues to adjust to the termination of the LGM (objective B.2). 

 

The modelling experiments presented in this chapter represent a significant improvement to 

previous modelling efforts, which were hampered by the lack of measurements of ice 

thickness, ice velocity and grounding line location (Anderson et al. 2004). The few previous 

modelling studies, which have investigated past changes in the TAM outlet glaciers have used 

flow-line models (Anderson et al. 2004; Golledge and Levy 2011) or flow-band models 

(Johnson and Staiger 2007). By applying a high-resolution 3-D nested model to simulate 

present and past behaviour of the DHGS, this study will account for the complexity introduced 

by numerous tributary glaciers and a large spatial variability in ice thickness and SMB within 

the glacial system. 

 

5.2 Ice sheet-shelf model description 

The ice sheet-shelf model used for the simulations of present and past glacier dynamics of the 

DHGS builds upon standard ice sheet model equations (shallow ice and shallow shelf 

approximations) and also includes: 
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1. A scaled transition zone across glacier grounding lines where equations for 

sheet and shelf flow are heuristically combined (Pollard and Deconto 

2009a). 

2. A freely migrating grounding line where ice velocity is calculated from ice 

thickness using the analytical solution developed by Schoof (2007). 

3. A parameterisation to account for ice shelf buttressing caused by bedrock 

rises of sub-grid resolution (Pollard and DeConto 2009c). 

 

In the model, three dimensional ice temperature calculations include vertical heat diffusion 

and shear heating, and the model accounts for lithospheric flexure and relaxation of the 

asthenosphere towards isostatic equilibrium (Pollard and DeConto 2009b). The model is run 

with 10 vertical layers on a finite-difference grid, where horizontal velocities are staggered by 

half a grid cell in relation to ice thickness, bedrock elevation and ice temperature. 

 

Of particular importance for simulations of the DHGS is the possibility offered by the ice sheet-

shelf model to nest high-resolution simulations of the glacial system (nested model, at 1 km 

resolution) within a relatively low-resolution model covering all of Antarctica (all-Antarctic 

model, at 20 km resolution). The all-Antarctic and nested model simulations are both 

conducted with the same ice sheet-shelf model although physical parameters and input 

datasets may differ between the two model setups as described in section 5.5. The nesting 

enables high-resolution simulations of ice dynamics in complex regions, such as the DHGS, 

that are significantly influenced by the behaviour of the surrounding ice sheet (section 1.6 and 

section 2.4). 

 

Another main reason for choosing the ice sheet-shelf model for the DHGS nested simulations 

is its proven ability of capturing grounding line behaviour, which is a very important aspect of 

the DHGS dynamics. The ice sheet-shelf model has been tuned and validated specifically for 

Antarctic conditions and previous modelling results compare well with the modern ice sheet 

configuration and geological evidence of past glacier variations (Huybrechts 2009; Naish et al. 

2009; Pollard and DeConto 2009b). The model is described in further detail below and in the 

papers of Pollard and Deconto (2009a; 2009b, c). 

 

5.2.1 Model applications of the shallow ice and shallow shelf 

approximations 

The ice sheet-shelf model has been designed to simulate the Antarctic Ice Sheet, where 

floating ice shelves fringe the continent, and consequently accounts for the change in flow 

dynamics which occurs at the glacier grounding line, as well as the buttressing effect offered 

by floating ice shelves (Pollard and Deconto 2009a; Pollard and DeConto 2009b, c). 
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In regions where the ice is grounded and friction at the bed is substantial, ice deformation 

occurs predominantly by vertical shear (Greve and Blatter 2009), which in the model is 

determined locally from the driving stress, τd: 

 

 gHid       (10) 

 

The driving stress depends on the ice thickness (H), surface slope (), ice density (ρi) and the 

gravitational acceleration (g), and in these regions is balanced completely by the basal drag 

(τb) which represents the degree of friction at the bed. The influence of lateral drag and 

longitudinal stretching on ice flow is ignored leading to a simplified set of equations describing 

ice flow, known as the zero-order, or SIA. The SIA is appropriate in regions where vertical 

variations in horizontal ice velocity far exceed longitudinal variations, which includes regions 

away from ice divides where the ice is thin compared to the lateral extent of the ice body 

(Greve and Blatter 2009). The SIA is preferred to the full set of stress equations in large-scale 

ice sheet models because it produces comparatively good results in most regions and has a 

relatively short computational time (Pollard and Deconto 2009a; Vacco et al. 2009). However, 

several studies have determined that the SIA is incapable of accurately simulating ice flow in 

regions where basal sliding is significant and/or large undulations occur in the underlying 

bedrock topography (Hindmarsh et al. 2006; Johnson and Staiger 2007; Pattyn 2002, 2003). 

Its applicability in the DHGS will be discussed in more detail in section 5.2.7. 

 

For the floating ice shelves, the influence of basal friction is insignificant, and horizontal 

velocities are assumed constant with depth. Longitudinal variations in horizontal velocity far 

exceed vertical variations, and the effect of vertical shear on ice flow can consequently be 

ignored (Greve and Blatter 2009). The set of ice flow equations which describe only the effect 

of longitudinal stretching is known as the shallow shelf approximation (SSA) and is applied by 

the ice sheet-shelf model for floating ice shelves. In the SSA the ice velocity at any location is 

influenced by the ice thickness distribution of the entire ice shelf (Greve and Blatter 2009). 

 

One of the main challenges for numerical ice-flow models in Antarctica has been to accurately 

simulate the gradual transition in ice dynamics which occurs towards the glacier grounding line 

(Schoof 2007). Ice flow may be significantly influenced by longitudinal stresses for a 

considerable distance upstream from the grounding line, in particular if the basal stress is 

small and sliding is important (Pattyn 2003; Pattyn and Naruse 2003). In the ice sheet-shelf 

model, the zones of complex ice flow are simulated by heuristically combining scaled equations 

for sheet and shelf flow (Pollard and Deconto 2009a). Because of the increased computation 

time associated with solving the scaled equations, this particular feature of the ice sheet-shelf 

model is included only in regions where sliding is important, which are determined by the 

magnitude of the basal sliding coefficient (section 5.2.2). Although both sets of flow equations 
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constitute approximations to the full stress solution, the scaled approach to simulating ice flow 

in complex regions has been found to produce good results (Hubbard 2000; Pollard and 

Deconto 2009a). 

 

Flow enhancement factors are included in the ice flow equations for sheet (ESIA) and shelf 

(ESSA) flow in order to account for the potential influence of crystal orientation and impurities 

on the ice strain rate (Hooke 2005; Ma et al. 2010). Variations in any of these factors may 

affect the rate of ice deformation, which is accounted for in the ice sheet-shelf model by 

adjusting the temperature-dependent flow rate factor in Glen’s flow law by the respective 

enhancement factors. Very little is known about the magnitude of the sheet and shelf 

enhancement factors. In general however, the enhancement factor for sheet flow has been 

found to vary between values of 1 and 10 (Greve and Blatter 2009). In addition to describing 

variations in ice strain rate, enhancement factors may reflect approximations in ice-flow 

models, such as the disregard of basal sliding (Hooke 2005) or violations of the assumptions 

underlying the SIA. In the ice sheet-shelf model, sheet and shelf flow enhancements factors of 

5 and 0.5 respectively have been determined empirically to produce the most realistic results 

(D. Pollard, personal communication). These values compare well with a modelling study of 

the effect of ice anisotropy (Ma et al. 2010), where values of 4.5 – 5.6 and 0.58 – 0.71 were 

found for sheet and shelf flow enhancements factors respectively and a ESIA/ESSA relationship 

of between 5 and 10 was recommended. 

 

5.2.2 Model treatment of basal sliding 

Of particular importance to the ice velocity and grounding line position is the degree of basal 

sliding which, in the model, is controlled by prescribed sliding coefficients (B). The magnitude 

of the coefficient depends on the basal temperature (no sliding when basal ice temperature is 

below the pressure melting point), and the presence of subglacial deformable sediments 

(present when rebounded ice free bedrock topography is below sea level). The relationship 

between basal sliding velocities (ub) and the basal stress (τb) is given by equation 11 where m 

= 2 (Pollard and DeConto 2009c). 

 

b

m

bb Bu 
 1

      (11) 

 

In general B values of 10-5 – 10-6 m a-1 Pa-2 are expected for soft deformable sediments, 10-10 

m a-1 Pa-2 for hard bedrock and 10-20 m a-1 Pa-2 when bed temperatures are below the 

pressure melting point (no sliding). The combined set of sheet and shelf equations are solved 

when the basal sliding coefficient for grounded ice exceeds 10-8 m a-1 Pa-2, while below this 

threshold only the SIA is applied (section 5.2.1). To account for the buttressing of floating ice 

shelves by sub-grid pinning to underlying bedrock highs, the basal sliding coefficient is linearly 
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decreased downstream from 15% of the grounded ice value at the grounding line, to zero at 

300 m water depth (Pollard and DeConto 2009c).  

 

5.2.3 Temperature and surface mass balance equations 

Present-day SMB and surface temperature as described in section 4.5 and 4.6 for the nested 

model are input to the ice sheet-shelf model when the simulations are initiated. Past variations 

in surface temperature and SMB are calculated from these datasets using a simple empirical 

parameterization of the Vostok temperature record (SeaRISE 2009) and the insolation records 

(Laskar et al. 2004). 

 

In the ice sheet-shelf model, the mean annual surface temperature, T (°C) is calculated for 

each grid cell by accounting for the potential effect of a changing surface elevation (Δhs) and 

the temperature difference from modern value (ΔTVostok). 

 

sVostokpresent hTTT  009.0     (12) 

 

where Tpresent is present-day input surface temperature (Figure 4.17) and 0.009 °C m-1 is the 

temperature lapse rate. 

 

A clear relationship exists between air temperature and Antarctic precipitation rates (section 

1.4) and the SMB within each grid cell is calculated from the present-day value (SMBpresent) 

adjusted for the difference from present-day temperature (ΔT). In addition, a positive degree 

day (PDD) model accounts for surface melting (MELT) and separates precipitation in 

accumulation areas into components of snow and rain (RAIN). 

 

RAINMELTSMBSMB T

present   10/2    (13) 

 

 
The PDD model is driven by the calculated surface temperature and a seasonal sinusoidal 

temperature cycle with an amplitude determined by the difference between average January 

and July insolation for the respective year at latitude 80° S (Laskar et al. 2004; Pollard and 

DeConto 2009b). For the simulations of present-day and LGM conditions presented in this 

chapter, the levels of melting and liquid precipitation are insignificant, and the PDD 

calculations are superfluous. Consequently if a temperature decrease occurs, equation 13 

predicts a decrease in SMB in accumulation areas (SMBpresent > 0) and an increase in SMB in 

ablation areas (SMBpresent < 0), while the opposite occurs if the air temperature increases 

compared to present-day values. 
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Temporal changes in sublimation rates within Antarctic ablation areas are poorly understood 

as they depend on complex interactions between sublimation rates (dependent on air 

temperature), accumulation rates and surface elevation in relation to nearby exposed bedrock 

(Bintanja 1999; Bintanja and van den Broeke 1995; Brown and Scambos 2004; Sinisalo and 

Moore 2010). During a temperature decrease, the accompanying decrease in sublimation rates 

(section 4.5.4)  are thought to be outweighed by the effect of decreased precipitation rates, 

and BIAs are likely to increase in size, except if the surface elevation difference to exposed 

bedrock is reduced by a significant ice thickness increase (Sinisalo and Moore 2010). 

Geological evidence from the DHGS region shows that considerable increases in ice thickness 

have occurred during past glacial periods (section 2.9.2). Therefore although temporal 

changes in ablation area extent are not accounted for by equation 13, it correctly depicts a 

decreased importance of ablation areas to the overall SMB during glacial periods (high ice 

thickness) and vice versa during warm periods. However, the rate of change predicted by 

equation 13 in ablation areas is highly uncertain. 

 

5.2.4 Basal melting underneath grounded and floating ice 

The magnitude of basal melt of grounded ice is controlled by ice temperature and geothermal 

heat flux (Hooke 2005), while oceanic melt rates beneath floating ice shelves depend on the 

temperature of the water which comes in contact with the ice (Rignot and Jacobs 2002). The 

ice sheet-shelf model includes the effect of basal melting for grounded ice when temperature 

at the ice base exceeds the pressure melting point, but the model ignores both the presence of 

non-ocean water underneath the grounded ice and the advection of liquid water (D. Pollard, 

unpublished notes). Water produced as the basal ice melts is assumed to drain freely, either 

through subglacial channels or the underlying sediments. The errors associated with this 

simplification are thought to be of minor importance, as large bodies of water are unlikely to 

exist beneath the glacial system. 

 

Oceanic melting underneath ice shelves is important, not only to the overall mass balance of 

the glacial system, but also to the location of the grounding line. This has been illustrated in 

sensitivity studies conducted by Pollard and DeConto (2009b, c), which clearly show that for 

the ice sheet-shelf model, changes in oceanic basal melting are more important than 

variations in global sea level, ice temperature and basal slipperiness in driving glacier retreat 

or advance. The model prediction of oceanic melting relies on a simple parameterisation of 

three shelf conditions (protected, exposed and deep-ocean), depending on the access and 

distance to open water as well as the depth of the ocean water column. For the nested model 

domain shown in Figure 4.1 all ice shelf grid cells are classified as protected. The magnitude of 

oceanic melt is varied through time using a heuristically-determined simple parameterisation 

(depending on difference from modern day sea level and average January insolation at 80° S) 
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of extreme interglacial, modern interglacial and full glacial conditions (Pollard and DeConto 

2009b). 

 

5.2.5 Modelled bedrock elevation 

Model solutions for changes in bedrock elevation take into account both the effect of elastic 

lithospheric flexure and relaxation of the asthenosphere towards isostatic equilibrium (Pollard 

and DeConto 2009b). Both of these calculations work well for the all-Antarctic model, but 

when nesting the relatively small (220 x 220 km) high-resolution region within the all-

Antarctic model, considerable errors are introduced by the equations for lithospheric flexure. 

These errors arise because the bed elevations outside the nested grid are constrained along 

the nested boundary and are therefore unable to respond to, and properly affect, variations 

within the nested grid. This error is particularly pronounced for the DHGS nested grid where 

the grid size is comparable to the 100 km ‘radius of influence’ utilised in the calculations of 

bedrock elevation (D. Pollard, personal communication). Consequently for the nested model, 

variations in bedrock elevation are calculated from a locally relaxing asthenosphere only. The 

errors associated with this simplification are minor and all-Antarctic and nested bedrock 

elevations compare well along the boundaries of the nested grid. 

 

5.2.6 Original and adjusted nesting approach 

The location of the 220 x 220 km region chosen for the high-resolution nested model 

simulations and the grid setup used in the ice sheet-shelf model was described in detail in the 

introduction to Chapter 4 (Figure 4.1). A grid cell resolution of 1 km was applied so that the 

glacial system is appropriately resolved at The Nozzle and upper parts of the Hatherton 

Glacier, where the glacial system narrows to a minimum width of ~5 km (Figure 2.1). This 

horizontal resolution is the same order of magnitude as the ice thickness and no higher 

resolution was considered. The ice dynamic time step was determined by trial and error and 

set to 0.005 yr for the nested model and 0.25 yr for the all-Antarctic model. The ice sheet-

shelf model has up until now never been run at such high resolution, and considerable effort 

was put into reducing the artefacts introduced by the nesting routine to a minimum. 

 

Because of the relatively small size and high resolution of the nested grid, the grid boundary 

must be treated carefully. In the nested model, boundary values of ice thickness, bedrock 

elevation and ice velocity are interpolated bilinearly from the four closest 20 km all-Antarctic 

grid cells (section 5.4.2). Even minor uncertainties in the assigned constant boundary ice flux 

result in significant discrepancies between modelled and measured present-day ice elevations, 

as well as between surface elevations of the constant boundary cells and the evolving adjacent 

nested cells (section 5.5.1). The all-Antarctic model resolves only the largest TAM outlet 
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glaciers and it is therefore not surprising that modelled ice velocities differ somewhat from the 

actual values as will be described in more detail in section 5.4.2. Nested model simulations 

conducted at a range of times suggest that the magnitude of these inaccuracies vary and 

consequently cannot be adjusted by a constant value. 

 

In order to account for these uncertainties, various adjustments were made to the original 

nesting routine. The best results were achieved when ice velocities were varied at the 

boundary, depending on the difference in surface elevation between the all-Antarctic boundary 

grid cell and the adjacent evolving nested cell. The boundary ice velocities from the all-

Antarctic simulation are consequently replaced by varying velocities, which keeps the nested 

grids cells at the surface elevation suggested by the all-Antarctic model output. The adjusted 

boundary conditions were applied downstream (south-eastern nested boundary) and upstream 

(north-eastern nested boundary) of the DHGS. Compared to the original ice velocities 

proposed by the all-Antarctic model, these adjustments lead to an overall decrease in ice flux 

into the nested grid from the EAIS, and outflow to the Ross Ice Shelf/Sheet. Ice shelf 

thickness and grounding line locations are sensitive to the decreased pull at the floating south-

eastern boundary and the model output is significantly improved following the changes 

described above. Assigning the new boundary conditions to the nested model implies that the 

EAIS acts as a perfect source (or sink) of ice to the DHGS, while the Ross Ice Shelf/Sheet is a 

perfect sink (or source). The applied changes are justified by the uncertainties associated with 

the all-Antarctic ice velocities (section 5.4.2) and the lack of feedback between the all-

Antarctic and nested model output in the original nesting routine. The adjustments were 

required in order to produce realistic simulations of the DHGS flow dynamics and illustrate the 

additional challenges involved with nesting relatively small high-resolution models within low-

resolution models. 

 

5.2.7 Applicability of the ice sheet-shelf model in the Darwin-Hatherton 

area 

The DHGS represents a considerable modelling challenge with regards to accurately 

accounting for: 

 

1. The present and past influence of the EAIS and the Ross Ice Shelf/Sheet 

(section 2.9.2). 

2. The interactions between two main glaciers with different characteristics 

(section 2.4). 

3. Ice flow over a rough bedrock topography (section 3.6). 

4. The changing flow dynamics across the glacier grounding line (section 3.8). 

5. The effect of a complex SMB (section 4.5). 
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As described in the above sections, the ice sheet-shelf model includes a number of features, 

which take most of these issues into consideration. However, utilising a SIA model (section 

5.2.1) to model a valley glacier where longitudinal and lateral stresses are likely to be of 

importance (section 1.5.3) and evidence exists of extending and compressive flow (section 

3.6) carries some uncertainty. These uncertainties may be reflected in the model results as 

inaccuracies in glacier dynamics (Hubbard 2000; Schäfer et al. 2008). However, the glacier 

geometry proposed by SIA models generally compares well with measurements and fuller 

stress model output, even for glaciers with higher aspect ratios and bed slopes than the DHGS 

(Greuell 1992; Hubbard 2000; Pattyn 2002; Vacco et al. 2009). The proposed experiments 

could not have been conducted within a realistic timeframe using a higher order model and the 

ice sheet-shelf model is preferred due to its numerical stability and relatively short 

computational time. 

 

5.3 Modelling approach and experimental design 

The present-day characteristics of the DHGS and LGM configuration will be investigated with 

two versions of the ice sheet-shelf model, the all-Antarctic and nested model, using the 

workflow illustrated in Figure 5.1.  

 

 

 
Figure 5.1. Outline of the modelling approach, experimental design and expected outcome. 

 

 

The modelling approach involves creating input boundary conditions for the nested model from 

a simulation with the all-Antarctic model (step 1 in Figure 5.1, section 5.4), after which the 

nested model is tuned to DHGS conditions (step 2 in Figure 5.1, section 5.5). The nested 
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model is then applied to simulate present-day characteristics of the DHGS in order to 

investigate current flow behaviour (section 5.6). The tuned nested model is subsequently used 

to simulate LGM conditions in the DHGS, which will clarify existing discrepancies on glacial drift 

sheet ages (Table 2.1) as well as provide further constraint on the configurations of the WAIS 

and EAIS during the LGM (step 3 in Figure 5.1, section 5.7). 

 

5.4 All-Antarctic model setup and results 

The boundary conditions specified by the all-Antarctic model for the nested model act as a 

primary control on the evolution of the nested grid. This section describes the setup of the all-

Antarctic model and the accuracy of the present-day simulation of ice thickness and surface 

velocity. In addition, the simulated late Quaternary change in ice configuration of the EAIS and 

WAIS suggested by the all-Antarctic model is evaluated. Simulations of the late Quaternary 

changes in the Ross Embayment have previously been conducted with the ice sheet-shelf 

model (Pollard and DeConto 2009b, c). The experiments were repeated here in order to 

produce the files required to conduct the nested experiments. 

 

5.4.1 All-Antarctic model setup 

The all-Antarctic model was run with the default setup (Table 5.1 and 5.2) and started at 

200,000 yr BP to allow for the two Antarctic ice sheets to fully build-up before the initiation of 

the last glaciation. Some parameters and physical constants are consistent between the all-

Antarctic and nested models (Table 5.1), while others (Table 5.2) are varied in the nested 

model during the tuning process described in section 5.5.  

 

The all-Antarctic model requires input of certain gridded datasets in order to account for 

spatial variability in bedrock topography, ice thickness, SMB, temperature and geothermal 

heat flux (Table 5.2). In addition, past changes in temperature, solar insolation and sea level 

are used to drive the model either directly or through parameterisation of SMB (section 5.2.3) 

or oceanic melt rates (section 5.2.4). The input datasets are primarily sourced from a data 

compilation produced by the SeaRISE community (Sea-level Response to Ice Sheet Evolution, 

http://websrv.cs.umt.edu/isis/, version 0.7), which aims to improve the comparability of 

modelling results by offering common input datasets. These datasets are continuously 

updated, and includes the newest published data and modifications. 
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Table 5.1. Parameters, physical constants and time series which are consistent between the 
all-Antarctic and nested model runs. 

Parameters, physical constants and time series All-Antarctic and nested model 

Thermal conductivity of ice [m-1 K-1] 2.1 

Density of ice [kg m3] 910 

Heat capacity of ice [J kg-1 K-1] 2009 

Latent heat of fusion of ice [J kg-1] 3.35 x 105 

Triple point of water [K] 273.15 

Pre-exponential constant, Arrhenius law (cold) [Pa-3 s-1] 3.615 x 10-13 

Pre-exponential constant, Arrhenius law (warm) [Pa-3 s-1] 1.735 x 103 

Pressure dependence of melting [K m-1] 8.66 x 10-4 

Activation energy for creep (cold) [J mol-1] 13.4 x 104 

Activation energy for creep (warm) [J mol-1] 6.0 x 104 

Universal gas constant [J mol-1 K-1] 8.314 

Glen’s flow law exponent 3 

Present-day surface temperature Comiso (2000) 

Present-day geothermal heat flux Maule et al. (2005) 

Temperature time series Vostok δ18O, SeaRISE 

Insolation time series Laskar et al. (2004) 

Sea level time series SPECMAP, SeaRISE 

 

 

Table 5.2. Parameters and input datasets specific to the all-Antarctic model. Table 5.3 lists 

equivalent model parameters and input datasets for the nested model. 

Parameters and input datasets All-Antarctic model 

Dynamic timestep [yr] 0.25 

Enhancement factor (sheet) 5 

Enhancement factor (shelf) 0.5 

B (bed below sea level, warm-based) [m yr-1 Pa-2] 10-5 – 10-7 

B (bed above sea level, warm-based) [m yr-1 Pa-2] 10-10 

B (frozen base) [m yr-1 Pa-2] 10-20 

B threshold for inclusion of SSA [m yr-1 Pa-2] 10-8 

Present-day oceanic melt rates (protected) [m yr-1] 0.1 

LGM oceanic melt rates (protected) [m yr-1] 0 

Bedrock topography BEDMAP1_plus, SeaRISE 

Ice thickness BEDMAP1_plus, SeaRISE 

Surface mass balance Vaughan et al. (1999a) 
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5.4.2 Comparison of the all-Antarctic model output to present-day ice 

conditions 

The past and present behaviour of the DHGS is influenced by both the WAIS and EAIS (section 

2.9.2). In order to achieve realistic nested model results, it is therefore important that the all-

Antarctic model accurately simulates ice configurations of both the Antarctic ice sheets. The 

all-Antarctic model performance is evaluated by comparing measured and modelled present-

day ice configuration along two transects covering regions of importance to the DHGS 

behaviour (Figure 5.2). The EAIS inland of the DHGS covered by profile A influences the upper 

DHGS catchment basin, while profile B shows the WAIS and the Ross Ice Shelf along which 

large changes have had a considerable impact on past ice thickness variations in the lower 

reaches of the glacial system (section 2.9.2). The all-Antarctic model performs reasonably well 

along the two transects (Figure 5.2), although some discrepancies exist which may impact the 

accuracy of the nested simulation. Of particular importance to the nested model is the 

increased surface elevation of the EAIS close to the TAM (at 3200 – 3800 km distance in 

profile A). The build-up of ice upstream of the mountain range is likely related to the 20 km 

resolution of the all-Antarctic model, which is insufficient to resolve the TAM outlet glaciers 

that drain the inland ice (Fyke et al. 2011). The largest discrepancies between modelled and 

measured ice configurations are observed along profile B (Figure 5.2b) where the model 

appears to significantly underestimate the WAIS ice thickness (at 0 – 500 km distance). 

Probably as a result of this, the thicknesses of the ice shelves (floating ice base shown with 

green lines) along both transects are generally too low and the WAIS grounding line is located 

further inland than is actually the case (arrows along profile B). The uncertainties of the all-

Antarctic model output will be discussed further in section 5.4.3. However, although the model 

output presented here is inaccurate in certain regions, the ice sheet-shelf model performs 

reasonably well near the DHGS as demonstrated below. This provides some confidence in 

terms of the focus of this research. 
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Figure 5.2. Comparison between gridded dataset of surface elevation, ice base (when floating) 
and bedrock elevation based on measurements (SeaRISE 2009) and the modelled all-Antarctic 
present-day ice sheet configuration along (a) profile A and (b) profile B. Arrows along profile B 

indicate the measured (GL1) and modelled (GL2) grounding line location. The location of 

profile A and profile B are shown on the inset map. 
 

 

Because of the relatively small nested model domain, the nested results are highly sensitive to 

uncertainties in the all-Antarctic model output (section 5.2.6 and 5.5.1). Consequently, before 

the performance of the nested model can be properly evaluated, the accuracy of the all-

Antarctic output in the region surrounding the nested grid boundary values must be 

investigated. This is done below by comparing the ice thickness and ice velocity computed by 

the model with the 5 km resolution SeaRISE gridded datasets of ice thickness and calculated 

Antarctic balance velocities (Bamber et al. 2000). 
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Figure 5.3. Map showing the difference in ice thickness between the SeaRISE ice thickness 
dataset and the model output for the all-Antarctic 20 km grid cells (grey lines) used for the 
calculation of nested boundary values. Values are negative when model thicknesses exceed 

those given by the SeaRISE dataset. The letters a and b refer to grid cells investigated in more 

detail in Figure 5.7. 
 

 

Overall, the all-Antarctic model produces reasonably good results in the regions located 

upstream and downstream of the DHGS, where modelled ice thicknesses generally vary less 

than ±200 m from the SeaRISE dataset (~10% of the total upstream ice thickness, Figure 

5.3). As was also shown in Figure 5.2a, ice thicknesses are generally overestimated by the 

model upstream of the DHGS, while it underestimates the thickness of the downstream ice 

shelf. Of less importance to the simulation of the DHGS are the large discrepancies in ice 

thickness observed where the nested grid boundary intersects steep terrain near the Byrd 

Glacier (Figure 5.3). It is clear that the nested grid should be positioned differently if the Byrd 

Glacier was to be accurately simulated by the nested model. 

 

A comparison between balance velocities (Bamber et al. 2000) and model output from the all-

Antarctic model indicates that the average ice velocities found by the model differ by as much 

as ±5 m yr-1 upstream of the DHGS, where modelled depth averaged velocities range between 

5 and 20 m yr-1. This suggests that ice velocities in the region carry significant uncertainties, 

which nested model results confirm (section 5.5.1). As a consequence, the nesting routine was 

altered (section 5.2.6), so that the exact all-Antarctic ice velocities are only applied at the 

upper and lower nested boundaries. 

 

a 

b 
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Figure 5.4. Map showing the difference between balance velocities (Bamber et al. 2000) and 
the vertically averaged model output for the all-Antarctic 20 km grid cells (grey lines) used for 
the calculation of nested boundary values. Values are negative when model velocities exceed 
the calculated balance velocities. White areas indicate regions which are not covered by the 

balance velocity dataset. 
 

5.4.3 Late Quaternary changes as simulated by the all-Antarctic model 

The modelled ice thickness and extent of both the all-Antarctic and nested model changes over 

time in response to variations in global sea level, oceanic melt rates (section 5.2.4) and SMB, 

the latter of which is related to variations in air temperature (section 5.2.3). In addition, the 

nested model responds to changes in ice flux and temperature across the model domain 

boundary from the all-Antarctic model. Changes in surface temperature and global sea level 

during the past 40,000 years (SeaRISE 2009) used as input to both model experiments (Table 

5.2 and Table 5.3) are shown in Figure 5.5. The figure illustrates the dramatic increase in air 

temperature (~8.5°C) and global sea level (~130 m) associated with the last deglaciation.  
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Figure 5.5. Temperature (Vostok) and sea level (SPECMAP) variations during the past 40,000 
years in relation to present-day values (SeaRISE 2009). 

 

 

As described in section 1.4.1, the more dynamic WAIS experienced the largest variations in 

the past of the two Antarctic ice sheets (Bindschadler 2007), and the advance and retreat of 

the WAIS grounding line is thought to be the main driver of ice thickness variations in the 

DHGS (Anderson et al. 2004; Bockheim et al. 1989). According to the all-Antarctic model, the 

WAIS grounding line advance occurred primarily between 24,000 and 14,000 yr BP, passing 

north of the DHGS outlet at approximately 20,000 yr BP (Figure 5.6a). The rapid advance of 

the grounding line coincides with a ~30 m sea level lowering between approximately 30,000 

and 20,000 yr BP as shown in Figure 5.5. The all-Antarctic model predicts a maximum ice 

extent at 14,000 yr BP, after which the grounding line retreats rapidly, passing the DHGS 

between 10,000 and 9000 yr BP, reaching its current position at ~5000 yr BP (Figure 5.6b). 

 

The influence of the WAIS and EAIS on the DHGS can be illustrated in more detail by studying 

the evolution in ice conditions at grid cells located at the nested grid boundary. Significant 

changes occur towards the Ross Embayment (Figure 5.7a), where ice thickness and surface 

elevation can be seen increasing dramatically between 25,000 and 14,000 yr BP. Ice is 

grounded at this location until 11,000 yr BP, after which it rapidly thins and the ice velocity 

increases. The early grounding of this grid cell is caused by an advance of TAM glaciers, 

probably in response to the low global sea level (Figure 5.5). Before the advance of the WAIS 

grounding line past the DHGS outlet (Figure 5.6a), ice flow downstream of the DHGS is 

consequently controlled by the neighbouring Carlyon and Byrd Glaciers (Figure 1.1). According 

to the all-Antarctic model, the maximum ice thickness occurred at 14,000 yr BP and since 

then, ice thickness downstream of the DHGS has decreased 1300 m and the surface elevation 

has lowered almost 750 m (Figure 5.7a). For other grid cells along the south-eastern boundary 

of the nested grid, the change in surface elevation varies between 600 and 750 m. Surface 

velocities are low (<15 m yr-1) when the ice is grounded, in particular when the WAIS dams 
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the glacier outlet (<5 m yr-1), but increase rapidly as the WAIS grounding line retreats south 

past the glacier outlet and the ice begins to float (Figure 5.6a).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6. All-Antarctic model output of glacier geometry (ice surface and corresponding ice 
base) along transect B (Figure 5.2), during (a) the advance and (b) retreat of the Ross Ice 

Sheet grounding line to and from its maximum extent at 14,000 year BP. The position of the 
grounded ice base varies in the plot according to the weight of the overlaying ice. 

 

 

Although the largest changes in ice thickness, surface elevation and velocity occur towards the 

Ross Ice Shelf, the all-Antarctic model predicts some variations in ice conditions on the East 

Antarctic plateau. Towards the EAIS (Figure 5.7b) ice thickness and surface elevation increase 
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80 m for the period between 25,000 and 13,000 yr BP. In other regions of the EAIS, the 

predicted ice thicknesses are lower than present-day during the last glaciation due to lower 

snow accumulation rates. For other grid cells along the north-western boundary of the nested 

grid, the increase in EAIS surface elevation ranges between 0 and 80 m. The period of 

increased ice thicknesses at the LGM observed upstream of the DHGS is a local effect, which 

appears to be caused by the damming of ice flow through the TAM as the Ross Embayment 

fills with grounded ice. Velocities are generally very low (<10 m yr-1), in particular just before 

the deglaciation (~5 m yr-1) when an advanced WAIS likely restricted ice flow through the 

TAM. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7. Surface elevation (m above present-day sea level), ice thickness and average ice 
column velocity variations from two all-Antarctic model grid cells located immediately (a) 
downstream and (b) upstream of the nested grid (exact locations shown in Figure 5.3). 

 

 

The results produced by the all-Antarctic model differ to some extent from the general 

consensus about the Ross Ice Sheet ice thickness and in particular the timing and rate of 

grounding line advance and retreat (section 1.4.1, Figure 1.4). As described in section 1.4.1, 

interpretations of the geological evidence suggests that the Ross Ice Sheet was close to its 

maximum position at least between 27,820 and 12,880 yr B.P. (Conway et al. 1999), that the 

grounding line retreated south past the DHGS outlet at ~6800 yr BP and that the surface 

elevation at the glacier outlet has lowered 1100 m since then (Bockheim et al. 1989; Conway 
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et al. 1999). Compared to this evidence the maximum ice thickness and extent of the WAIS 

occurs late in the all-Antarctic model, and as a result, the Ross Ice Sheet has little time to 

thicken in the northernmost regions. In addition, the subsequent retreat takes place at a 

faster rate than suggested by the geological evidence. A previous modelling study of the DHGS 

has found evidence to suggest that the WAIS grounding line may have retreated south of the 

outlet as early as 7900 yr BP and that the surface of the Ross Embayment ice has lowered 

only 800 m ±100 m since then (Anderson et al. 2004). This study consequently compares 

better with the LGM ice thickness and retreat history proposed by the all-Antarctic model. 

 

The present-day ice configuration and Holocene retreat of the WAIS illustrated by the all-

Antarctic model output differs somewhat from previously published simulations with the ice 

sheet-shelf model (Pollard and DeConto 2009c). The development of the all-Antarctic model is 

ongoing, and the discrepancies are likely to be a result of changes in model setup between the 

various versions of the model. In particular, a change in datum of input configuration datasets 

(SeaRISE referenced to WGS-84) could explain the late advance of the WAIS into the Ross 

Embayment observed in the all-Antarctic output. The newest version of the ice sheet-shelf 

model is run with the newer ALBMAP dataset (referenced to the EIGEN-GL04C geoid, Le Brocq 

2010) and derives a large-scale basal roughness map using a crude inversion method, and 

perhaps as a consequence simulates the most recent glaciation and subsequent deglaciation in 

good accordance with the geological evidence (D. Pollard, personal communication). Due to 

time constraints imposed on the research presented in this thesis, it was not possible to 

account for the uncertainties associated with the all-Antarctic simulation presented above. 

 

From the above discussion, it is clear that the results produced by the all-Antarctic model 

differ somewhat from the general consensus of change in the Ross Embayment during the last 

glaciation. In particular, the timing of the advance of the WAIS does not compare well with 

geological evidence. Despite these uncertainties, the timing of the LGM in the Ross 

Embayment, as well as the thickness of the Ross Ice Sheet downstream of the DHGS at this 

time appear realistic. In addition, the all-Antarctic model output of present-day ice conditions 

in the regions surrounding the DHGS is reasonably good given its low resolution. 

Consequently, the uncertainties introduced by conducting static nested runs with the present-

day and LGM all-Antarctic boundary conditions are thought to be minor.  

 

5.5 Tuning the nested model to the DHGS 

The ice sheet-shelf model has already been successfully applied to present-day Antarctic 

conditions and validated against past evidence of changes in the Antarctic Ice Sheet (Pollard 

and Deconto 2009a; Pollard and DeConto 2009b). However, initial nested simulations of 

present-day DHGS conditions with original all-Antarctic settings (section 5.4.1) significantly 
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underestimate ice thickness, overestimate ice velocities on the Darwin Glacier and position the 

grounding line too far upstream. Several studies have illustrated how the slow moving TAM 

outlet glaciers differ from the ‘average’ large and fast moving Antarctic outlet glaciers which 

control the mass balance of the Antarctic Ice Sheet (Figure 1.2). It is therefore not unexpected 

that the nested model requires considerable tuning to accurately simulate the flow dynamics of 

the DHGS (step 2 in Figure 5.1). 

 

As is often the case with model simulations, no prior knowledge exists for a range of 

parameters of importance to the ice flow dynamics. The tuning, which will be described in 

more detail below, involved varying the basal slipperiness, the enhancement factors for sheet 

flow, the SMB and the subglacial oceanic melt rate until the nested model accurately simulate 

the present-day DHGS behaviour. All of these parameters are site-specific and changing them 

within reasonable limits is standard modelling practise. The nested model is tuned towards 

present-day measurements of: 

 

1. Ice surface elevation (Figure 4.3) 

2. Ice thickness (Figure 4.4) 

3. Surface velocity (section 2.6 and 3.2.3) 

4. Grounding line location (section 3.8) 

 

Together, the datasets listed above allow for a robust fitting of the ice sheet-shelf model to 

DHGS conditions. Ultimately, the model variables and SMB model chosen for the final model 

setup are those which (in order of importance): 

 

1. Create the most accurate surface elevation of the DHGS 

2. Maintain some degree of ablation in the BIAs 

3. Produce reasonable ice flow velocities 

4. Accurately position the grounding line 

5. Produces reasonable ice shelf thickness 

 

5.5.1 Modifications of the all-Antarctic boundary ice flux 

As discussed above, ice thickness upstream of the DHGS is generally overestimated by the all-

Antarctic model (Figure 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, section 5.4.2). Within the nested model, this leads to 

an unrealistic build-up of ice upstream of the DHGS. To acquire more accurate results within 

the nested grid for the present-day simulation, all-Antarctic model output of ice thicknesses 

were lowered to present-day levels along the north-western boundary of the nested model 

domain. In addition, ice flow out of the nested grid towards the upper catchment of the 

Carlyon Glacier (Figure 1.1) was decreased to avoid drawn-down of the ice surface in this 
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region. These changes recognise that some inaccuracies exist in the all-Antarctic model 

output, to which the simulation of the DHGS is sensitive towards, and the nested modelling 

results are improved following the changes. As these inaccuracies are likely to reflect a general 

problem caused by the low-resolution of the all-Antarctic model compared to the size of TAM 

outlet glaciers, the constant changes applied to the present-day all-Antarctic boundary values 

were maintained for the LGM simulation also. Therefore, if the all-Antarctic model predicts a 

change from present-day levels, the size of this change is maintained.  

 

5.5.2  Enhancement factors 

The significance of the flow enhancement factors in the ice sheet-shelf model was described in 

section 5.2.1. When the nested model is run with the default sheet and shelf flow 

enhancement factors of 5 and 0.5 respectively (Table 5.2), ice velocities on the Darwin Glacier 

are too high and surface elevations are generally too low for the entire glacial system. 

Through testing it was found that no accurate surface elevation and ice velocity of the DHGS 

could be obtained with reasonable basal slipperiness and SMB model when applying the all-

Antarctic sheet enhancement factor. The best fit surface elevation, grounding line position and 

ice shelf thickness were obtained when maintaining a shelf flow enhancement factor of 0.5 but 

lowering the sheet flow enhancement factor to 2. In addition, a change from 5 to 2 of the 

sheet enhancement factor significantly improves the fit between measured and modelled 

surface velocities on the Darwin Glacier. However, modelled velocities are significantly lower 

than measured velocities on the Hatherton Glacier, while they still appear to be somewhat 

overestimated on the Darwin Glacier. When applying these settings to the nested model, the 

Byrd Glacier thickness increases and grounded ice advances to the boundary of the nested 

grid. This affects the Darwin Glacier grounding line position and downstream ice shelf 

thickness and was accounted for by adjusting the basal slipperiness, as described in more 

detail below. 

 

5.5.3 Basal sliding coefficient 

The magnitude of the modelled basal sliding velocity is related to a basal sliding coefficient as 

was described in section 5.2.2. However, as very little is known about the basal conditions 

underneath Antarctic glaciers, values have to be determined heuristically, which is also the 

case for the ice sheet-shelf model (Pollard and DeConto 2009b). A range of basal sliding 

coefficients was tested for the DHGS and eventually a value of 10-7 m a-1 Pa-2 for the bedrock 

where the rebound elevation is below sea level was found to produce the best fit grounding 

line position and surface elevation in the lower regions of the glacial system. For rebounded 

bedrock above sea level and frozen basal conditions, all-Antarctic basal sliding coefficients of 

10-10 and 10-20 m a-1 Pa-2 respectively (Table 5.2) were maintained. The magnitude of the best 
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fit basal sliding coefficient in the region below the Darwin and Hatherton Glacier confluence 

suggest the presence of subglacial deformable sediments (section 5.2.2), although the effect 

of these sediments on the basal sliding velocity is significantly reduced compared to the all-

Antarctic model. 

 

In order to counteract the effect of the unrealistic ice conditions at the Byrd Glacier described 

above, a high basal sliding coefficient of 10-4 m a-1 Pa-2 was assigned to this region of the 

nested grid. Although the Byrd Glacier is still poorly simulated by the nested model, the 

increased basal sliding coefficient improves the ice thickness and grounding line position 

significantly and most importantly produces more realistic ice condition for the floating regions 

of the nested grid downstream of the DHGS. 

 

5.5.4 Oceanic melt rate 

The grounding line position and ice shelf thickness are sensitive to variations in oceanic melt 

rates, and tuning therefore involved varying the basal melt rate until the correct ice 

configuration is achieved near the grounding line (Figure 3.22). Following this procedure, an 

oceanic melt rate of 2 m yr-1 was found to produce the most accurate present-day grounding 

line position. When applying this basal melt rate, the ice shelf thickness immediately 

downstream of the grounding line is underestimated by the nested model. This suggests that 

although the assigned melt rate positions the Darwin Glacier grounding line reasonably well, it 

overestimates the basal melting further downstream where melting is likely significantly 

reduced (Frezzotti et al. 2000). 

 

A calculation of basal melt rates near the DHGS grounding line presented in section 3.10 

suggests an average melt rate of ~0.9 m yr-1 for the first 7 km downstream of the grounding 

line. It is consequently not unrealistic that the grounding line oceanic melt rate would be of 

the magnitude suggested by the model. As the modelled ice shelf thickness is uncertain 

primarily due to inaccuracies in simulations of the Byrd Glacier, a correct Darwin Glacier 

grounding line location was prioritised over a better agreement between measured and 

modelled ice shelf thickness. The ice shelf thickness and magnitude of best fit oceanic melt 

rate are sensitive to applied downstream boundary conditions (section 5.2.6), and the realistic 

oceanic melt rate suggested by the modelling experiments provides confidence in the model 

treatment of the Darwin Glacier grounding line as well as in the altered nesting routine. 

 

5.5.5 Surface mass balance 

Because of the lack of knowledge of SMB within the DHGS, several potential SMB models were 

proposed in section 4.5.5. All of these were tested with various nested model setups, the 
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results of which showed that the Hatherton Glacier, in particular, is sensitive to changes in 

SMB. An initial surface lowering of both the Darwin and Hatherton Glaciers occurs to various 

degrees when applying the proposed MB-1, MB-2 and MB-3 (Table 4.3). In contrast, MB-4 

(zero SMB in BIA) produced reasonably good results for the Darwin Glacier, while ice 

thicknesses were overestimated on the Hatherton Glacier. Consequently, to limit the surface 

lowering of the Hatherton Glacier observed with MB-3 while maintaining some degree of 

ablation, the ablation rates proposed in MB-3 (Arthern et al. (2006) accumulation rates) were 

halved (section 4.5.6). In addition, accumulation rates in the high-elevation Hatherton 

accumulation areas were reduced to limit unrealistic build-up of ice in these regions. The 

resulting SMB model was referred to as MB-3A (Arthern et al. (2006) accumulation rates) in 

section 4.5.6. The crude adjustment of the proposed SMB is justified by the considerable 

uncertainties involved with the construction of the map (section 4.5).  

 

5.5.6 Final nested model setup 

Based on the above tuning process, the nested model setup which best simulates DHGS 

behaviour is summarised below in Table 5.3. When starting the nested model from the 

present-day ice configuration, steady state conditions are reached within 2000 yr except on 

the Hatherton Glacier and in steep high altitude catchment basins where minor changes 

continue to occur. On the Hatherton Glacier, a slow surface lowering takes place in response to 

the negative SMB (section 5.5.5), while the surface elevation of surrounding mountain glaciers 

increase above the DEM surface. Eventually the mountain glaciers begin to affect ice thickness 

on the Hatherton Glacier and after 10,000 yr, when the surface changes have begun to slow 

down, the modelled surface elevation of the Hatherton Glacier exceeds measurements by 40 - 

200 m. Although snow accumulation was significantly reduced in high accumulation regions 

surrounding the Hatherton Glacier (section 5.5.5), the elevated ice surface is primarily the 

result of excess inflow of ice from adjacent mountain glaciers. Various attempts to stabilise the 

Hatherton Glacier through variations in model setup or SMB were unsuccessful, and illustrate 

the challenges involved with accurately simulating the behaviour of the Hatherton Glacier and 

the surrounding mountain glaciers. Local tributaries are thought to be particularly important in 

maintaining the low discharge of the Hatherton Glacier (section 2.4), which may explain why 

the glacier has posed a greater modelling challenge than the Darwin Glacier. As the observed 

changes appear to have a minimal affect on the simulated temperature and velocity fields, the 

model was run for 2000 yr only for the present-day simulation presented in section 5.6. 

Simulations of LGM ice extent have to be run for more than 10,000 years to allow for the 

glacial system to respond realistically to an advanced WAIS (section 5.7). Consequently in the 

LGM experiments, the uncertainties illustrated by the long present-day simulation are likely to 

have some influences on the overall result. 
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Table 5.3. Parameters and input datasets for the nested model. Table 5.2 lists equivalent 
model parameters and input datasets for the all-Antarctic model. 

Parameters and input data Nested model 

Dynamic timestep [yr] 0.005 

Enhancement factor (sheet) 2 

Enhancement factor (shelf) 0.5 

B (bed below sea level, warm-based) [m yr-1 Pa-2] 10-4 and 10-7 

B (bed above sea level, warm-based) [m yr-1 Pa-2] 10-10 

B (frozen base) [m yr-1 Pa-2] 10-20 

B threshold for inclusion of SSA [m yr-1 Pa-2] 10-8 

Present-day oceanic melt rates (protected) [m yr-1] 2.0 

LGM oceanic melt rates (protected) [m yr-1] 0 

Bedrock topography Figure 4.7 

Ice thickness Figure 4.4 

Surface mass balance Figure 4.13 

 

 

The tuning process has revealed interesting differences between the flow behaviour of the 

DHGS and the Antarctic Ice Sheet in general, as simulated by the all-Antarctic model. The 

nested model results are particularly sensitive to variations in the sheet flow enhancement 

factor, which had to be reduced considerably to produce accurate surface profiles and 

reasonable surface velocities (section 5.5.2). This relatively low value (section 5.2.1) may 

reflect: 1. an actual decrease in ice strain rate caused by differences in general flow 

characteristics between the DHGS and faster moving components of the Antarctic Ice Sheet, 

and/or 2. the influence of lateral drag from the valley walls, which are unaccounted for in the 

SIA (section 5.2.1). In either case, the low sheet flow enhancement factor reflects a low 

tendency of the DHGS to flow, despite relatively high ice thicknesses and driving stresses. 

 

5.6 Modelled present-day DHGS characteristics 

The nested model simulation of present-day DHGS provides information about the general 

characteristics and flow behaviour of the glacial system (objective A. 4 in section 1.1). In this 

section, the accuracy of the the present-day ice configuration and ice dynamics of the DHGS 

as simulated by the tuned nested model (section 5.5) will be evaluated (section 5.6.1). 

Section 5.6.2 presents modelled variations in force budget and basal temperature which are 

discussed in relation to flow behaviour of the Darwin and Hatherton Glaciers. The model 

results are compared to previous work on slow-moving TAM outlet glaciers (section 5.6.3) and 
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ultimately contribute towards a better understanding of the dynamic behaviour of this 

particular glacier type. 

 

5.6.1 Accuracy of the present-day simulation 

The nested model appears to simulate the behaviour of the DHGS well. The outline of the 

modelled catchment area differs only slightly from the catchment area calculated from the 

Altimetry DEM (Figure 1.1) and the modelled grounding line discharge of 0.44 km3 yr-1 

compares well with the catchment-wide (delineated from DEM) annual SMB of input map MB-

3A (0.46 km3 yr-1, Table 4.3). Measured ice discharge close to the glacier grounding line (0.52 

km3 yr-1) exceeds these two values, which suggests that either the DHGS is currently losing 

mass and/or MB-3A underestimates the overall SMB within the DHGS. Although it is possible 

that the DHGS is still adjusting to the termination of the LGM, it seems unlikely that the glacial 

system should be experiencing the relatively large negative mass balance suggested by the 

grounding line discharge discrepancy. Given the uncertainties of the SMB map (section 4.5), it 

is more likely that at least part of this difference is caused by an underestimation of the 

catchment-wide SMB predicted by MB-3A. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8. Map showing the location of the Darwin, Hatherton, Wellman and Dubris transects 
utilised to display model output. Coloured circles divide each transects into 50 km segments 

from its starting point. Velocity survey A was conducted by Hughes and Fastook (1981) while 
velocity survey B was presented in section 3.2.3. 
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The tuned nested model simulates variations in surface elevation on both the Darwin and 

Hatherton Glaciers reasonably well (Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10). Differences between 

measured and modelled ice thickness are less than 100 m (<10% of total ice thickness) along 

the Darwin transect, except near the grounding line (at 185 km distance) where discrepancies 

between modelled and measured grounding line configuration lead to larger differences. The 

gradual ice shelf thickness increase found by the model towards the nested grid boundary (at 

220-250 km distance) is caused by inaccuracies in the all-Antarctic simulation. The modelled 

Hatherton Glacier surface shows a better fit than the Darwin Glacier surface, and the ice 

thickness generally differs by no more than 50 m (~5% of total ice thickness). In general, 

surface elevations appear to be slightly underestimated on both the Darwin and Hatherton 

Glaciers, while the surface elevation of the EAIS is overestimated upstream of the Hatherton 

Glacier. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9. (a) Measured and modelled glacier configuration, (b) the difference between the 
two, and (c) ice velocity along the Darwin transect (Figure 5.8). Modelled surface velocities are 

compared with measured conducted by Hughes and Fastook (1981) (survey A) and the new 
measurements presented in section 3.2.3 (survey B). Capital letters show the locations of 

cross profiles (Figure 5.8). 
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The Darwin Glacier travels with velocities of up to 130 m yr-1 until below profile C (Figure 

5.9c), after which a significant increase occurs to maximum values of ~330 m yr-1 at The 

Nozzle (Figure 2.1). In contrast, the modelled ice velocity of the Hatherton Glacier is 

extremely low, with values generally below 2 m yr-1. Measured and simulated ice velocities 

compare well in the upper parts of the Darwin Glacier and at The Nozzle (Figure 2.1), while 

significant differences were observed at profile B, C and E (Figure 5.9c), and on the Hatherton 

Glacier (Figure 5.10c). Despite these uncertainties, the general downstream increase in 

measured flow velocities of the Darwin Glacier is captured well by the model. The difference 

observed at profile E is a result of the underestimation of modelled ice thickness which occurs 

at this location (Figure 5.10c). 

 

 

 

Figure 5.10. (a) Measured and modelled glacier configuration, (b) the difference between the 

two, and (c) ice velocity along the Hatherton transect (Figure 5.8). Modelled surface velocities 
are compared with measured conducted by Hughes and Fastook (1981) (survey A). Capital 

letters show the locations of cross profiles (Figure 5.8). 

 

 

The low velocities suggested by the model on the Hatherton Glacier compare poorly with the 

~40 m yr-1 measured in the lowermost part by Hughes and Fastook (1981, Figure 5.10c). A 

similar discrepancy between modelled and measured surface velocity has been documented by 
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previous modelling results (Figure 2.5, Anderson et al. 2004), which suggests that the low 

velocity indicated by the new velocity survey (section 3.2.3) provide a more realistic estimate 

of the Hatherton Glacier flow behaviour. The velocity measurements presented in section 3.2.3 

(survey B in Figure 5.9c) are thought to be of reasonable quality, however, both these and the 

previous velocity measurements (survey B in Figure 5.9c and Figure 5.10c, Hughes and 

Fastook 1981) are all short-term, and it is unclear how well the measured velocities reflect 

annual values. Such uncertainties may explain the poor comparison between the two surveys 

at cross profile D. 

 

Due to the nature of the velocity measurements and the potential uncertainties in ice flow 

dynamics associated with SIA models (section 5.2.7), the surface geometry is preferred as an 

indication of model performance. Given the complexity and uncertainties of the SMB, bedrock 

topography and nested boundary ice flux, the nested model output reflects the behaviour of 

the DHGS well. This suggests that the model is capable of accurately simulating the present 

and past dynamic behaviour of the glacial system. 

 

5.6.2 Modelled flow dynamics of the DHGS 

The nested ice sheet-shelf model facilitates 2-D illustrations of the large spatial variations 

which exist in ice characteristics across the DHGS (Figure 5.11). The Darwin Glacier is 

considerably thicker than the Hatherton Glacier, has higher driving stresses, exhibits partially 

warm-based conditions and as a consequence has the higher flow velocities (Figure 5.11). The 

map of surface velocities illustrates the extent of the DHGS catchment area and the 

proportions of inland ice captured by the Darwin and Hatherton Glaciers respectively. Although 

the nested model simulates flow behaviour of the Byrd Glacier poorly (section 5.5.2 and 

5.5.3), the model output clearly shows the differences which exist between the DHGS and the 

much thicker, entirely warm-based and rapidly moving Byrd Glacier. Small isolated regions of 

high surface velocities and ice temperature visible at the head of ice flowing from the Britannia 

Range (figure 2.1) relate to steep mountainous regions where ice dynamics are poorly 

simulated. 
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Figure 5.11. Present-day (a) ice thickness, (b) surface elevation, (c) driving stress, (d) basal 
temperature, (e) surface ice velocity, and (f) basal velocity within the nested model domain. 

 

 

The variations in the force budget, ice temperature and ice velocity along the Darwin and 

Hatherton Glaciers are shown in more detail in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13. Variations along 

the two transects in the force budget are illustrated from modelled driving stress, basal shear 

stress and longitudinal stress, which is the residual of the two (Figure 5.12b). Driving stresses 

are generally high (~150 kPa) for the Darwin Glacier and reach values of 170 – 185 kPa below 

the head of the Darwin Glacier (at 85 km distance) and at The Nozzle (at 170 – 180 km 
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distance) where ice thickness and surface slopes are high (Figure 5.12b). Driving stresses are 

resisted by basal stresses for the upper half of the glacier (at 0 - 150 km distance), where 

only the SIA is applied. A decrease in basal stresses and resulting increase in longitudinal 

stresses occurs rapidly at a distance of ~150 km as the basal sliding coefficient increases 

above the critical values for inclusion of the SSA (section 5.2.2, Table 5.3). Although 

longitudinal stresses dominate further downstream, basal drag continues to be of importance 

until the grounding line, which is located at 185 km distance. The spike in basal stresses which 

occurs at ~180 km distance appears to relate to inflow of cold ice from the valley which 

traverses the Britannia Range towards the Byrd Glacier (Figure 2.1). Downstream of the 

grounding line, water column thickness rapidly increases to more than 300 m, and the basal 

stress is quickly reduced to zero (section 5.2.2). The driving and longitudinal stresses 

decrease more gradually as the slope of the floating ice shelf declines. 

 

Driving stresses are considerably lower for the flatter and thinner Hatherton Glacier (Figure 

5.13b). Values do generally not exceed 85 kPa except at the steep threshold towards the EAIS 

(at 95 km distance) where a maximum value of 190 kPa occurs. Because of the relatively high 

bed elevation and frozen basal condition, the SIA alone is applied throughout the profile, and 

driving stresses are continuously balanced by basal drag. On both the Darwin and Hatherton 

Glaciers, variations in driving stress are associated primarily with changes in surface slope, 

and increased values are generally observed at and just downstream of bedrock bumps where 

the ice thickness is relatively low. This relationship is most clear on the Hatherton Glacier 

where the valley width remains relatively constant. On the Darwin Glacier, ice velocities are 

furthermore affected by narrowing (velocity increase) and widening (velocity decrease) of the 

glacier width (Figure 5.11e). 

 

Basal sliding occurs in regions where the ice base temperature reaches the pressure melting 

point (Figure 5.11d and f). However, ice flow within the DHGS is predominantly by internal ice 

deformation, and a significant level of basal sliding occurs only in the lower part of the Darwin 

Glacier (at >155 km distance, Figure 5.12c). Downstream of the grounding line (at >185 km 

distance), the internal ice deformation approaches zero and the basal velocity equals the 

average ice column velocity. In general, variations in ice flow velocities appears to be 

controlled primarily by changes in the driving stress, and peak velocities along the Darwin and 

Hatherton transects occur over and immediately downstream of bedrock bumps, where the 

driving stresses are highest. 
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Figure 5.12. Summary of glacier characteristics along the Darwin centre transect as 
determined by the nested model. Where the basal temperature is below the pressure melting 

point, the driving stress is identical to the basal stress and the average velocity is identical to 
the shear velocity. 

 

 

Both the Darwin and Hatherton Glaciers are significantly influenced by inflow of cold ice from 

the EAIS, and both are cold-based towards the polar plateau (Figure 5.11, Figure 5.12e and 

Figure 5.13e). Regions which are characterised by high basal/driving stress and ice velocities 

generally have increased basal temperatures, except at the head of the Hatherton Glacier (at 

95 km distance, Figure 5.12e), where the ice is too thin to effectively insulate the base from 

the colder surface temperatures. The Hatherton Glacier bed remains below the pressure 

melting point throughout its extent, while the thickest regions of the Darwin Glacier are warm-

based (Figure 5.11, Figure 5.11f and Figure 5.12). The downstream change from cold- to 
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warm-based conditions and increase in ice velocity observed on the Darwin Glacier 

corresponds well with the gradient in glacial erosion suggested by the gradual change in cross 

sectional valley shape identified in section 3.5.1. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.13. Summary of glacier characteristics along the Hatherton centre transect as 
determined by the nested model. As the basal temperature is constantly below the pressure 
melting point, the driving stress is identical to the basal stress and the average velocity is 

identical to the shear velocity. 
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5.6.3 DHGS characteristics in relation to outlet glaciers in the 

Transantarctic Mountains and other glacier types 

The flow-tendency of various glacier types were compared by Kavanaugh and Cuffey (2009) 

from calculations of flow indexes (U/τdH) from typical values of ice velocity (U), driving stress 

and ice thickness (Figure 5.14). Calculations of flow indices for the Darwin and Hatherton 

Glaciers show that the Hatherton Glacier as modelled by the nested model has an extremely 

low tendency to flow. The flow index for the Darwin Glacier is low compared to other glacier 

types of similar thickness, but significantly higher than both the Hatherton and Taylor Glaciers. 

 

 

 
Figure 5.14. Flow index in relation to ice thickness for a range of glacier types such 

as slow moving TAM outlet glaciers (Darwin Glacier, DG; Hatherton Glacier, HG; 

Taylor Glacier, TG), alpine polar glaciers (McCall Glacier, MC and Meserve Glacier, 

ME), alpine temperate glaciers (Storglaciären, ST; Blue Glacier, BG; Worthington 

Glacier, WO), a temperate tidewater glacier (Columbia Glacier, C77 – 1977, and C95 

– 1995), strong-bedded polar ice streams (Jakobshavn Isbræ, J07 - 7 km from 

terminus, and J40 - 40 km form terminus), and weak-bedded polar ice streams 

(Whillans Ice Stream, WIS; Pine Island Glacier, PIG; Northeast Greenland Ice 

Stream, NEG). Figure modified from Kavanaugh and Cuffey (2009). 
 

 

The present-day model simulation provides new insight into the processes which control flow 

dynamics of the DHGS and slow moving glaciers in general. The findings distinguishes the 

glacial system from faster moving TAM outlet glaciers (section 1.5.2) where a high level of 

basal sliding and melting occurs, and instead compare well with the general characteristics of 

slow moving TAM glaciers (section 1.5.3). The findings offer support to the traditional 

‘cascade’ model (section 1.5.3) which predicts highest velocities where surface slopes and 

driving stresses are highest (Kavanaugh and Cuffey 2009). The nested model found ice flow 

velocities of less than 5 m yr-1 for the Hatherton Glacier, which is entirely cold-based similar to 

the Taylor and Ferrar Glaciers (Johnson and Staiger 2007; Kavanaugh et al. 2009b). In 
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contrast, a significant proportion of the Darwin Glacier is warm-based and ice velocities reach 

several 100 m yr-1 in the narrowest and steepest regions. The Darwin and Hatherton Glaciers 

consequently belong to the fastest and slowest portion respectively of the slow moving TAM 

outlet glaciers behaviour spectrum (Table 1.2). 

 

5.7 LGM characteristics of the DHGS 

As a linkage between the EAIS and WAIS, variations in ice configuration within the DHGS can 

be used to constrain changes in the both of the Antarctic ice sheets (Chapter 1). In this 

section, the LGM ice extent and thickness of the DHGS as simulated by the nested model are 

compared to geological evidence of former ice configurations in order to establish the Holocene 

change of the glacial system (section 5.7, objective B.1). This analysis will provide new 

information on the response mechanisms of slow-moving TAM outlet glaciers, and will test the 

degree of change induced by the ice configuration of the EAIS and WAIS suggested by the all-

Antarctic model (section 5.4.3). 

 

The accurate simulation of present-day geometry and dynamics of the DHGS provides 

confidence that the nested model will be able to simulate past changes equally well. The 

Holocene change of the DHGS is investigated by varying the all-Antarctic input as well as the 

surface temperature, global sea level, SMB and the oceanic melt rate (section 5.2.3 and 

5.2.4). The optimal settings for the nested model derived in section 5.5 were maintained 

during the simulations of the LGM ice configuration. 

 

In order to investigate the LGM configuration of the DHGS, the nested model was run from 

present-day ice configuration with boundary conditions corresponding to the maximum ice 

extent (14,000 BP, section 5.4.3) and associated climatic conditions until a steady state was 

achieved (step 2 in Figure 5.1). The Darwin Glacier adjusts relatively quickly (~2000 yr) to 

LGM conditions (Figure 5.15a) whereas it takes 15,000 yr for the Hatherton Glacier to reach a 

LGM steady state. The all-Antarctic model output suggests that maximum ice thickness of the 

WAIS was only maintained for ~5000 yr (Figure 5.7) and although geological evidence 

indicates that this period was considerably longer (~15,000 yr, section 5.4.3), it seems 

unlikely that the Hatherton Glacier reached equilibrium during the LGM. This is in good 

correspondence with geological evidence from the Reedy Glacier, which suggests that this 

glacier similarly did not reach its equilibrium state during the LGM (Todd et al. 2010). 

Furthermore, at 15,000 yr the glacier surface is elevated between 50 and 120 m above the 

Britannia II drift sheet at levels above the Danum drift sheet in the middle regions (Figure 

2.8). Previous studies have determined that the Danum drift sheet was deposited no later than 

77,000 yr BP and more likely earlier than 140,000 yr BP (Table 2.1, Bockheim et al. 1989; 

Storey et al. 2010) and it is unlikely that the Hatherton Glacier was elevated above the 
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Britannia II limit during the LGM. The LGM simulation show that changes in the surface 

elevation of the Ross Ice Sheet has a significant impact on the Hatherton Glacier surface, and 

illustrates that it is unlikely that the glacier reached equilibrium during the LGM, even with the 

relatively low surface elevations of the Ross Ice Sheet suggested by the all-Antarctic model 

(section 5.4.3). 

 

It is clear from the shape of the modelled glacier surfaces that the Hatherton drift sheet is 

unlikely to represent the LGM limit (Figure 5.15b) as has recently been proposed from surface 

exposure ages (Storey et al. 2010). If the Hatherton drift sheet was to represent the LGM 

limit, the ice thickness in the Ross Embayment would have had to have been significantly 

lower than predicted by the all-Antarctic model. Given that the all-Antarctic model has been 

run with a high basal sliding coefficient in the Ross Embayment (Table 5.2) and produces a low 

slope Ross Ice Sheet profile (Figure 5.6), it seems unlikely that surface elevation was 

significantly lower than that modelled at the LGM. Instead the general downstream decrease in 

elevation above the current glacier surface suggests that this particular drift sheet relates to a 

change in the upper regions, and may reflect a reduction in ice discharge from the EAIS into 

the Hatherton Glacier. In contrast, modelled surfaces compare well with the former glacier 

profiles outlined by the older and higher drift sheets (Figure 2.8), in particularly the Britannia 

II drift, which was proposed as the LGM limit by Bockheim et al. (1989). Consequently, the 

modelled surface profile which compares best with the Britannia II drift limit was chosen as 

the likely LGM limit (Figure 5.15b). It takes the Hatherton Glacier 12,500 yr to reach this level 

from its present-day ice configuration and at this point, the ice surface change has begun to 

slow down over most of the glacier. Although this is significantly longer than the ~5000 yr 

period of maximum WAIS thickness proposed by the all-Antarctic model, it compares 

reasonably well with the longer period of maximum ice extent suggested by geological 

evidence (section 5.4.3). The good match between modelled glacier surface elevation and the 

Britannia II drift limit elevation along the Hatherton Glacier (Figure 5.15b) suggests that the 

chosen surface profile correctly depicts the LGM ice configuration in the DHGS. 

 

The LGM simulation of the DHGS illustrates the way in which the DHGS responds to changes in 

ice thickness in the Ross Embayment and of the EAIS as proposed by the all-Antarctic model. 

According to the all-Antarctic model, ice elevation along the south-eastern boundary (50 km 

from the Darwin Glacier outlet) of the nested grid was elevated 600-750 m above the present-

day level. At the north-western boundary (~80 km from the head of the Hatherton and Darwin 

Glaciers) the ice surface was slightly elevated near the Byrd Glacier (~80 m) but similar to 

present-day values further north (section 5.4.3). 
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Figure 5.15. 1000 yr glacier surfaces (thin blue lines) and inferred LGM surface (thick blue 
line) along the (a) Darwin and (b) Hatherton transects (Figure 5.8). The associated glacier 
beds are show with green lines. Along the Hatherton transect, the level of the Britannia II 

(dashed red) and Hatherton (full red) drift sheets are shown (Bockheim et al. 1989). 
 

 

During the LGM, build-up of the Darwin Glacier appears to be controlled by changes in the 

Ross Embayment only (Figure 5.15a). These changes induced a 830 m surface elevation 

increase at the Darwin Glacier outlet (at 200 km distance), while the LGM surface elevation at 

the glacier head was similar to present-day levels. The surface elevation continues to decrease 

monotonically from the Darwin Glacier outlet towards the Ross Embayment nested grid 

boundary. The Hatherton Glacier appears to have responded to an elevation increase of both 

a 

b 
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the Darwin Glacier and the EAIS upstream of the Byrd Glacier. The ice thickness increase 

which occurs on the Darwin Glacier propagates relatively quickly into the lower part of the 

Hatherton Glacier, after which the upstream surface elevation begins to slowly increase 

(Figure 5.15b). In the nested simulation, the rate of the upper Hatherton Glacier surface 

elevation increase is controlled predominantly by the surface elevation of the EAIS, but is 

sensitive to ice flux from local mountain glaciers. The LGM simulation shows that at the LGM, 

the Hatherton Glacier surface was elevated ~500 m above present-day levels at the 

confluence with the Darwin Glacier, whereas only a ~150 m increase occurred at the head of 

the glacier. Ice thickness at the threshold to the Hatherton Glacier is presently less than 200 

m thick (Figure 3.18), and as the model illustrates, an increase of 150 m would have made a 

considerable impact on the flow behaviour.  

 

One of the advantages of using the 3-D ice sheet-shelf model is that the model output can be 

readily compared to glacial drift sheet limits. These limits were delineated from aerial 

photographs and the maps produced by Bockheim et al. (1989) and compared to the advance 

of the Hatherton Glacier into the Lake Wellman and Dubris Valleys (Figure 5.8) during the LGM 

simulation (Figure 5.16). The Lake Wellman transect (Figure 5.16a) illustrates that although 

the Hatherton Glacier responds relatively quickly (~3000 yr) to an increased Darwin Glacier 

surface, it takes an additional 3000 yr before the glacier margin stabilises temporarily at a 

position below to the Hatherton drift sheet limit. Additional surface elevation increase and 

advance occurs as the changes caused by the elevated EAIS propagate to the lower part of the 

glacier. In comparison, the ice advance into the Dubris Valley (Figure 5.16b) occurs at a 

steadier pace in response to a continuous increase in surface elevation of the upper Hatherton 

Glacier controlled by the EAIS. At Lake Wellman and Dubris Valleys, the modelled LGM 

Hatherton Glacier terminates near the Britannia I limit, at between 600 and 800 m distance 

from, and less than 100 m below the Britannia II end-moraine. Given the 1 km resolution of 

the nested model, these results provide further support to the modelled LGM ice configuration 

of the DHGS. 

 

Overall, the inferred LGM ice configuration compares well with the Britannia II surface 

elevation and extent, and consequently represents a significant improvement to the previous 

modelling study which failed to reproduce the former ice surface outlined by the drift limit 

(Figure 2.4). The modelled 830 m difference between LGM and present-day surface elevation 

at the Darwin Glacier outlet is significantly less than the 1100 m change estimated from 

extrapolation of the Britannia II drift sheet limit (Bockheim et al. 1989), but compares well 

with the 800 m difference indicated by the earlier modelling study (Anderson et al. 2004, 

Figure 2.4). In addition, the model results suggest that a simple extrapolation of drift sheet 

limits from the glacier outlet leads to a ~250 m overestimation of the Ross Ice Sheet surface 

elevation. 
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Figure 5.16. 1000 yr glacier surfaces (thin blue lines) and LGM equilibrium surface (thick blue 

line, +12,500 yr) along (a) the Wellman and (b) Dubris transects (Figure 5.8). The associated 
glacier beds are show with green lines. The limits of the glacial drift sheets are indicated with 

black arrows.  

 

 

The general characteristics of the DHGS at the LGM are illustrated in Figure 5.17, which when 

compared to the present-day values (Figure 5.11) illustrates the considerable change which 

has occurred within the glacial system since then. Ice thickness change has been most 

dramatic at the mouth of the Darwin Glacier, where a thinning of more than 1500 m has 

occurred steepening the glacier profile (Figure 5.17a). The LGM ice thickness of both the 

Darwin and Hatherton Glacier generally exceed 1000 m and the surface of the glacial system 

is elevated more than 1000 m above the present-day sea level (Figure 5.17b). Present-day 

and LGM driving stresses are similar for the Hatherton Glacier where a gradual decrease 

downstream is observed during the LGM. In contrast, driving stresses are considerably lower 

a 

b 
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during the LGM for the Darwin Glacier because of a more gently sloping ice surface (Figure 

5.17c). Cold EAIS ice propagated into the glacial system at the LGM and, although the ice 

thickness of the DHGS was significantly increased, the glacial system was warm-based only in 

the lowermost regions of the Darwin Glacier (Figure 5.17d). LGM and present-day surface and 

basal velocities (Figure 5.17e and Figure 5.17f) are generally similar for the Hatherton Glacier 

and lower during the LGM for the Darwin Glacier (maximum surface velocity <200 m yr-1). The 

catchment basin of the DHGS and the proportion of inland ice captured by the Darwin and 

Hatherton Glaciers appear to remain constant over time (Figure 5.17e). 

 

Continuous cold-based conditions since the LGM of the Hatherton Glacier raises questions 

about the source of glacial erratics showing evidence of active transport (Figure 2.6). Although 

significant erosion has been documented beneath cold-based Antarctic glaciers (Atkins et al. 

2002; Davies et al. 2009), the abundance of abraded boulders surrounding the Hatherton 

Glacier indicates past warm-based states. This suggests that the boulders were abraded 

during previous warm-based conditions, possibly when the Hatherton Glacier surface was 

elevated to the Isca drift limit (Figure 2.8). However, additional modelling experiments are 

required in order to establish the source of these sediments. 

 

The LGM simulation of the DHGS has provided interesting new insights into the response 

mechanisms of the glacial system as well as the magnitude of recent change, despite 

remaining uncertainties. Present-day simulation with the ice sheet-shelf model shows that 

during long simulations, the Hatherton Glacier surface elevation is sensitive to the model setup 

and input gridded datasets (section 5.5). Uncertainties in these quantities are likely to 

translate into uncertainties in the LGM simulation, and may affect the magnitude and rate at 

which the upper part of the Hatherton Glacier responds to changes in the Darwin Glacier and 

EAIS. However, the inflow from mountain glaciers is significantly reduced due to the SMB 

dependency on air temperature (section 5.2.3) and the modelled glacier surfaces appear to be 

controlled primarily by the ice thickness of the Darwin Glacier and EAIS. The inferred LGM ice 

configuration proposed by the nested model is therefore thought to accurately reflect the 

conditions in the Darwin-Hatherton region during this time. While the current nested model 

illustrates the way in which the DHGS responds to change and the magnitude of recent 

change, additional transient runs with the nested model would likely clarify the timing of these 

events. 
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Figure 5.17. LGM (a) ice thickness, (b) surface elevation, (c) driving stress, (d) basal 
temperature, (e) surface ice velocity, and (f) basal velocity of the DHGS. 

 

5.8 Present-day mass balance of the DHGS 

Section 4.5.6 described the discrepancy which exists between grounding line discharge 

predicted by the SMB model that produces the best present-day model simulation (0.44 km3 

yr-1, section 5.5.5), and a calculation of grounding line discharge from measurements of ice 

thickness and velocity (~0.52 km3 yr-1, section 3.9). Although the uncertainties of the SMB 
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map probably exceed the observed difference (section 4.5.6), it may at least partly reflect a 

negative mass balance of the DHGS.  

 

The static simulation of LGM ice conditions within the DHGS presented above illustrate that the 

Darwin Glacier responds relatively quickly (~3000 yr) to changes in ice elevations of the EAIS 

and WAIS, whereas the dynamic response of the Hatherton Glacier is slow (>10,000 yr, 

section 5.7). Modelling experiments on the slow-moving Ferrar Glacier (Figure 1.5) have found 

that the glacier response time during retreat exceeds that of advance, the former of which is 

in the order of 10,000 yr (Golledge and Levy 2011). Previous studies suggest that the DHGS 

would have had between 7900 yr (Anderson et al. 2004) and 6800 yr (Conway et al. 1999, 

section 2.9.3) to adjust to the retreat of the WAIS grounding line south of the Darwin Glacier 

outlet. Although transient modelling experiments are required in order to accurately establish 

the response time of the Darwin and Hatherton Glaciers during a retreat, it seems likely that 

the Darwin Glacier is in equilibrium with the present-day climate, while the Hatherton Glacier 

is probably still thinning. However, as the Hatherton Glacier currently contributes very little to 

the grounding line discharge (section 2.4), uncertainties in SMB are likely to also be of 

importance in explaining the difference between ice discharge estimates (section 4.5.6). The 

inference of a continued thinning of the Hatherton Glacier compares well with results from the 

slow-moving Reedy Glacier (Figure 1.5, Todd et al. 2010), which show that the glacier has 

thinned 20 m during the last 1000 yr. Ultimately, additional measurements of SMB and 

grounding line ice thickness and velocity, or further modelling experiments are required in 

order to establish the cause of the difference between measured grounding line discharge and 

predicted catchment-wide SMB. 

 

5.9 Conclusion 

The results presented in this chapter illustrate a new approach to simulating the behaviour of 

TAM outlet glaciers, and of testing the dynamic response of these glaciers to past changes of 

the WAIS and EAIS. Previous modelling studies of TAM outlet glaciers have applied flow-line 

(Anderson et al. 2004; Golledge and Levy 2011) or flow-band models (Johnson and Staiger 

2007), and the modelling study presented above represents the first attempt at applying a 

high-resolution 3-D model to simulate past and present flow behaviour of this particular 

glacier type. The 3-D nature of the model allows for a more accurate simulation of the 

coupling between the Darwin and Hatherton Glaciers as well as other important tributaries, 

and enables a good comparison of past ice extent to geological limits. In order to accurately 

account for the influence (ice thickness and temperature) of the EAIS and WAIS on the DHGS 

flow behaviour, the high-resolution 3-D model was nested within a lower resolution all-

Antarctic model. Although nested experiments have been conducted with the ice sheet-shelf 

model before (Pollard and DeConto 2009b), the model setup applied to simulate the DHGS 
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represents the first attempt at running a small (220 x 220 km) nested ice sheet-shelf model at 

1 km resolution. Because of the sudden and large change in scale upstream and downstream 

of the TAM outlet glaciers, the applied nesting approach is particularly suited to this region. 

The ice sheet-shelf model required considerable tuning in the sheet enhancement factor and 

basal slipperiness in order to produce a realistic present-day simulation of the DHGS. Following 

these adjustments, the nested ice shelf-shelf model simulates flow behaviour within the DHGS 

well, and ice thickness and extent fit glacial drift sheet boundaries during a LGM simulation. 

Therefore, despite the challenges involved, this study has successfully described the processes 

which control the current dynamics of the DHGS (objective A.1) and examined response 

mechanisms of the glacial system during the LGM (objective B.1). 

 

The present-day nested simulation clearly demonstrates the differences which currently exist 

in glacier dynamics between the Darwin and Hatherton Glaciers. The Darwin Glacier is 

predominantly warm-based in the thickest regions and has high driving stresses (~150 kPa). 

This leads to relatively high ice velocities which reach maximum modelled levels of ~330 m yr-

1 in the narrowest and steepest regions upstream of the glacier grounding line. The thickness 

of the ice shelf and applied oceanic melt rates are sensitive to the boundary ice flux, and with 

the adjusted nested setting, an oceanic melt rate of 2 m yr-1 maintains the grounding line 

close to the measured location. The Hatherton Glacier is entirely cold-based and has low 

driving stresses (<85 kPa) which peak over and just downstream of bedrock bumps where the 

surface slope is highest. Ice discharge is low, and modelled ice velocities generally do not 

exceed 2 m yr-1. With its low discharge, the Hatherton Glacier is particularly sensitive to input 

SMB and modelled inflow from local mountain glaciers and the EAIS. Due to uncertainties in 

the SMB and modelled present-day experiment, it is unclear whether the Hatherton Glacier is 

in equilibrium with the current climate. 

 

A model simulation of the LGM characteristics of the DHGS accurately reproduce former glacier 

surfaces indicated by glacial drift sheets and confirms that change in the WAIS grounding line 

is consistent with changes of the DHGS. The model results show that during the LGM the 

surface elevation at the Darwin Glacier outlet increased 830 m in response to a 600-750 m ice 

surface increase in the Ross Embayment (50 km from the Darwin Glacier outlet) caused by the 

advance of the WAIS. The induced change in Darwin Glacier surface elevation decreased 

inland and was close to zero at 100 km from the glacier grounding line. The Darwin Glacier 

responded quickly (~2000 yr) to changes in the Ross Embayment and was most likely in a 

LGM steady state. During the LGM, the Hatherton Glacier appears to have responded both to a 

500 m increase in the Darwin Glacier surface elevation at the confluence and a ~150 m 

increase in the EAIS at the glacier head caused by a 80 m surface increase of the EAIS ~80 

km further inland. The thickening of the Darwin Glacier led to a relatively rapid (~3000 yr) ice 

thickness increase in the lower part of the glacier, while an elevated EAIS resulted in a very 
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slow build-up of the ice surface further upstream. The time it takes for the Hatherton Glacier 

to reach equilibrium (15,000 yr) when run with static LGM boundary conditions, and the good 

correlation between a lower glacier surface (12,500 yr, inferred LGM surface) and the 

Britannia II drift sheet, both suggest that the Hatherton Glacier is unlikely to have reached a 

LGM steady state. The results illustrate that even minor changes in the EAIS may have had a 

significant influence on flow behaviour of glaciers such as the Hatherton Glacier, where inflow 

of ice from the ice sheet is restricted by high subglacial mountains. As other glacial drifts 

except the Hatherton drift sheet are deposited parallel to the Britannia II drift, it is inferred 

that the Hatherton and Darwin Glaciers have responded similarly to past variations in the 

WAIS and EAIS. 

 

The shape of the various Hatherton Glacier surfaces produced by the nested model during the 

LGM steady state simulation illustrate that the Hatherton drift limit is unlikely to represent the 

LGM boundary as has been suggested based on recent surface exposure dates (Storey et al. 

2010). The drift sheet may instead represent a much later adjustment of the Hatherton Glacier 

to a change in ice flow from the EAIS. In contrast, the modelled ice surface compares well with 

the Britannia II surface, which was inferred to outline the LGM extent of the Hatherton Glacier 

as suggested by Bockheim et al. (1989). The good comparison between the Britannia II drift 

limits and modelled glacier configuration provide confidence in the modelled glacier geometry 

and response mechanisms. It consequently seems likely that the LGM ice configuration 

suggested by the all-Antarctic model (EAIS and WAIS elevated 0-80 m and 600-750 m 

respectively above present-day surfaces) represents a realistic estimate of ice conditions at 

the nested boundaries at this time. The surface elevation increase this induced at the Darwin 

Glacier outlet (830 m) compares well with the 800 ±100 m found in a previous modelling 

study by Anderson et al. (2004). However, it is considerably lower than the 1100 m LGM 

surface elevation increase found by Bockheim et al. (1989) from a simple extrapolation of the 

Britannia II limit. The modelled LGM ice configuration within the nested domain suggests a 

monotonically decreasing surface elevation towards the Ross Embayment grid boundary. 

Prescribing WAIS LGM elevations directly from drift sheet limits at glacier outlets therefore 

leads to a large overestimation (~250 m) of surface elevation. The all-Antarctic surface 

elevation decrease predicted for the WAIS (600-750 m) and EAIS (0-80 m) since the LGM are 

thought to be representative for this region as a whole, as the south-eastern and north-

western nested boundaries are located away from the immediate influence of the TAM. The 

estimate of Holocene change in ice surface elevation downstream of the DHGS is significantly 

lower than the 1100 m change proposed in the LGM reconstruction by Denton and Hughes 

(2000), which is constrained by extrapolated drift sheet limits in this region. Compared to this 

reconstruction, the work presented in this chapter supports the presence of a relatively thin 

Ross Ice Sheet in the Ross Embayment during the LGM. 
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The all-Antarctic LGM configuration produces realistic results within the DHGS, which confirms 

the modelled configuration of the EAIS and WAIS in this region despite the uncertainties of the 

model output (section 5.4.3). Further south, the LGM all-Antarctic model output suggests that 

ice surface elevations 50 km downstream of the Beardmore and Reedy Glaciers were elevated 

~950 m (975 m a.s.l.) and ~620 m (1100 m a.s.l.) respectively above the modelled present-

day surface (uncertainty of the present-day simulation <50 m). From geological evidence it 

has previously been inferred that the WAIS downstream of the Beardmore and Reedy Glaciers 

(Figure 1.5) was elevated 1100 m (Denton et al. 1989a) and 450-800 m (Todd et al. 2010) 

above present-day levels respectively. At Siple Dome (Figure 1.5) the all-Antarctic model 

suggests a LGM surface elevation of 940 m a.s.l. which indicates a 300 m surface increase 

compared to present-day elevations. This result compares well with previous modelling 

results, which found that a 200-400 m thinning has occurred at the Siple Dome since the LGM 

(Waddington et al. 2005). While the all-Antarctic LGM ice surface elevation in the Ross 

Embayment is lower than suggested at the Beardmore Glacier (Denton et al. 1989b) and by 

the LGM reconstruction of the Ross Embayment proposed by Denton and Hughes (2000), it 

compares well with evidence from the Siple Dome (Waddington et al. 2005) and the Reedy 

Glacier (Bromley et al. 2010; Todd et al. 2010). Despite the uncertainties of the all-Antarctic 

model output further north it appears that the simulated LGM ice configuration compares well 

with other evidence south of the DHGS.  

 

In order to meet objective B.2, the present-day mass balance of the DHGS was discussed 

based on evidence of grounding line ice discharge (section 3.9), catchment-wide SMB (section 

4.5.6 and 5.5.5) and modelled response time of the Darwin and Hatherton Glaciers (section 

5.7). Although considerable uncertainties remain, evidence from the DHGS suggest that the 

Darwin Glacier is probably in equilibrium with the present-day climate, while the Hatherton 

Glacier is likely to still be adjusting slowly to the termination of the LGM. 
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6 Conclusion 

Recent rapid dynamic changes in Antarctic outlet glaciers are largely responsible for the loss of 

mass observed in certain regions of the Antarctic ice sheet (Pritchard et al. 2009). The 

unexpected speed at which these changes have occurred have highlighted the need for a 

better understanding of the mechanisms responsible for, and the implications of, change of 

the Antarctic Ice Sheet. Glacial sediment deposits along margins of East Antarctic outlet 

glaciers in the TAM constitute the best preserved terrestrial evidence of past changes of the 

WAIS, and the magnitude and rate of changes have been determined largely from this record. 

Evidence from the LGM and subsequent retreat and thinning is well preserved. However, 

reconstructions of the LGM ice configuration of the Ross Ice Sheet rely on extrapolations of 

glacial drift sheet limits (Bromley et al. 2010; Denton and Hughes 2000), and do not account 

for the dynamic behaviour of TAM outlet glaciers, which are of importance (Anderson et al. 

2004).  

 

The research presented in this thesis has aimed to investigate the current and past behaviour 

of the DHGS, which belongs to a group of poorly understood, slow-moving TAM outlet glaciers. 

Evidence of past changes in both the EAIS and WAIS are preserved as glacial drift sheets in 

surrounding ice-free valleys, making the glacial system ideally located for studying temporal 

variations in Antarctic ice volume and extent. In order to address the proposed aims, data 

collected from glaciological, glaciomorphological and meteorological surveys were combined 

with a numerical ice-flow model to establish current flow dynamics of the DHGS as well as the 

response of the glacial system to past changes in the EAIS and WAIS.  

 

6.1 Summary 

The modelling experiments and the direct measurements of ice thickness, grounding line 

position, internal features and ice flow velocity enable a detailed description of dynamic 

behaviour of the DHGS and the main influencing processes (objectives A.1 – A.4). 

 

One of the main findings to emerge from this study is the large difference in flow behaviour 

between the Hatherton and Darwin Glaciers. The Darwin Glacier is up to 1500 m thick, has 

relatively high driving stresses (~150 kPa) and is partially warm-based. Ice velocities of up to 
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180 m yr-1 were measured in the narrowest and steepest regions just upstream of the glacier 

grounding line, where modelled velocities also peak at ~330 m yr-1. Ice drains into the Darwin 

Glacier from the EAIS through a 1000 m deep and narrow subglacial valley and constitutes the 

most important mass input. The upper Darwin Glacier is wide and relatively shallow and ice 

flows slowly (<30 m yr-1) over large bedrock troughs and ridges causing variations in 

longitudinal stresses and indirectly affecting the SMB through changes in surface slope. 

Further downstream, basal temperatures reach the pressure melting point, ice velocities 

increase and a change in glacier valley shape suggests enhanced basal sediment erosion. The 

Darwin Glacier is grounded well below sea level for more than 40 km upstream of the 

grounding line which is located ~925 m below s.l. The grounding line is currently situated on a 

downward sloping bed and is therefore likely to be in a stable position; however, the 

undulating nature of the bed upstream of the grounding line indicate the potential for rapid 

grounding line changes. The grounding line ice discharge was inferred to be close to 0.52 km3 

yr-1 measured through a cross section 5 km further upstream. From calculations of ice flux 

upstream and downstream of the Darwin Glacier grounding line, an average oceanic melt rate 

of ~0.9 m yr-1 was determined for the first 7 km of the Ross Ice Shelf.  

 

The relatively narrow Hatherton Glacier is surrounded by steep mountains and ice thickness 

does not exceed 900 m. Driving stresses are low (~85 kPa) compared to the Darwin Glacier 

and decrease slightly downstream. The glacier is entirely cold-based and modelled ice 

velocities do not exceed 5 m yr-1 although previous measurements suggest velocities of ~40 m 

yr-1 near the Darwin Glacier (Hughes and Fastook 1981). Ice velocity measurements presented 

here suggest that flow velocities are <10 m yr-1 in the middle regions of the glacier and are 

consequently in better keeping with the modelling results. Ice drainage from the EAIS is 

restricted by a high subglacial ridge at the head of the Hatherton Glacier, above which the ice 

thins to less than 200 m. The present-day model simulation of the Hatherton Glacier suggests 

that because of a very low ice discharge, the glacier is particularly sensitive to variations in the 

EAIS thickness, inflow from local mountain glaciers, and SMB. The Darwin and Hatherton 

Glaciers both have low flow indices, which appears to be a common characteristic for slow-

moving TAM outlet glacier (Kavanaugh and Cuffey 2009). However, with its partially warm-

based conditions and relatively high ice velocities, the Darwin Glacier has several 

characteristics in common with the fast-moving TAM outlet glaciers. 

 

Both the Darwin and Hatherton Glaciers display a surface patchwork of blue ice and snow 

which is controlled primarily by the development of katabatic winds and kilometre-scale 

changes in glacier surface slope related to ice flow over large bed undulations. Measurements 

of surface ablation on the Hatherton Glacier blue ice surface suggests a relatively high average 

ablation rate of ~0.1 cm day-1 during the summer period, and annual sublimation rates may 

be as high as ~13 cm w.e. The catchment-wide SMB was calculated for a range of scenarios 
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and compared to measured ice discharge close to the grounding line, as well as model 

performance. Results show that the 0.46 km3 yr-1 catchment-wide SMB suggested by scenario 

MB-3A best reflects the conditions within the DHGS. This is slightly less than the ~0.52 km3 

yr-1 inferred grounding line discharge. Although the discrepancy could be related to an 

underestimation of SMB by the MB-3A scenario it was inferred that it, at least partly, reflects a 

negative current mass balance of the DHGS caused by a continued thinning of the Hatherton 

Glacier. 

 

Based on the research presented in this thesis it is inferred that the slow ice flow velocity 

which distinguishes the DHGS from the fast moving TAM glaciers is controlled by restricted 

inflow from the EAIS, partly (Darwin Glacier) or fully (Hatherton Glacier) cold-based 

conditions, low SMB, and a rough bedrock topography. However, the distribution of glacial drift 

sheets adjacent to the Hatherton Glacier and the LGM simulation presented in this chapter 

illustrate that large changes within the DHGS appear to be controlled by changes in the WAIS 

and to some extent the EAIS. 

 

In order to investigate the magnitude of change within the DHGS to changes in the WAIS and 

EAIS, a high-resolution (1 km) 3-D numerical ice-flow model was nested within a low-

resolution (20 km) all-Antarctic model. The all-Antarctic model simulation of past change in 

the Antarctic Ice Sheet suggests that a 600-750 m surface elevation increase occurred 

downstream of the DHGS outlet as the WAIS grounding line advanced north into the Ross 

Embayment during the last glaciation. This resulted in a damming of the TAM outlet glaciers, 

leading to a minor surface elevation increase in the EAIS (0-80 m) close to the TAM inland of 

the DHGS. This low resolution model output was used to drive a static LGM (at 14,000 yr BP) 

nested simulation in order to determine the LGM ice configuration within the DHGS (objective 

B.1). The high resolution model output confirms the ice configuration proposed by the all-

Antarctic model at the boundary of the nested domain. 

 

The high-resolution nested simulation of LGM ice configuration in the DHGS indicate that the 

Darwin Glacier responded rapidly (~2000 yr) to the increased surface elevations in the Ross 

Embayment and consequently is likely to have reached steady state during the LGM. In 

contrast, the build-up to a steady state of the Hatherton glacier was slow (15,000 yr) and the 

final surface profile too high in the middle regions, and it was inferred that the glacier did not 

reach equilibrium during the LGM. This result compares well with geological evidence from the 

Reedy Glacier (Figure 1.5) which shows that this glacier was not in equilibrium during the LGM 

despite its location further south and therefore would have had longer time to respond to 

increased ice thickness in the Ross Embayment. Modelled centre line glacier profiles of the 

Hatherton Glacier far exceed the levels proposed by the preferred minimum age model 

suggested by Storey et al. (2010) and instead compare well with the interpretation of drift 
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sheet ages presented by Bockheim et al. (1989). As a result, the modelled Hatherton Glacier 

surface which compared best with the Britannia II drift sheet limit (12,500 yr) was inferred to 

represent the LGM ice configuration within the DHGS.  

 

The nested model suggests that at the LGM the Darwin Glacier was elevated 830 m above the 

present-day ice surface near the glacier outlet, while little change occurred at the glacier head 

~100 km further inland. The Hatherton Glacier probably responded both to an upstream ~150 

m increase in the EAIS ice surface near the glacier head and a downstream 500 m increase in 

the Darwin Glacier surface compared to present-day levels. The nested model output suggests 

that cold-based conditions persisted throughout the LGM at the Hatherton Glacier, and the 

exposed glacial sediments that show signs of active transport must have been abraded during 

earlier warm-based conditions. Since the LGM, the Darwin Glacier profile has steepened 

significantly, while the present-day Hatherton Glacier surface gradient was similar at the LGM, 

except near the EAIS where a steepening has occurred. 

 

The LGM ice configuration suggested by the all-Antarctic and nested model confirms that 

change of the DHGS and other TAM outlet glaciers entering the Ross Embayment can be 

explained by changes in the WAIS grounding line. In addition the model results illustrate that 

for glaciers such as the Hatherton Glacier, where inflow of ice from the EAIS is restricted by 

subglacial mountains, even a minor increase in the EAIS may have had a significant influence 

on the LGM ice discharge. The 3-D nested model simulates present-day and LGM surface 

elevation and extent of the DHGS well, which provides confidence in the former ice 

configuration proposed by the model in regions where glacial sediments are absent. The model 

results illustrate that a 600-750 m surface elevation increase in the Ross Embayment 

downstream of the DHGS outlet would have been sufficient for the Hatherton Glacier to 

thicken to the Britannia II drift sheet limit. This suggests that the surface elevation of the Ross 

Ice Sheet was significantly lower than suggested by downstream extrapolation of the Britannia 

II drift sheet limit (Bockheim et al. 1989) or the surface elevation at the Darwin Glacier outlet 

(Anderson et al. 2004). If the all-Antarctic LGM ice configuration is accurate further south also, 

the Ross Ice Sheet was elevated ~950 m above the present-day surface 50 km downstream of 

the Beardmore Glacier. This is significantly less than the 1100 m elevation difference 

suggested by extrapolation of glacial drift sheets (Denton et al. 1989a). In contrast, the all-

Antarctic model output compares well with estimates of LGM surface elevations at the Reedy 

Glacier (Bromley et al. 2010; Todd et al. 2010) and Siple Dome (Waddington et al. 2005), 

where evidence similarly suggest the presence of somewhat thinner grounded ice in the Ross 

Embayment than the reconstruction in Denton and Hughes (2000).  

 

The examinations of ice discharge, SMB and model setup and output presented in chapter 3 to 

5 allows for a discussion of the present-day mass balance of the DHGS (objective B.2). From 
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these results it was inferred that the Darwin Glacier is in equilibrium with the current climate, 

while the Hatherton Glacier is probably still adjusting to the termination of the LGM. Overall, 

the DHGS may consequently be experiencing a slightly negative mass balance at present. 

 

The summarised research has combined newly acquired field measurements with a numerical 

ice-flow model in an effort to describe the present and past behaviour of the DHGS. The direct 

measurements of key parameters have provided valuable information about the geometry, 

dynamics and SMB of the DHGS and enabled the fitting of a high-resolution nested 3-D ice 

sheet-shelf model to a complex glacial system. In combination, the high quality field 

measurements and the modelling experiments have established the main processes which 

currently control the behaviour of the two glaciers as well as the forcing which has instigated 

change in the past. The modelling study presents new evidence to the significance of glacial 

deposits adjacent to the Hatherton Glacier and has provided further constraint on the LGM 

surface elevation of the EAIS and WAIS in the region surrounding the DHGS. These results 

may serve as guidelines in future studies of slow-moving TAM outlet glaciers. In addition, the 

all-Antarctic LGM ice surface elevations of the WAIS and EAIS in the vicinity of the DHGS can 

be used to test the performance of other ice sheet models in this region. 

 

6.2 Future work 

One of the key findings of this study is the sensitivity of the Hatherton Glacier in particular to 

uncertainties in SMB and ice discharge from local Mountain glaciers. Due to the lack of 

observations, the SMB of the glacier was inferred from one point measurement and ice 

thickness was linearly extrapolated into ice filled valleys from centre line measurements. In 

addition, the tuning process was further complicated by the uncertainty and scarcity of ice 

velocity measurements. As a result, some uncertainties exist in the model treatment of the 

Hatherton Glacier. These uncertainties could be reduced by additional measurements of SMB 

and/or the application of a regional climate model, additional GPR or airborne radar 

measurements, and longer in situ velocity surveys and/or a remote sensing study of flow field. 

Future modelling work should involve applying the 3-D nested model in transient simulations 

of the last glaciations and subsequent thinning and retreat. These experiments will provide 

additional information about the timing of past changes in the Ross Embayment and establish 

more accurately whether change is ongoing at the DHGS. 

 

Finally, this work has highlighted the need to re-examine the way in which glacial drift sheet 

limits have been applied as indicators of former surface elevations of the WAIS. This will 

ultimately lead to more accurate estimates of LGM thickness and extent of grounded ice in the 

Ross Embayment, which will contribute towards quantifying past and present contributions of 

the Antarctic Ice Sheet to global sea level changes.  
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A Appendix 

A.1 Airborne radar data 

 

 
 

Figure A.1. Low gain airborne radar data collected along the Darwin Glacier from the Ross Ice Shelf to the polar plateau. The position of the 
flight path is shown on Figure 3.2 between B (start) and B’ (end). 
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Figure A.2. High gain airborne radar data collected along the Darwin Glacier from the Ross Ice Shelf to the polar plateau. The position of the 

flight path is shown on Figure 3.2 between B (start) and B’ (end). 
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A.2 Interpolation routine for the ice thickness map 

Developing an approach to accurately interpolate the ice thickness for DHGS is difficult, 

predominantly due to the irregular distribution of the data points and the varying orientation 

of the two major valley axes (Figure A.3a). Several different methods were tested in ArcMap 

and ultimately a completely regularized spline interpolation was chosen as the best option. 

This method is particularly good for gradually varying topographic surfaces as it fits a smooth 

surface with a minimum curvature through the exact data points. There are several reasons to 

prefer this interpolation method. First of all, the completely regularized spline interpolation is 

an exact interpolator and is therefore true to the input data (shown in section 3.3.2 to be of a 

very high quality). In addition, it enables the user to specify the size, angle and sector type of 

the area from which to include data points for the calculation of each interpolated value (the 

search area). Data points within individual sectors in the search area will have equal weights 

depending on the relative distance from the interpolated centre point. This is particularly 

useful when interpolating relatively simple topographic features such as valleys where 

variations in ice thicknesses are generally largest perpendicular to the valley axis. The ideal 

search area from which to include data points for the interpolated values depends on the 

orientation and width of the valley and the distribution of data points. 

 

Because the Darwin and Hatherton glaciers, as well as the smaller tributaries have varying 

orientation and size, the DHGS was divided into nine different areas within which the valley 

characteristics are roughly similar (Figure A.3b). Elliptical search areas with an orientation 

parallel to the predominant valley axis were chosen for each of the nine areas. The shape and 

size of the ellipses were varied according to the width of the valleys and the distance between 

cross profiles in the data set (Figure A.4). 
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Figure A.3. (a) Overview of data included in the ice thickness interpolation and (b) location of 

the nine interpolation areas. Black oval shapes show the sector type (described below) as well 
as orientation and relative sizes of the interpolation search area. 

 

 

Depending on the distribution of actual data points, the search area was divided into four 

separate sectors from which to include measurements. When cross profiles were present in the 

area, the search area was divided into four sectors and shifted 45° (left search area in Figure 

A.4). When no cross profiles existed within the area, the best results were found when the 
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search area was divided into four sectors but not shifted. Ice thickness maps were interpolated 

for each of the nine areas and subsequently merged by gradually blending the maps in the 

overlapping regions. Some artefacts related to the interpolation method were observed in 

regions where few data points were present to guide the interpolation. Therefore, several 

smoothing routines were tested, although a simple mean calculation within a radius of 500 m 

was found to be the best way to remove the artefact while preserving as much of the true 

variation in the interpolation map. The difference between the smoothed ice thickness map 

and the input data points were evaluated by comparing a 50 m resolution raster of the input 

data points (mean value for every cell) with the smoothed 50 m resolution map. Subtracting 

the interpolation from the input data gave a mean difference of 5.5 m and a standard 

deviation of only 46 m, showing that the smoothed map accurately represents the input 

dataset. 

 

 

 

Figure A.4. Image of the two different sector types used for the interpolation and the 
difference settings for which they were applied. 

 
 


